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ABSTRACT

Civil litigation is the primary method of dispute resolution in the South African civil justice system. This process is characterised by a number of shortcomings which include the adversarial nature of the process which often creates further conflict between disputing parties and often results in permanently destroyed relationships between them. Further shortcomings include the highly complex, costly and time-consuming nature of civil litigation. These shortcomings infringe on the constitutional imperative of access to justice for South Africans, particularly for the indigent members of society. In addition, court rolls have become overburdened due to the rapidly increasing volume of litigation at court. This often results in extensive waiting periods before matters are heard at court and further infringes the attainment of access to justice.

While progress has been made in enhancing the civil justice system over the years, the aforementioned shortcomings prevail. In recent years the South African government has introduced the concept of mandatory court based mediation to the civil justice system with the view of promoting access to justice and enhancing the civil justice system. In a nutshell, mandatory court based mediation refers a civil dispute to mediation once an appearance to defend is entered at court, in order to attempt the settlement of the matter. In the event of the dispute not being resolved, the matter is then referred back to the conventional litigation process for resolution.

Mandatory court based mediation, while controversial and bearing valid criticism; aims to promote access to justice and reconciliation between aggrieved parties and remedies a number of the shortcomings currently plaguing the South African civil justice system. In
answering the research question of whether this ADR process is suitable to implement in South Africa in order to remedy the shortcomings of its civil justice system, the following aspects are considered in this thesis: the benefits, advantages, and the constitutionality of mandatory court based mediation, as well as the criticisms and challenges of the process.

South Africa may have an adversarial civil justice system, but is no stranger to the practice of mediation. Within South African civil law a number of fields have mentioned mediation as the preferred method of dispute resolution over years. These areas of law will be highlighted in this thesis. Internationally, the jurisdiction of the Australian states of New South Wales and Victoria will also be highlighted. This analysis is done in order to assess the implementation and function of a mediation system, as a preferred method of dispute resolution, across all areas of civil law within an adversarial civil justice system.

The current civil justice system in South Africa needs to be remedied due to its negative impact on civil disputants and the nation of South Africa in a broader sense. This thesis does not suggest that mandatory court based mediation is a panacea for all ills plaguing the country's civil justice system. However, this ADR process may suit South Africa and its implementation may make a considerable remedial contribution and possibly significantly enhance its civil justice system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

South Africa, through the influence of the English common law,\(^1\) has inherited an adversarial\(^2\) civil justice system with litigation as the primary method of civil dispute resolution.\(^3\) As a result of the practice of litigation, a number of shortcomings such as the highly complex, costly and time-consuming nature of the process,\(^4\) have prevailed over decades in the country’s civil justice system.\(^5\) Overburdened court rolls that adversely affect the timely resolution of civil disputes are added to these problems. These shortcomings exclude the middle class to poorer communities in South Africa from acquiring access to justice.\(^6\) Further pertinent shortcomings include the fact that the adversarial nature of civil litigation\(^7\) adds to the conflict between disputing parties and often results in permanently destroyed relationships between disputants.\(^8\)

---

\(^1\) South Africa has a hybrid legal system, with its primary sources law being the South African common law (constituting Roman-Dutch law and English law, see 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 for discussions on these influences on the South African legal system), customary law, statutes, judicial precedent and, fundamentally, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. Meintjies-Van der Walt L, Singh P & du Preez M et al *Introduction to South African Law* (2008) 26, 135.


\(^5\) See 2.5 for a detailed discussion on the prevailing shortcomings in the South African civil justice system as a result of litigation.

\(^6\) See 1.6.1 below for a definition of access to justice.

\(^7\) The adversarial nature of civil litigation entails ‘that court proceedings are seen as a battle between two parties’ with the presiding officer acting as a passive referee’ Meintjies-Van der Walt L, Singh P & du Preez M...
The South African legislature, judiciary and executive, have attempted to remedy the aforementioned shortcomings through the implementation of various initiatives over the years. Although these initiatives have been helpful, the aforementioned shortcomings have prevailed to date. In recent years, however, the South African government introduced the concept of mandatory court based mediation, through the Civil Justice Reform Project (CJRP), with the view of promoting access to justice and enhancing the civil justice system.

Mandatory court based mediation was initially introduced to South Africa in the form of court rules. These court rules were subsequently rejected on the basis that there exists no enabling legislation in South Africa sanctioning these court rules and were therefore

---

8 See 2.5 below regarding a discussion on the negative impact which the adversarial system has on disputants’ relationships in particular.

9 Such as the building of additional court structures, Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Annual Report 2012/2013 (2013) 8; the institution of case management projects, Hodes P ‘Case Management: Bar Initiatives’ (1997) 10 Consultus 34; the harmonisation and amendments to the court rules and legislation for the High Court and Magistrates’ Court, the institution of Legal Aid South Africa, established through the Legal Aid Act 22 of 1969; the establishment of the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC), established through the South African Law Reform Commission Act 19 of 1973; the Rules Board for Courts of Law in South Africa, established in terms of the Rules Board for Courts of Law Act 107 of 1985. See 2.5 below for further discussions on these initiatives.

10 Mandatory court based mediation provides that whenever an appearance to defend is entered into at court, the matter is referred to mediation in an attempt to settle and resolve the dispute. In the event of the disputants being unable to settle the matter is then referred back to the conventional litigation process to be adjudicated at court. Mandatory court based mediation is premised on the ADR process of mediation, see 1.6.2 below for a discussion on mediation. Also see 5.2 below for a discussion on the concept of mandatory court based mediation.

11 The objective of the CJRP was the alignment of the South African civil justice system with the constitutional values, and the simplification and harmonisation of laws and rules to make justice easily and equally accessible to all, in particular the vulnerable and poor members of society. Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Discussion Document on the Transformation of the Judicial System and the Role of the Judiciary in the Developmental South African State (hereafter Discussion Document) (2012) 20. This reform initiative sought to address the shortcomings, such as the cost of litigation, the turnaround time, the complexity, the fragmentation and the overly adversarial nature of its current civil justice system. Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Discussion Document (2012) 25.

subsequently redrafted into a set of voluntary court based mediation rules.

The Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development (Minister of Justice), however, still seeks to be advised on whether mandatory court based mediation should be implemented in South Africa’s civil justice system in future and whether appropriate legislation should be promulgated in this regard. The suitability of mandatory court based mediation to the South African civil justice system, with specific focus, on remedying the persistent shortcomings therein, is investigated in this thesis.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION

The title of the thesis is ‘Mandatory court based mediation as an alternative dispute resolution process in the South African civil justice system’. This thesis is based on the following research question:

‘Is mandatory court based mediation a suitable ADR process to implement in South Africa in order to reduce significantly the shortcomings within its civil justice system’?

The shortcomings of the South African civil justice system identified in this thesis emanate from the practice of the primary method of dispute resolution, being litigation. Due the impact of these shortcomings on the disputants involved and, in a broader sense, the nation of South Africa, there exists a crucial need to remedy these issues.

13 The decision to reject the mandatory rules was based on a legal opinion sought by the Minister of Justice. Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Strategic Plan 2013-2018(2013) 17.
14 Minister Jefferey Radebe.
15 Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’ Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry 28 November 2013 available at http://capetownchamber.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Mnisters-speech.pdf (accessed on 14 March 2014); Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014) 2. For further discussions on the Minister of Justice’s proposal regarding the possible future implementation of mandatory court based mediation, see 5.4 below.
16 In this regard the thesis draws a distinction between the mandatory court based mediation rules and the concept of mandatory court based mediation. See the research objectives of the thesis at 1.3 below.
The benefits and advantages of mandatory court based mediation appear to remedy the shortcomings identified in this thesis. However, the overall suitability of this ADR process will still need be investigated. In view hereof, the remedial benefits, the constitutionality as well as the criticisms and perceived challenges of this ADR process will be discussed in this thesis.

In view of the above, a possible side question of how mandatory court based mediation may be implemented in South Africa’s civil justice system, may arise and is briefly addressed in this thesis. However, addressing this ancillary question will not be the focus of this thesis and will simply be answered in the form of a suggestion.

1.3 THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of this thesis is to establish whether mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR process to implement in South Africa in order to make a substantial contribution to remedying the shortcomings of its civil justice system. To this end the secondary aims listed below flow from this principal aim.

The shortcomings associated with South Africa’s adversarial civil justice system and primary method of dispute resolution, litigation, will be discussed. In this regard, the impact that these shortcomings have on civil disputants and the nation of South Africa, at large will also be discussed. This will establish the need for South Africa to implement an alternative primary method of civil dispute resolution, in order to remedy these shortcomings associated with civil litigation, and the need to improve the civil justice system.

17 At 2.5 below.
The aim of the thesis is also to prove that although South Africa’s civil justice system is adversarial in nature, it is no stranger to the practice of mediation as a preferred method of dispute resolution in certain areas of civil law.

Furthermore the aims are to investigate the jurisdiction of Australia,\textsuperscript{18} where the practice of mediation as a primary method of dispute resolution is practised within an adversarial civil justice system. This is in order to assess the implementation of such an ADR process, which was implemented with the view to remedy the shortcomings of an adversarial civil justice system.

A further aim of this thesis is to prove the benefits and advantages flowing from mandatory court based mediation as a primary method of civil dispute resolution. These benefits reflect how the process remedies the shortcomings in South Africa’s civil justice system and the positive impact the process has on civil disputants as well as the nation of South Africa, in a broader sense.

In addition, the aim of the thesis is to assess the constitutionality as well as the criticisms of this ADR process. In view hereof, the thesis aims to prove that mandatory court based mediation lines up with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (the Constitution, 1996) and does not contravene the constitutional right of access to courts. Furthermore, that although this ADR process does face valid criticism; it remains suitable and beneficial to South Africa’s civil justice system.

\textsuperscript{18} The states of NSW and Victoria specifically.
The latest developments in South Africa’s civil justice system will also be a relevant point of consideration in this thesis, in order to assess the direction in which this the country is headed with regards to court based mediation.\(^{19}\)

### 1.4 RESEARCH METHODS

The thesis is conducted by reviewing the literature published through secondary sources which includes articles in journals, academic books, newspapers and web publications. Primary sources such as applicable case law,\(^{20}\) policies, and legislation using mediation processes are also considered. Furthermore, original narratives by independent researchers and academic scholars are also referred to in this thesis.

In view of the difficulties related to South Africa’s civil litigation process and the role that mediation can play in resolving civil disputes, various pieces of South African legislation that provide for mediation are discussed in this thesis. Legislation and related authority specifically in the fields of family law, labour law and commercial law are considered. Such statutes and reports include the Labour Relations Act\(^{21}\) (LRA), the Mediation in Certain Divorce Matters Act\(^{22}\) (MDMA), the Children’s Act\(^{23}\) (the Children’s Act), the Companies Act\(^{24}\) (‘the new Companies Act’), the King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009 (‘the King III Report’), and the Code on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009 (the Code). A number of other South African legislative measures are also briefly discussed,

---

\(^{19}\) This relates to the implementation of the Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa coming into operation on pilot project basis on 1 December 2014.

\(^{20}\) Due to the nature and novelty of the topic of this thesis, not many cases were found in support of the aims herein. However, where necessary and appropriate, judgments discussing mediation, ADR and related matters were discussed.

\(^{21}\) Act 66 of 1995.

\(^{22}\) Act 24 of 1987.

\(^{23}\) Act 38 of 2005.

\(^{24}\) Act 71 of 2008.
highlighting the practice of mediation on a mandatory as well as a voluntary basis. The Constitution, 1996 is also focussed on throughout the thesis.

Comparisons are drawn to the jurisdiction of the Australian states of New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria. This is done in order to assess the practice of an established mediation system, as a preferred method of dispute resolution, in an adversarial civil justice system. In addition, such comparisons are made in order to learn possible lessons from these jurisdictions regarding the implementation of such a mediation system. The reason for selecting the jurisdiction of Australia is due to the fact that this country is an international forerunner in the practice of mediation and is known for maintaining one of the oldest and most successful mediation systems in the world. The reason for selecting the states of NSW and Victoria is due to the fact the these states both have a measure of English common law influence in their civil justice systems. These states have also practiced litigation as their primary method of civil dispute resolution and therefore have similar adversarial natured civil justice systems to South Africa. These two states’ civil justice systems have further experienced similar shortcomings to the South African civil justice system in this regard.

25 The length requirements for the thesis do not allow for an analysis of the civil justice systems in all six states and two territories of Australia (see 4.2 below for an explanation on the states and territories in Australia). The two states selected serve as examples of the growth, development and success of mediation programmes in an adversarial civil justice system. Reasons for selecting NSW and Victoria specifically are discussed below.

26 See discussion below regarding adversarial nature of NSW’s and Victoria’s civil justice systems.


29 South Africa’s civil justice system is also influenced by the English common law, see 1.1 above. See 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for further discussions on NSW and Victoria’s civil justice system respectively.

30 NSW and Victoria have practiced litigation as their primary method of dispute resolution prior to implementing court-referred mediation in their civil justice systems, at 4.2 below.

31 See 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 below.
Reference will be made to specific Australian legislation which provides the framework for mediation and the development of court-referred mediation programmes.

In view of the research question, the suitability of mandatory court based mediation to the South African civil justice is the focus of this thesis, and not necessarily how the implementation of the process is to take place. However, the implementation of this ADR process may be a related question arising out of this thesis and is therefore briefly addressed. Although not principally investigated, a suggestion on how the process could be implemented in the county’s civil justice system is made. The suggestion is based on the developments in South Africa’s civil justice system regarding court based mediation.32

1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH

This thesis is significant as no thesis concerning mandatory court based mediation as an ADR process in the South African civil justice system could be identified, nationally and internationally, during researching this topic. This thesis is therefore novel and unique in its execution.

Further premises on the significance of this thesis are that South Africa’s civil justice system may be on the brink of significant change with the implementation of the Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa33 (‘the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules’)34 soon to be ushering court based mediation into

---

32 The reason for mandatory court based mediation court rules being developed into voluntary court based mediation rules and now being implemented into South Africa’s civil justice system on a pilot project basis on 1 December 2014.
33 Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 183 GG 37448 of 18 March 2014.
34 Discussed in further detail at 5.3.1 below.
South Africa’s civil justice system.\footnote{35}{\emph{We are also mindful of the fundamental changes that the rules [court based mediation rules] will bring into our legal system and the capacity that will be required to give full effect to these rules at court level. It is for these reasons that we will adopt an incremental approach to the implementation of these rules.}} Radebe J \footnote{36}{Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 183 GG 37448 of 18 March 2014; Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of Proceedings of Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 571 GG 37848 of 18 July 2014.}  These court rules will be rolled out on a pilot project basis on 1 December 2014.\footnote{37}{As from May 2014 referred to as the ‘Department of Justice and Correctional Services.’ Manyathi-Jele N, ‘New Justice Ministry Announced’ (2014) 543 \textit{De Rebus} 6.} Although these rules will be introduced on a voluntary and pilot project basis, it remains one of the most significant developments made to South Africa’s civil justice system in recent years. 1 December 2014 may mark the commencement of a gradual historic change to South Africa’s civil justice system, conventional litigation, and court procedure known today.

The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules may have been the preferred system to implement in South Africa; however, all is not lost for the possible future implementation of mandatory court based mediation into South Africa. The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development (Department of Justice)\footnote{37}{Manyathi-Jele N, ‘New Justice Ministry Announced’ (2014) 543 \textit{De Rebus} 6.} seeks to be convinced on whether mandatory court based mediation should be implemented in South Africa’s civil justice system\footnote{38}{Radebe J \footnote{39}{The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules gives mediation a foot in the door of the civil justice system, despite the voluntary or autonomy-sensitive nature of the rules. It is unthinkable that mediation will not in the near future also be institutionalised at the higher courts…’ Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 23 September 2014 available at \url{http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20140923130558982} (accessed 18 October 2014); ‘In creating opportunities for parties in conflict to talk to each other, whether successfully or not, the court-annexed mediation initiative of the Department of Justice [the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules] is breaking new ground. It deserves the full support of everyone concerned… including the legal profession in South Africa.’ Joubert J ‘Mediation will get its foot in a South African door’ (2014) \textit{Mediation.com} available at \url{http://www.mediate.com/articles/JoubertJ9.cfm} (accessed 9 November 2014).} and, in the current absence of enabling legislation, whether promulgating legislation in support of this ADR process is desirable.\footnote{39}{Radebe J \footnote{39}{The Inaugural African alternative dispute resolution and arbitration conference’ Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry 28 November 2013 available at \url{http://capetownchamber.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Ministers-speech.pdf} (accessed on 14 March 2014).}} This thesis may therefore hold some persuasive value in
convincing the Department of Justice that mandatory court based mediation is suitable to the South African civil justice system.

The former Minister of Justice\(^{40}\) has also advised that there are precedents in other comparable jurisdictions from which South Africa may draw lessons and best practices from in developing possible legislation in support of mandatory court based mediation.\(^{41}\) In this regard, this thesis may be of further significance by observing the legislation and implementation of the court-referred mediation programmes in Australia. Therefore, by investigating the states of NSW and Victoria to this end, lessons and best practices may be drawn from these jurisdictions. This could aid the Department of Justice in some way in possibly developing mandatory court based legislation in future.

1.6 TERMINOLOGY AND CONCEPTS

A number of chosen terms and concepts have been used throughout this thesis. In order to simplify the text, unless the context requires otherwise, certain terms will be used consistently throughout. Some of these terms and concepts are explained below.

1.6.1 The Concept of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

‘ADR’ is the generally accepted acronym for alternative dispute resolution.\(^{42}\) ADR refers to a range of dispute resolution methods that provide an alternative to public court litigation

---

\(^{40}\) Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, Jeffery Radebe.

\(^{41}\) In this regard he has requested the Department of Justice to prepare a draft bill accordingly and appointed a Mediation Advisory Committee, currently in operation, who is responsible for inter alia assisting the Department in investigating the desirability and possibility of legislation regarding mandatory court based mediation. Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014)2.

through the formal court system. ADR covers a broad range of mechanisms and processes designed to assist parties in resolving disputes creatively and effectively. In so far as this may involve alternative processes to formal litigation, these processes are not intended to replace court adjudication, but rather to supplement it.

The aims of ADR are to:

- a) relieve court congestion, as well as prevent undue cost and delay;
- b) enhance community involvement in the dispute resolution process;
- c) facilitate access to justice; and
- d) provide more effective dispute resolution.

The most common methods of ADR include inter alia facilitation, conciliation, negotiation, arbitration and mediation.

1.6.2 The Concept of Mediation

The concept of mediation is discussed extensively in this section, as it forms the basis of mandatory court based mediation.

Mediation is a process in which the parties to a dispute endeavour to reach a settlement through negotiations facilitated by an independent third party (the ‘mediator’). Through these facilitated negotiations, the mediator assists the parties in identifying the issues in dispute and assists them in developing resolution options in reaching a final mutually

---

47 Ramsden P The Law of Arbitration: South African and International Arbitration (2009) 1. A definition of each of these forms of ADR will not be necessary, except for mediation which is explained at 1.6.2 below.
49 Also known as the ‘neutral’. The mediator should be an independent, mutually acceptable third party who will listen to both sides of the dispute and make proposals or recommendations on how the dispute could be resolved. Ramsden P The Law of Arbitration: South African and International Arbitration (2009) 2.
acceptable agreement.\textsuperscript{50} Therefore, there exists no winning or losing party in this process.\textsuperscript{51} In other words, either the parties agree on an outcome of mutual benefit, or there is no result.\textsuperscript{52} If mediation does not succeed, disputants may resort to formal litigation proceedings.\textsuperscript{53}

The mediator’s role is aimed at facilitating a settlement between the disputing parties.\textsuperscript{54} Therefore he or she cannot make any decisions of fact or law, neither can he or she reach a final decision nor determine the credibility of any party participating in the mediation process.\textsuperscript{55}

The characteristics of the mediation process include that sessions are conducted in private and without prejudice.\textsuperscript{56} This is central to the process of mediation.\textsuperscript{57} Furthermore, the process is speedy,\textsuperscript{58} flexible, informal,\textsuperscript{59} and cost-saving.\textsuperscript{60} Mediation is also said to be characterised by its reconciliatory nature particularly in instances where personal or business

\textsuperscript{53} Therefore parties have nothing to lose in attempting to resolve their dispute through mediation. Meintjies-Van der Walt L, Singh P & du Preez M et al \textit{Introduction to South African Law} (2008) 205.
\textsuperscript{54} Rule 80 (1)(a) of the Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 183 \textit{GG} 37448 of 18 March 2014; ‘Specifically a mediator encourages candour, highlights common and competing party interests, sets agenda[s] for discussion, assist parties [to] explore options for settlement…’ Alexander N \textit{International and Comparative Mediation: Legal Perspectives} (2009) 30.
\textsuperscript{57} Spencer D and Brogan M \textit{Mediation Law and Practice} 2007 85-87; Boulle L and Nesic M 2001 \textit{Mediation: Principles Process Practice} 41-42.
relationships have broken down.\textsuperscript{61} Mediation also bridges poor communication or mistrust between disputants,\textsuperscript{62} and thus re-orientates parties towards each other.\textsuperscript{63}

\subsection*{1.6.3 The Concept of Access to Justice}

The concept of access to justice does not only relate to one’s constitutional right of access to courts.\textsuperscript{64} It is believed that the concept is fulfilled when dispute resolution procedures are simple to understand,\textsuperscript{65} affordable,\textsuperscript{66} speedy and effective when used by the public.\textsuperscript{67}

In encapsulating the above, Justice Ngcobo states that,

\begin{quote}
‘access to justice suffers… when the costs of litigation are prohibitive; when the procedures and processes are unduly complicated or burdensome; and when delays are too long for the average person.’\textsuperscript{68}
\end{quote}

Based on the above, access to justice within a civil justice system may therefore be deemed to include the right of access to courts together with the affordable, procedurally simple, and expedient methods of civil dispute resolution.

\textsuperscript{61} Alexander N \textit{International and Comparative Mediation: Legal Perspectives} (2009) 12.
\textsuperscript{66} Heywood M \& Hassim A ‘Remedying the maladies of 'lesser men or women': The personal, political and constitutional imperatives for improved access to justice.” 2008 \textit{SAJHR} 263; Holeness D ‘The constitutional justification for free legal services in civil matters in South Africa’ (2013) 27 \textit{Speculum Juris} 5-6.
\textsuperscript{68} Justice Ngcobo goes on to provide that ‘in order to ensure access to justice in a civil justice system, the system should be just in the results it delivers; be fair in the way it treats litigants; offer appropriate procedures at a reasonable cost; deal with cases with reasonable speed; be understandable to those who use it; be responsive to the needs of those who use it; provide as much certainty as the nature of particular cases allows; and be effective that is, adequately resourced and organised’. Chief Justice Ngcobo ‘Enhancing access to justice: The search for better justice’ \textit{Access to Justice Conference 6 July 2011} 18-19 available at http://www.justice.gov.za/ocj/cfw/2011-access-to-justice-conference/20110708_ajc_chief-justice-speech.pdf (accessed 25 September 2014).
In the context of South Africa’s civil justice system, given the country’s unjust and unequal past,\(^69\) the concept of access to justice is held in high esteem and is deemed to be ‘an inalienable constitutional right flowing from [its] constitutional democracy’.\(^70\)

### 1.7 CHAPTER OUTLINE

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introductory chapter, guiding the reading of this thesis. The background, research question and research objectives are also set out in this chapter. The research methods and significance of this thesis are also contained in Chapter 1, together with the definitions of certain terms used throughout. A brief chapter outline of all six chapters concludes Chapter 1.

The focus of Chapter 2 is the South African civil justice system and commences with a historical overview of its development. The structure as well as the adversarial nature of the country’s civil justice system, as influenced by the English common law, is also discussed. The chapter also focuses on litigation as the primary method of civil dispute resolution and the shortcomings associated with this process. Chapter 2 further emphasises these shortcomings and the impact they have on the parties involved in civil disputes as well as the nation of South Africa in a broader sense. The chapter concludes with suggesting that the

---

\(^{69}\) ‘Before I give a cursory description of this fundamental value [access to justice] that is founded on the rule of law, let me first give background to the political evolution that gave rise to the need for Access to justice to be an embodiment of our constitutional order. As you know, our country has seen a protracted struggle against colonialism and later apartheid which had persisted for more than 300 years. During this era the country was characterised by racial hatred and discrimination, deep inequality, poverty and strife which were rooted in, and enforced through the laws and policies of the colonialists and erstwhile apartheid Government. Apartheid was entrenched in every fabric of society and was manifestly inherent in the political life, economy, religion, sports, business, employment, residence, education including access to institution such as universities. The fruits of colonialism and apartheid were the denial of justice. Justice was a commodity which was accessible only to the privileged, the powerful and the rich, to the detriment of poor, the marginalised and the weak.’ Radebe J ‘Challenges facing access to justice in S.A’ The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development 16 October 2012 available at [http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2012/20121016_min-uct.html](http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2012/20121016_min-uct.html) (accessed on 15 February 2014).

\(^{70}\) Radebe J ‘Challenges facing access to justice in S.A’.
primary method of civil dispute resolution be changed in order to remedy these shortcomings and in order to enhance South Africa’s civil justice system.

Chapter 3 provides that South Africa, although possessing an inherently adversarial civil justice system, is no stranger to the practice of mediation as an alternative method of dispute resolution in certain areas of its civil law. To this end, the practice of mediation in many areas of civil law will be discussed in this chapter. However, the fields of family law, labour law and commercial law will be observed in greater detail. These particular fields of civil law are discussed with specific focus on how mediation, as the preferred method of dispute resolution, operates in these areas of law and the support which this ADR tool has in these fields.

Discussions in Chapter 4 relate to the practice of mediation as a preferred method of dispute resolution in the jurisdictions of the Australian states of NSW and Victoria. These states are discussed focusing on the role and operation of mandatory court-referred mediation as the primary method of dispute resolution in these states’ adversarial civil justice systems. The similar shortcomings experienced in the South African, NSW and Victorian civil justice systems are also highlighted in this chapter. How court-referred mediation was implemented in order to remedy these shortcomings is also discussed, together with possible lessons for South Africa regarding its implementation.

In Chapter 5 the focus is on the concept of mandatory court based mediation, as introduced by the South African government in recent years. Discussions in this chapter include the shortcomings that this ADR process remedies in South Africa’s civil justice system. In view hereof the benefits and advantages of this ADR process towards the disputants involved, the
legal profession and the nation (in a broader sense) will be assessed. Practical issues, such as the costs relating to mandatory court based mediation is also highlighted in this chapter. Further discussions in Chapter 5 focus on the constitutionality as well as the arguments against this ADR process. This chapter also discusses the latest developments in South Africa’s civil justice system regarding court based mediation and the possible future implementation of mandatory court based mediation.

Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter of this thesis. This chapter will therefore aim to answer the research question of whether mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR process to implement in South Africa in order to reduce significantly the shortcomings within its civil justice system. Emphasis will therefore be placed on the suitability of mandatory court based mediation to the South African civil justice system. Chapter 6 concludes with suggestions on how mandatory court based mediation may be implemented in South Africa’s civil justice system, in future, and the way forward for court based mediation in the country.
CHAPTER 2
THE SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

South Africa’s primary method of dispute resolution within its civil justice system is litigation, as a result of its English inheritance.71 The South African civil justice system is therefore adversarial in nature.72

The research question of this thesis is whether mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR process to implement in South Africa in order to reduce significantly the shortcomings within the civil justice system.73 In view hereof, Chapter 2 investigates the South African civil justice system with particular focus on this system’s adversarial nature and shortcomings.

Chapter 2 commences with a discussion on South Africa’s legal system in order to contextualise its civil justice system. Thereafter the country’s judicial system and the role it plays in the civil justice system are discussed. This is followed by an assessment of the South African civil justice system and its litigation procedures. The aforementioned are discussed in order to view holistically and contextualise South Africa’s civil justice system. Thereafter the shortcomings of the civil justice system are analysed.

2.2 THE SOUTH AFRICAN LEGAL SYSTEM

This section briefly discusses the South African legal system in order to contextualise the origins and principles of its civil justice system. The history of the country’s legal system is

71 See 1.1 above.
72 See 1.1 below.
73 See discussions at 1.2 above.
therefore divided into two separate sub-sections below, being the eras of colonisation and South Africa’s transition into constitutionalism.\textsuperscript{74} This is in order to extract the fundamental developments of the country’s legal system that are relevant to this chapter.

2.2.1 A Brief History of the South African Legal System

In 1652, the Dutch settlers established themselves in the Cape and introduced to South Africa the Roman-Dutch legal system.\textsuperscript{75} Thereafter the English invaded the territory, through colonisation in 1806. The English rulers at the time, however, decided to retain the practice of Roman-Dutch Law.\textsuperscript{76} English legal principles gradually began to influence the development of the country’s Roman-Dutch legal system.\textsuperscript{77} This resulted in a general movement towards English law and English institutions.\textsuperscript{78} The English law influence was characterised by inter alia the courts of the Roman-Dutch lay officials being abolished and replaced by courts of resident English magistrates. Further characteristics include the implementation of English rules of procedure and evidence, the jury system, as well as appeal to the Privy Council. Nevertheless, substantive Roman-Dutch law was left largely untouched.\textsuperscript{79}

Throughout the development of South Africa’s legal history, the traditional South African customary law of its indigenous people continued to survive alongside this hybrid legal

\textsuperscript{74} Due to the vast history of South African law only selected aspects thereof, which are deemed necessary for this thesis, will be discussed.


South Africa at the time thus inherited its legal system from two main legal traditions: Roman-Dutch law and English common law, in addition to its customary law practices. 

2.2.1.1 The Nature of Roman-Dutch Law

Roman-Dutch law, as the initial basis of South Africa’s legal system, is based on the European *ius commune* originating from Roman academic institutional writers. Thus Roman-Dutch law is based on a legal science. The legal systems of most European *ius commune* countries (such as France, Spain, Italy and Germany) are codified and their codes of civil procedure are inquisitorial in nature, as opposed to adversarial. An inquisitorial system provides that the presiding officer in court proceedings plays an active role in fact-finding and actively participates in the court proceedings. Furthermore, traditionally, the presiding officer uses a dossier on investigation as means of decision-making and no judicial precedent is used, only reference to commentaries on the code by legal writers.

Although Roman-Dutch law remained the basis of the South African legal system, the civil justice system became predominantly adversarial in nature as a result of the English common law influence, as discussed below.

---

81 For the purposes of this chapter, being the South African civil justice system, only Roman-Dutch Law and English common law will be expounded upon below.
The English common law has influenced the legal systems of many countries as a result of colonisation. In addition to South Africa, these countries include Australia,\(^88\) Canada, New Zealand and the United States.\(^89\)

The foundation of English common law\(^90\) is based on English practitioners who developed the English legal system by means of their arguments used during court proceedings, as well as the decisions made by judicial officers at the conclusion of the court proceedings. Therefore, this system of law is founded on judicial precedent and is uncodified.\(^91\) The distinctive features of the English common law include the fundamental importance of the court system in dispute resolution, judicial precedent, as well as the extremely adversarial (or accusatorial) nature of its legal system.\(^92\)

In the English common law legal system, litigation is the primary method of dispute resolution.\(^93\) The adversarial nature of this system is therefore premised on this dispute resolution process.\(^94\) The following characteristics define the nature of the traditional English adversarial legal system: court processes that are seen as warfare\(^95\) between two parties, with the presiding officer acting as a passive referee and not actively engaging in the court process.\(^96\) Further characteristics include legal practitioners who conduct court proceedings in

\(^89\) The system of law which does not originate from statute and has been generally practised in the country for centuries. Meintjies-Van der Walt L, Singh P & du Preez M et al *Introduction to South African Law* (2008) 26.
\(^90\) Davis DM &Klare K ‘Transformative constitutionalism and the common and customary law’ (2010) 26 *SAJHR* 404.
\(^91\) Hurter E ‘Seeking truth or seeking justice: Reflections on the changing face of the adversarial process in civil litigation’ (2007) 2 *Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg* 242.
\(^92\) See 1.1 above.
\(^93\) See 1.1 above.
\(^94\) See 1.1 above.
\(^95\) See 1.1 above.
\(^96\) See 1.1 above.
a confrontational or hostile manner, before the judicial officer, who then determines the winning and losing party to the case in dispute. In addition, court proceedings are conducted via rigid court rules and procedures that are complex and stringent in nature. Moreover, leading up to these formalistic court procedures are compulsory pre-court litigation processes that are time-consuming and detailed, and usually require lay people to approach legal practitioners for their assistance to conduct these proceedings.

Furthermore, through the British colonial influence, the Charter of Justice of 1827 introduced a more English kind of civil justice system to South Africa. It introduced the Supreme Court of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, modelled on the English courts and further employed professional judges to rule in this court and the additional court structures established in South Africa thereafter. As these court systems grew, all judges as well as legal practitioners in South Africa (particularly in the Cape) were trained according to English law.

As time progressed South Africa developed its own unique common law, as that part of its legal system which did not originate from statute and has been generally practised in the country for decades. The South African common law thus comprised Roman-Dutch law

---

97 Campbell-Tiech A ‘Woolf, the adversarial system and the concept of blame’ (2001) 113 British Journal of Haematology 263.
99 Campbell-Tiech A ‘Woolf, the adversarial system and the concept of blame’ (2001) 113 British Journal of Haematology 263.
and English law.\textsuperscript{104} Over time South Africa law further developed its legal system and included additional sources of law such as statutes and its own judicial precedent (as influenced by the traditional English common law).\textsuperscript{105}

Presently South Africa’s legal system remains uncodified as many sources of law contribute to its functioning. Thus the primary sources of the South African legal system are the South African common law (Roman-Dutch law and English law), customary law, statutes, judicial precedent and, fundamentally, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (the Constitution, 1996).\textsuperscript{106}

South Africa may comprise various sources of law; however, its civil justice system is strongly influenced by the English common law.\textsuperscript{107} Therefore some of the characteristics that define the nature of the English adversarial legal system, discussed above, can be identified in the current South African civil justice system.\textsuperscript{108} These characteristics include the emphasis which is placed on the South African court system and judicial precedent,\textsuperscript{109} the adversarial nature of its civil justice system and the emphasis placed on litigation as the primary method dispute resolution to date.\textsuperscript{110}


\textsuperscript{106} See 1.1 above.


\textsuperscript{108} For a further discussion on the South African civil justice system, see 2.4 (including the sub-sections) below.

\textsuperscript{109} Davis DM & Klare K ‘Transformative constitutionalism and the common and customary law’ (2010) 26 SAJHR 415. For a discussion of the South African court system see 2.3 (including the sub-sections) below.

\textsuperscript{110} See discussions at 2.4.2 below.
2.2.2 Recent Developments in the South African Legal System

2.2.2.1 The Transition from Apartheid to Constitutional Democracy

South Africa was governed by the apartheid legal system since 1948.\textsuperscript{111} This system was premised on inequality and injustice as a result of the legal segregation of racial groups.\textsuperscript{112} By 1989/90 violence and hostility had become rife in the country as a result of this legal system.\textsuperscript{113} By 1994 political parties, via lengthy negotiation procedures since 1991,\textsuperscript{114} agreed to hold the first democratic elections, which put an end the apartheid era and later promulgated the final Constitution, 1996.\textsuperscript{115} The Constitution became the supreme law of the country and was designed against the backdrop of apartheid and colonisation.\textsuperscript{116} The Constitution was thus premised on moving the country towards restoration and unity, as encapsulated by the preamble as follows:

‘We, the people of South Africa, recognise the injustices of our past; honour those who suffered for justice and freedom in our land; respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity. We therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this Constitution as the supreme law of the Republic so as to – [h]eal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights; [l]ay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which government is based on the will of the people and every citizen is equally protected by law; [i]mprove the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person; and [b]uild a united and democratic South Africa able to take its rightful place as a sovereign state in the family of nations.’

\textsuperscript{113} The Apartheid Museum \textit{Understanding Apartheid: Learner’s Book} (2006) 90-91.
\textsuperscript{114} The following comprises some of the issues that were negotiated during this time, that is: the unbanning of political organisations, apartheid legislation repealed, the ceasing of the armed struggle, and future negotiations on the drafting of the country’s constitution. The Apartheid Museum \textit{Understanding Apartheid: Learner’s Book} (2006) 90-91.
The Constitution is also premised on the spirit of Ubuntu117 which inter alia entails caring for each other’s well-being; acknowledging the social well-being of all; promoting humanity and relationship among individuals; and may be translated as ‘I am, because you are’.118 The Constitution maintains its supremacy in the South African legal system with section 2 expressly providing that any law inconsistent with the Constitution, 1996 is invalid.

Furthermore Chapter 2, sections 7 to 39, of the Constitution contains the Bill of Rights.119 These rights are the cornerstone of democracy in the country, which enshrines the rights of all persons and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom.120

In providing for the execution of the aforementioned constitutional ideals, the Constitution, 1996 outlines all state structures and powers in order to ensure the state’s efficiency.121 The authority of the South African state is divided into and shared by three branches of state, namely the legislature (also known as Parliament), executive (President and national cabinet members, also known as the government, which includes all government departments ) and judicial authority (also known as the judiciary).122 The legislature has the authority to make, amend and repeal laws.123 The executive has the authority to execute and enforce rules of

---

117 "The spirit of Ubuntu... suffuses the whole constitutional order. It combines individual rights with a communitarian philosophy. It is a unifying motif of the Bill of Rights, which is nothing if not a structured, institutionalised and operational declaration in our evolving new society of the need for human interdependence, respect and concern." Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2005 (1) SA 217 (CC) 29-30 para 37.


119 Certain sections are further discussed at 5.5.2 below.

120 Section 8 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

121 Chapters 4, 5 and 8 of the Constitution, 1996.


123 Section 43 of the Constitution provides that the national legislative authority vests in Parliament, the provincial legislative authority vests in provincial legislatures and local legislative authority vests in the Municipal Councils.
law;\textsuperscript{124} and the judiciary has the power, through court structures to determine what the law is and how it should be applied in legal disputes.\textsuperscript{125}

The judiciary, since the colonial era, maintains a fundamental role, not only in the civil justice arena, but also in the shaping and developing of the country’s legal system through duties placed on it, such as to develop the common law in order to give effect to any right contained in the Bill of Rights.\textsuperscript{126}

2.3  SOUTH AFRICAN COURTS AND JUDICIAL JURISDICTIONS

Section 31 of the Superior Courts Act\textsuperscript{127} provides that every superior court is a court of record, which sets precedent for lower courts, therefore applying the doctrine of \textit{stare decisis}.\textsuperscript{128} Judicial decisions are one of the fundamental sources of South African law and without accessible records of court decisions and an established hierarchy of courts, the doctrine of \textit{stare decisis} would not function effectively, if at all. This doctrine is premised on \textit{inter alia} legal certainty, uniformity and equality in the application of legal principles.\textsuperscript{129}

The Constitution, 1996 grants the judiciary certain powers to operate and function within South Africa’s justice system. The Constitutional Court, the Supreme Court of Appeal and the High Court are given the inherent power to protect and regulate their own processes, and

\textsuperscript{124} Section 85 of the Constitution provides that the executive authority of the country vests in the President. The President exercises his authority together with the other members of Cabinet by implementing national legislation; developing and implementing national policy; co-ordinating the functions of state departments and administrators; and preparing and initiating legislation.
\textsuperscript{125} Chapter 8 of the Constitution, 1996.
\textsuperscript{126} Section 39(2) of the Constitution, 1996.
\textsuperscript{127} Act 10 of 2013.
to develop the common law, while taking into account the interests of justice.\footnote{Section 173 of the Constitution, 1996.} Section 165 of the Constitution provides that the judicial authority of the country vests in the courts.

Section 166\footnote{Read with section 2 of Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.} goes on to provide for the judicial system and hierarchy of courts, from the most superior to the least superior; that is, the Constitutional Court (being the most superior), followed by the Supreme Court of Appeal, followed by the High Court and followed by the Magistrates’ Court. A number of specialised courts and tribunals also exist and are created through legislation.\footnote{Section 166 of the Constitution, 1996 read with section 2(b) of Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012. Such legislatively created civil courts include the Admiralty Courts, Tax Courts, the Special Investigating Units and Tribunals, the Equality Courts, the Children’s Courts, the Maintenance Courts, the Courts of Chiefs and Headmen, the Competition Tribunal and Appeal Court, the Labour Court, and the Land Claims Court. Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al \textit{Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide} 2 ed (2011) 36.} These specialised courts and tribunals have been established over the years, on a superior court level as well as a lower court level in order to assist with the case load of civil disputes in South Africa.\footnote{Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al \textit{Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide} 2 ed (2011) 36. See 2.3 below.}

The South African court structure and duties, as set out in the Constitution, are briefly discussed in the section below. The legislation with regards to court procedures is also mentioned, as well as legislatively created civil specialised courts, in order to further contextualise the South African judicial system, prior to discussing its civil justice system and shortcomings later in this chapter.
2.3.1 Superior Court Level

2.3.1.1 The Constitutional Court

Together with its power to develop to common law,\textsuperscript{134} the Constitutional Court is the highest judicial authority in South Africa, in all civil (as well as criminal) disputes.\textsuperscript{135} In addition to constitutional matters, this court may hear an appeal on any other matter if it grants leave to appeal the decision of the lower court, ‘on the grounds that the matter raises an arguable point of law of general public importance which ought to be considered by that court’.\textsuperscript{136} This court further makes the final decision whether a matter is within its jurisdiction to adjudicate.

Section 167 and Schedule 6 of the Constitution, 1996 governs the operation and jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court. In addition, related legislation is the Constitutional Court Complementary Act 13 of 1995, pertaining to matters incidental to the establishment of the Court, and the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 (Superior Courts Act).\textsuperscript{137}

2.3.1.2 The Supreme Court of Appeal

The Supreme Court of Appeal may decide appeals in any matter arising from the High Court or a court of similar status, ‘except in respect of labour or competition matters to such an extent as may be determined by an Act of Parliament’.\textsuperscript{138} Further this court ‘may only decide appeals, issues connected with appeals, and any other matter that may be referred to it in circumstances

\textsuperscript{134} Section 173 of the Constitution, 1996 as substituted by section 8 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
\textsuperscript{135} Section 167 of the Constitution, 1996, as substituted by section 3(a) of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
\textsuperscript{136} Section 167 of the Constitution, 1996, as substituted by section 3(a) of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
\textsuperscript{137} According to its preamble, the Superior Courts Act rationalises and consolidates the laws governing the superior courts in South Africa (superior courts comprises the Constitutional Court, the Supreme Court of Appeal and the High Court).
\textsuperscript{138} Section 168(3)(a) of the Constitution, 1996, as substituted by section 4 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
defined by an Act of Parliament. In addition, this court also has the power to develop the common law.

Section 168 and schedule 6 of the Constitution, 1996 as well as the Superior Courts Act, governs the operation and jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Appeal.

2.3.1.3 The High Court

The High Court presides over any matter not assigned to another court by statute and, in the case of civil matters, usually decides claims outside the financial jurisdiction of the Magistrates’ Court. Further, this Court may decide any constitutional matter, except a matter that the Constitutional Court has agreed to hear directly or is assigned by an Act of Parliament to another court of similar status to that of the High Court. In addition, this court acts as an appeal court for matters from the Magistrates’ Court and reviews decisions from both High and Magistrates’ Courts. The High Court also has the power to develop the common law.

According to section 6 of the Superior Courts Act, the High Court consists of nine provincial divisions, with the Minister and Judicial Service Commission, at their discretion,

---

139 Section 168(3) of the Constitution, 1996, as substituted by section 4 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
140 Section 173 of the Constitution, 1996 as substituted by section 8 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
141 Act 10 of 2013.
142 Section 169(1)(b) of the Constitution, 1996 as substituted by section 5 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
143 Magistrates’ Courts Act 32 of 1994, the determination of monetary jurisdiction for causes of action in respect of courts for districts in GN 217 in GG 37477 of 17 March 2014. See 2.3.2.1 below.
144 Section 169(1)(a) of the Constitution, 1996 read with section 5 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
145 Sections 21(1) and 22 of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013.
146 Section 173 of the Constitution, 1996 as substituted by section 8 of the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
147 Eastern Cape Division with its main seat in Grahamstown, Free State Division with its main seat in Bloemfontein, KwaZulu-Natal Division with its main seat in Pietermaritzburg in the, Gauteng Division with its
establishing one or more added local seats for certain divisions. Each local seat exercises concurrent jurisdiction with a particular main seat of a particular provincial division of the High Court.

The basic operation and jurisdiction of the High Court is set out in section 169 and Schedule 6 of the Constitution, 1996. In addition, the procedures followed in the High Court are set out in the Superior Courts Act, which are read with the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

2.3.1.4 Other Specialised Superior Courts

A number of civil specialised courts, created through statute, share a similar status to that of the High Court and may also be referred to as a ‘Superior Court’. Specialised courts, whether on a superior or lower courts level, are created with purpose of providing a forum for the enforcement of rights and responsibilities within the ambit of that specific legislation.

However the most important motivation for the establishment of these specialised courts is that it would facilitate the efficiency of the administration of justice and ease the burden of the general High, as well as Magistrates’, Courts.

---

148 In this regard it has been decided that Bhisho, Mthatha and Port Elizabeth are local seats to the High Court in the Eastern Cape Division; Durban is a local seat to the High Court in the KwaZulu-Natal Division; and Thohoyandou is a local seat to the High Court in the Limpopo Division. Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide 2 ed (2011) xxxix.

149 Section 6(4)(a) of the Supreme Court Act 10 of 2013.

150 These Rules regulate the conduct of the proceedings of the several provincial and local divisions of the High Court of South Africa.

151 Section 1 of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013.


153 Judge President Bam ‘Towards delivering accessible quality for justice for all: Specialised courts: the equality court, the labour court, the land claims court and the sexual offences court’.
These specialised courts include the Labour Court and the Labour Appeal Court.\(^{154}\) The Labour Court and Labour Appeal Court only have jurisdiction in labour law matters and are established in terms of section 151\(^ {155}\) and section 167 of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (LRA) respectively.

Another specialised civil court is the Special Income Tax Court, created in terms of section 83 of the Income Tax 58 of 1962, which deals exclusively with disputes between taxpayers and the South African Revenue Service (SARS) for income tax assessments of more than R100 000.

In addition, the Land Claims Court originates out of section 22 of the Restitution of Land Rights Act 22 of 1994 and specialises in dealing with land claims disputes. The Competition Appeal Court deals with matters pertaining to competition disputes and deals specifically with appeals and reviews from the Competition Tribunal. This Court is established in terms of section 36 of the Competition Act 89 of 1998.

2.3.1.5 Related Civil Tribunals Created in terms of Legislation

A number of specialised civil tribunals have also been created in terms of statute to assist with civil cases, such as the abovementioned Competition Tribunal, which is established in terms of the section 26 of the Competition Act and adjudicates specifically on competition matters. In addition, the Water Tribunal, which is an independent body with jurisdiction over all water disputes in each province in South Africa, was created in terms of section 146 of the National Water Act 36 of 1998.

\(^{154}\) Section 151 of the Labour Relations Act 55 of 1995 as amended by section 55(1)(b) of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013. The Labour Court shares concurrent jurisdiction with the High Court with regards to violations of fundamental rights relating to labour matters, while the Labour Appeal Court has exclusive jurisdiction to appeals from the Labour Court.

\(^{155}\) Amended by section 55(1)(b) of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013.
Lastly with respect to labour law disputes, as mentioned above, section 112 as well as the Preamble of the LRA makes provision for the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) in order to assist with the resolution of labour disputes in South Africa. The Commission provides for resolution of labour disputes through means of conciliation and arbitration, as opposed to litigation.

2.3.2 Lower Court Level

2.3.2.1 The Magistrates’ Court

The Magistrates’ Court exists at two levels: Regional Magistrates’ Court level and District Magistrates’ Court level.

The Magistrates’ Court presides over general matters and its jurisdiction, with regards to civil proceedings, is dependent on the value of the claim to the dispute. A claim for R200 000 or less will be heard by the District Magistrates’ Court, while a claim above R200 000 but less than R400 000 will be heard by the Regional Magistrates’ Court.

The number of Magistrates’ Courts has increased over the years in an attempt to alleviate and manage the case load of South African courts. Thus approximately nine Regional

---

156 At 2.3.1.4.
157 The CCMA is discussed at 3.2.2.1 below.
159 Jurisdiction of Regional Courts Amendment Act 31 of 2008.
161 Section 29 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944. See footnote 76.
162 New monetary thresholds for civil actions in the regional divisions of the Magistrates’ Courts commenced on 1 June 2014 increasing the threshold to a value of R 200 000 and above, up to a maximum value of R 400 000 (the previous limit was above R100 000 up to R300 000). Changes have also been introduced with respect to the monetary threshold at the District Court level, by increasing the limit that can be claimed for movable or immovable property and actions of ejectment against the occupier of any premises within the district, to a value of R200 000 (previously R 100 000). Magistrates’ Courts Act 32 of 1994, the determination of monetary jurisdiction for causes of action in respect of courts for districts in GN 217 *GG* 37477 of 17 March 2014.
Magistrates’ Courts have been established across the country, one in each province,\textsuperscript{164} in addition to approximately five hundred District Magistrates’ Court across the country.\textsuperscript{165}

The Magistrates’ Courts gain their authority from sections 166 and 170 of the Constitution, 1996. Furthermore the Regional and District Magistrates’ Courts follow the operations and procedures provided for in the in the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944\textsuperscript{166} as amended by Jurisdiction of Regional Courts Amendment Act 31 of 2008 respectively, read together with the Magistrates’ Courts Rules 2010.\textsuperscript{167}

2.3.2.2 Other Specialised Lower Courts

A number of specialised lower courts have also been established through legislation in order to address specific disputes within the ambit of that legislation. The purpose of these lower level specialised courts is to relieve the case load burden of the general lower courts as well as promote the efficiency of the administration of justice.\textsuperscript{168}

Civil specialised courts include the Small Claims Court established in terms of the Small Claims Act 61 of 1984. This court was created with view of assisting the general public by providing inexpensive, informal and speedy resolution of less-serious civil disputes.\textsuperscript{169}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{166} As amended by Magistrates’ Court Act 90 of 1993.
\item \textsuperscript{167} Formally referred to as the “Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa 2010” however, throughout this chapter will be referred to as the “Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010”.
\item \textsuperscript{169} Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide 2 ed (2011) 429. The general public is able to obtain legal redress for claims up to R 12 000 in this court. Due to its popularity and increasing case load, the total number of Small Claims Courts established to date, across South Africa, is 263 with the last
\end{itemize}
Further specialised courts include the Short Process Court established in terms of the Short Process Courts and Mediation in Certain Civil Cases Act 103 of 1991 (Short Process Act) and created to provide expedient and inexpensive resolution of civil claims which could not be resolved in terms of the Short Process Act.\footnote{170}

Finally, another type of specialised court is the Equality Court\footnote{171} established in terms of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 (Promotion of Equality Act), created to deal with complaints regarding unfair discrimination, harassment or hate speech and matters covered by the Promotion of Equality Act.

The court system of South Africa is well organised in terms of hierarchy and jurisdiction. However the Magistrates’ Courts and High Courts have the highest civil litigation case load amongst all the court structures discussed above and are two of the most prevalent types of courts found in the country.\footnote{172} In this regard, these courts suffer most from the over-burdened court roll dilemma.\footnote{173} Therefore despite the state establishing additional superior and lower specialised courts, delays in administration of justice continue as a result of over-burdened court rolls in South Africa.\footnote{174}

\footnote{170} Act 103 of 1991.\ldots
\footnote{174} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development \textit{Annual Report 2012/2013} (2013) 24, 25, 43. For further discussions see 2.5 below.
2.4 THE SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM

The South African court system plays a pivotal role in the administration of justice.\(^{175}\) In the civil justice system it is also of fundamental importance as civil disputes are commonly entered into with the view of being resolved at court.\(^{176}\) This is premised on the fact that South Africans have a vested right in this regard, as section 34 of the Constitution\(^ {177}\) provides access to the adjudicated resolution of their disputes before a court of law.\(^ {178}\)

Section 171 of the Constitution provides that courts may only function in terms of statutes and within the ambit of rules and procedures provided for in national legislation. The principle sources of law governing court procedures as well as the civil justice system include the Constitution, 1996;\(^ {179}\) the Superior Courts Act\(^ {180}\) and the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; the Magistrates’ Court Act\(^ {181}\) and Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010; and other legislation which prescribes the use of a specific court.\(^ {182}\) Therefore in order to effectively resolve any civil dispute at court certain legislative procedures and processes need to be followed.

As previously mentioned, the High Court and Magistrates’ Courts are principally the most over-burdened courts in South Africa as all general civil litigation proceedings are administered through these courts (and in a similar procedural manner). Therefore an overview of South Africa’s civil litigation procedures at High Court and Magistrates’ Court

\(^{177}\) Section 34 of the Constitution, 1996: ‘Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and impartial tribunal or forum.’ For further discussions on section 34 see 5.5.4 below.
\(^{179}\) Read with the Constitution Seventeenth Amendment Act 72 of 2012.
\(^{180}\) Act 10 of 2013.
\(^{181}\) Act 32 of 1944 as amended by Magistrates’ Court Act 90 of 1993.
levels follows below, from the institution of the civil dispute until its arrival at court for resolution.

2.4.1 The Civil Litigation Procedure in South Africa

The two principal civil procedures in South Africa’s civil justice system\textsuperscript{183} are action proceedings (where there is a material dispute of fact between the parties) and application proceedings (where there is no material dispute of fact between the disputants).\textsuperscript{184} The proceedings leading up to and including the final court process are also known as civil litigation.\textsuperscript{185} Prior to the resolution of a civil dispute at court, certain pre-court litigation procedures are followed which could take an extensive period of time to complete, depending on the nature of the civil dispute and the legal practitioners involved.\textsuperscript{186}

2.4.1.1 The Litigation Process for Action Proceedings

Prior to court proceedings with regards to an action procedure, pleadings are exchanged between the plaintiff and defendant during the litigation process. Throughout this process, intervals of 10 to 20 court days are commonly provided for between the service of each pleading or notice in preparation for trial.\textsuperscript{187} The plaintiff commences the litigation process by serving his or her combined summons (summons with an annexed particulars of claim) upon the defendant, who then responds with the service of his or her notice of intention to

\textsuperscript{183} Due to the complex and detailed nature of the civil litigation process in South Africa and the many different civil proceedings that exist in Civil Procedural Law, only the principle processes which are followed in civil disputes will be discussed in this section.

\textsuperscript{184} 	extit{Room Hire Co (Pty) Ltd v Jeppe Street Mansions (Pty) Ltd} 1949 (3) SA 1155 (T) 1168.


\textsuperscript{186} It should be noted that prior to the commencing of these civil proceedings, consultation between a chosen legal representative and disputant are conducted and possible negotiations between the opposing party and claimant’s representative may initially be attempted before instituting action or application proceedings. Pete S, Hulme C & du Plessis D et al 	extit{Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide} 2 ed (2011) 92-116.

\textsuperscript{187} Rules 5 to 17 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 17 to 22 Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Rosslee \textit{v} Rosslee 1971 (4) SA 48 (O) 49.
defend the matter.  

20 days later, the defendant serves his or her plea, contesting the plaintiff’s averments, upon the plaintiff. These documents comprise the three fundamental pleadings for action procedure. In his or her plea, the defendant may raise new averments to which the plaintiff will respond with his or her replication thereto. This opens up further exchanges of pleadings between disputants. The further exchange of pleadings would lengthen the litigation process even further through the service of the defendant’s rejoinder, the plaintiff’s surrejoinder, the defendant’s rebutter and plaintiff’s surrebutter, after the service of the plaintiff’s replication.

Throughout the litigation process, any amendments that are made to the initial pleadings would lengthen the process by serving notices of these amendments and later filing these amended pleadings at court 10 to 20 days after the notice of amendment. Further processes which may lengthen the litigation process would be where either party does not comply with court rules, the opposing party may institute additional procedures, which include applications to compel the opposing party to submit their plea, applications to strike out a defective pleading, applications to set aside an irregular procedural step or applications to raise an exception to a defective pleading.

---

188 Rules 5 to 17 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 17 to 22 Uniform Rules of Court 2009
189 Rules 5 to 17 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 17 to 22 Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Palmer v Palmer Insurance Co Ltd 1967 (1) SA 673 (O) 679A; Imprefed (Pty) Ltd v National Transport Commission 1993 (3) SA 94 (A) 107 G-H.
189 Bearing in mind the 10 to 20 court day intervals between the service of each pleading and notice.
189 Rules 7 and 55A of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 28 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Brammand v Brammand’s Estate 1993 (2) SA 494 (Nm) 498; Marias v Smith en ‘n Ander 2000 (2) SA 924 (W) 931; Holdenstedt Farming v Cederberg Organic Buchu Growers (Pty) Ltd 2008 (2) SA 177 (C) 180D-181D.
189 Rule 60 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 26 and 30A of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Absa Bank Ltd v The Farm Klippan 490 CC 2000 (2) SA 211(W) 214-215; Eikenhof Plastics Bottling Co (Pty) Ltd and Others v BOE Bank Ltd 2000 (2) SA 211 (W) 215A-B.
189 Rule 19 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 23 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Klokw v Sullivan [2005] JOL 16611 (SCA) 5, 15; Telematrix (Pty)Ltd t/a Matrix Vehicle Tracking v Advertising
Once the exchange of pleadings has ended, the pre-trial stage commences, where an application for the allocation of a trial date is made, and where parties inter alia exchange discovered documents and evidence, and conduct pre-trial conferences. Once an application is made for the trial date, a further extensive waiting period can be expected due to the full court rolls at High Court and Magistrates’ court level. Furthermore the allocated trial date would commonly be dated far in advance, at the court’s earliest available time slot, and thus a further protracted waiting period will ensue before the matter can finally be resolved at court.

2.4.1.1.1. The Pre-trial Conference

In the High Court, pre-trial conferences are governed by rule 37 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. A pre-trial conference at the High Court must be held between disputants no less

---

Standards Authority 2006 (1) SA 461 (SCA) 465H; Vaatz v Law Society of Namibia [1991] 2 All SA 30 (Nm) 49.

199 Rule 60A of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 30 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Market Dynamics (Pty) Ltd t/a Brian Ferris v Grogor 1984 (1) SA 152 (W) 153; SA Instrumentation (Pty) Ltd v Smithchem [1977] 4 All SA 48 (D) 49; Santam Verzekersmaatskappy Bpk v Leibrandt [1969] 1 All SA 360 (C) 365-366; Eniram (Pty) Ltd v New Woodholme Hotel (Pty) Ltd [1967] 2 All SA 470 (E) 472.

200 That is, close of pleadings stage. Rule 21A of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 29 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

201 That is, discovery stage. Rules 23 and 24 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 35 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Pelidis v Nhlumati [1969] 3 All SA 563 (R) 154-155; Durbach v Fairway Hotel Ltd 1949 (3) SA 1081 (SR) 108; Unitas Hospital v Van Wyk and Another 2006 (4) SA 436 (SCA) 445-446D.

202 Section 54 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1994 read with rule 25 Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 37 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Bosman v AA Mutual Insurance Association Ltd 1977 (2) SA 407 (C) 408F; Filta-Matix (Pty) Ltd v Freudenberg and Others 1998 (1) SA 606 (SCA) 614C; Lekota v Editor, ‘Tribute’ Magazine and Another 1995 (2) SA 706 (W) 707H.

than 6 weeks before the date of the trial.\textsuperscript{206} The purpose of the rule 37 conference is to curtail the duration of trials,\textsuperscript{207} narrow disputed issues,\textsuperscript{208} curb costs\textsuperscript{209} and possibly settle the matter.\textsuperscript{210} A record of the conference must be documented and filed at court after the conference.\textsuperscript{211} The following compulsory points, in terms of rule 37(6), must be covered and documented at the pre-trial conference:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{(a)} The place, date and duration of the conference and the names of the persons present;
\item \textit{(b)} if a party feels that he is prejudiced because another party has not complied with the rules of court, the nature of such non-compliance; and prejudice;
\item \textit{(c)} that every party claiming relief has requested his opponent to make a settlement proposal and that such opponent has reacted thereto;
\item \textit{(d)} whether any issue has been referred by the parties for mediation, arbitration or decision by a third party and on what basis it has been so referred;
\item \textit{(e)} whether the case should be transferred to another court;
\item \textit{(f)} which issues should be decided separately in terms of rule 33 (4);
\item \textit{(g)} the admissions made by each party;
\item \textit{(h)} any dispute regarding the duty to begin or the onus of proof;
\item \textit{(i)} any agreement regarding the production of proof by way of an affidavit in terms of rule 38 (2);
\item \textit{(j)} which party will be responsible for the copying and other preparation of documents;
\item \textit{(k)} which documents or copies of documents will, without further proof, serve as evidence of what they purport to be, which extracts may be proved without proving the whole document or any other agreement regarding the proof of documents’.
\end{itemize}

The pre-trial conferences in the Magistrates’ courts will now be considered. These conferences are governed by section 54 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act,\textsuperscript{212} read with rule 25 of the ‘Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010’. The purpose of the conference is very similar to its High

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{206} The ‘rule 37 conference’ was instituted, initially on an experimental basis, as an initiative of the General Bar Council (‘the GCB’) in order to remedy the issues of cost, delay and complexity plaguing the South African civil justice system at the time. Hodes P ‘Case Management: Bar Initiatives’ (1997) 10 Consultus 34.
\item \textsuperscript{207} Bosman v A A Mutual Insurance Association Limited 1977 (2) SA 407 (C) 408F.
\item \textsuperscript{208} Filta-Matix (Pty) Ltd v Freudenberg and Others 1998 (1) SA 606 (SCA) 614C.
\item \textsuperscript{209} Lekota v Editor, ‘Tribute’ Magazine and Another 1995 (2) SA 706 (W) 707H.
\item \textsuperscript{210} Lekota v Editor, ‘Tribute’ Magazine and Another 1995 (2) SA 706 (W) 707H.
\item \textsuperscript{211} With the pre-trial conference held no less than 6 weeks before the trial date, the pre-trial minute must be filed at court no less than 5 weeks before the date trial. Rule 37(7) of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. The parties to the pre-trial conference agree on a date, time and place to conclude the pre-trial and a minute of the conference is then file with the judge. If the parties are unable to agree on the logistics of the conference, the matter is referred to the registrar of the court for his decision on the date, time and place. Rule 37(2) to (3) of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.
\item \textsuperscript{212} Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944.
\end{itemize}
Court counterpart. However, a pre-trial conference will only be held if the court decides of its own accord to order it, or if one of the parties to the action makes a written request to this effect. Furthermore, the conference may be ordered by the Magistrate or requested by the parties at any stage of the proceedings and not merely in preparation for trial. Should the parties request to have a pre-trial conference, such request should be in writing and should include the issues to be considered at the conference.

In terms of section 54 the following issues may be considered at the conference:

- (a) the simplification of the issues;
- (b) the necessity or desirability of amendments to the pleadings;
- (c) the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of documents with a view to avoiding unnecessary proof;
- (d) the limitation of the number of expert witnesses;
- (e) such other matters as may aid in the disposal of the action in the most expeditious and least costly manner’.

Once the application for the allocation of trial date has been made and all the necessary pre-trial procedures have been complied with, all is in order for the anticipated trial proceedings at court.

The preceding discussions conclude the litigation procedures leading up to trial proceedings at court. The section below discusses the litigation procedures prior to the hearing of applications at court, before discussing the court procedures of both trials and applications thereafter.

---

214 Section 54 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944.
215 Section 54 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944. The section 54 conference is slightly different, procedurally, to the Rule 37 conference in the High Court (see 2.4.1.1.1 above) in that the section 54 conference is held in chambers and presided over by the magistrate and not concluded by the parties via agreement and at an agreed venue.
216 Rule 25 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010.
217 Rule 25 the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 37 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.
2.4.1.2 The Litigation Process for Application Proceedings

Similarly to an action procedure, pre-court proceedings with respect to application procedures commence with three fundamental documents which are exchanged, with intervals of 10 to 20 court days between the services of these documents on each party.\(^\text{218}\) The applicant commences the litigation process by serving a notice of motion and founding affidavit upon the respondent, who then responds with a notice of intention to oppose the matter as well as his or her answering affidavit.\(^\text{219}\) Thereafter the applicant responds with a replying affidavit.\(^\text{220}\) What may lengthen this procedure, however, would be the further service of additional affidavits by each party;\(^\text{221}\) alternatively the amendments to either party’s initial affidavits would lengthen the litigation process.\(^\text{222}\) In addition, what would prolong the litigation process would be when either party delays serving an affidavit upon the other party, which would result in additional procedures being instituted in order to compel the opposing party to submit their affidavit.\(^\text{223}\) Alternatively, similarly to action proceedings, applications to strike out a non-compliant affidavit may also be instituted.\(^\text{224}\)

Once the exchange of affidavits has ended,\(^\text{225}\) the case is placed on the court roll by either party.\(^\text{226}\) The court then allocates a hearing date.\(^\text{227}\) As with action proceedings, a further

\(^{218}\) Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

\(^{219}\) Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 17 to 22 Uniform Rules of Court 2009. All legal elements of the Applicant’s case must be contained in the founding affidavit as the Applicant stands or falls by his/her founding affidavit.

\(^{220}\) Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. The replying affidavit only rebuts the Respondent’s averments. New matter/issues may not be introduced at this stage and the court may strike such new information which was not contained in the Applicant’s founding affidavit; *Pountas’ Trustee v Lahanas* 1924 WLD 67 at 68; *Director of Hospital Services v Mistry* 1979 (1) SA 626 (A) 635H-636B.

\(^{221}\) Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. However further affidavits are filed at court upon sufficient motivation from the disputants and at the court’s discretion; *South Peninsula Municipality v Evans* [2000] JOL 7117 (C) 12; *James Brown & Hamer (Pty) Ltd v Simmons* [1963] 4 All SA 524 (A) 526-527.

\(^{222}\) Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

\(^{223}\) Rule 60 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rules 26 and 30A of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

\(^{224}\) Rule 55(9) of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 23 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

\(^{225}\) That is, close of pleadings stage, rule 21A of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 29 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.

\(^{226}\) Rule 21A of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 29 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.
extensive waiting period can be expected due to the full court rolls. Furthermore, the allocated hearing date is often dated far in advance, resulting a further protracted waiting period before the matter can finally be resolved at court.

2.4.1.3 The Trial and Hearing Process at Court

The actual trial and hearing processes are to be conducted in open courts, that is, the court processes are open to the general public as well as the press. Furthermore, the trial or hearing process is often unpredictable and may take up to a few years before judgment in the matter is granted, depending on the nature of the dispute, the presiding officer, court procedures and various stages of litigation. The stages at trial proceedings, for instance, include each witness’s evidence in chief followed by cross-examination by the opposing counsel and re-examination by the counsel who called the witness and the arguing stages between legal practitioners before formal judgement is granted.

Regarding hearing proceedings, depending on the contents of the affidavits exchanged, and if no dispute of fact arises, the court will rule either in favour of the claim set out in the applicant’s affidavit or dismiss it based on the respondent’s opposing documents. Alternatively, where a real dispute of fact arises, the court may either decide the matter on the

---

227 Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.
229 Paleker M ‘Court connected ADR in civil litigation: The key to access to justice in South Africa’ (2003) 6 ADR Bulletin 48. In addition, the court may also refer an application process to trial if the disputed facts cover a broad range of issues or are relatively complicated according to rule 6(5)(g) of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. However in such circumstances at Magistrates’ Court level, according to rule 55(1)(k) of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010, the court may dismiss the application or make such order as it deems fit.
230 Section 34 of the Constitution, 1996. See 5.5.4 below.
231 Section 32 of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 and section 5 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944. However, this is subject to the proper administration of justice, such as considering the sensitivity case or prejudice towards the witness.
233 Rule 55(1)of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 38of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; Standard Bank of SA Ltd v Neugarten and Others 1987 (3) SA 695 (W) 699 D-E.
234 Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009.
affidavits alone, or refer the matter to oral evidence or to trial, or dismiss the applicant’s initial application where a real dispute of facts should have been foreseen.

Either of these types of proceedings may be lengthened or postponed on numerous occasions, at the discretion of the court, which may do so due to procedural and/or material issues that may arise during the proceedings.

Should the losing party be dissatisfied with the final judgment handed down or in disagreement with the procedure followed by the judicial officer in arriving at his or her decision, such party may proceed to lodge an appeal or review against such judgment which will result in additional time consuming proceedings before reaching the conclusion of the dispute.

2.4.1.4 The Procedure after Judgment has been Granted

Civil proceedings do not come to an end in an action or application process once judgment is granted. It often occurs that the party against whom a judgment is granted (the judgment debtor) disregards or dishonours the judgment. It is then up to the judgment creditor to institute a debt collection procedure against the debtor in order to recover the debt owing to

---

235 If the Respondent’s denial of a fact alleged by the Applicant does not result in a real, genuine or bona fide dispute of fact, the court may decide the disputed fact in the Applicant’s favour without hearing oral evidence at the court proceedings; Plascon-Evans Paints Ltd v Van Riebeeck Paints 1984 (3) SA 623 (A) 634-635.

236 Rule 55 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 6 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009. When the court has doubts about the credibility of the witness, it may refer him or her for cross-examination; Klep Valves (Pty) Ltd v Saunders Valve Co Ltd [1987] 4 All SA 147 (AD) 156-157.

237 Room Hire Co (Pty) Ltd v Jeppe Street Mansions (Pty) Ltd 1949 (3) SA 1155 (T) 1162; Conradie v Kleingeld [1950] 3 All SA 697; Winsor v Dove [1951] 4 All SA 74 (N) 80; Blend and Another v Peri-Urban Areas Health Board 1952 (2) SA 287 (T) 291H-292B.


239 Rule 51 of the Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 and rule 9 of the Uniform Rules of Court 2009; South African Football Association v Stanton Woodrush (Pty) Ltd t/a Stan Smidt & Sons and Another 2003 (3) SA 313 (SCA) Jockey Club of South Africa v Forbes 1993 (1) SA 649 (A) 661E-663D; and Van Streepen & Germs (Pty) Ltd v Transvaal Provincial Administration 1987 (4) SA 569 (A) 587.

him or her. Such common debt collection procedure would be to issue a writ or warrant of execution. After having the writ or warrant issued at court, the sheriff of the court proceeds to attach the property of the judgement debtor. Should the debtor still not effect payment of the debt owing to the creditor, the attached property is then sold in a sale in execution process, where the proceeds are then used to pay the judgment creditor.

The chapter thus far has canvassed the roots and functioning of South Africa’s civil justice system, with its civil litigation procedures discussed above. The country’s principal methods of civil dispute resolution, although formalistic, complex, and time-consuming, are compulsory to follow in order for South Africans to obtain justice in their civil disputes in the courts. In view of the discussion of South Africa’s civil litigation procedures, a cause for concern is the negative impact which these complex procedures have on accessing civil justice in South Africa.

2.5 SHORTCOMINGS OF SOUTH AFRICA’S CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM

As early as three decades ago, a report from the Hoexter Commission of Inquiry published the following concerns about the South African Civil Justice System in 1983:

‘Civil litigation in provincial and local divisions of the Supreme Court [now High Court] is characterised by cumbersome, complex and time-consuming pre-trial procedures; overloaded case rolls which necessitate postponements...

---

245 Hurter E ‘Seeking truth or seeking justice: Reflections on the changing face of the adversarial process in civil litigation’ (2007) 2 Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 248.
[and] delay the actual process of trial…; protracted trials; and high costs of litigation. The abovementioned facts all conspire to create a situation in which the Supreme Court as a forum for the adjudication of contested matters is no longer accessible to the average citizen’. 247

Over the years and to date, the following concerns about the South African civil justice system can be identified.248 These concerns include overburdened court rolls,249 due to the rapidly increasing volume of litigation at courts.250 This results in significant backlogs at court with civil matters only being resolved approximately two to three years after the application for an available trial or hearing date at court is made.251 Thus, the unreasonable delay and time consuming nature of civil procedure are recognised as shortcomings in South Africa’s civil justice system, as disputants would want their matters resolved speedily and effectively.252

Another contributing factor to the significant delay in having disputants’ matters resolved, from the time they have instituted a claim against their opponents, is legal practitioners who do not cooperate with one another or who deliberately engage in delaying tactics throughout the years South Africa’s civil justice system has come under constant scrutiny and criticism from various interest groups in the country. South African Law Commission Issue Paper 8 (Project 94) Alternative Dispute Resolution (1997) para 2.8.

Fundamentally at the High Courts and Magistrates’ Courts, see 2.3 above.

Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Annual Report 2012/2013 (2013) 24, 25, 43. ‘No one will deny that congested court roles escalate costs and imperil the constitutional right of South Africans to have their disputes disposed of by a court within a reasonable time. After all, justice delayed is justice denied. Yet in some Divisions, plaintiffs have to wait more than 2 years for their cases to be heard after the close of pleadings. The suffering of seriously injured, especially indigent plaintiffs, who have to wait years for compensation from the Road Accident Fund, make a compelling case for judicial activism to address the problem of our congested court roles.’ Joubert J and Jacobs Y ‘The debate - A case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ Legalbrief Today 6 October 2009 available at http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20091006103426675 (accessed 26 September 2014).

the litigation process. Further extensions to the final resolution of civil disputes, are the actual court procedures at the trial or hearing of the matter, which remain unpredictable with respect to the time it may take to finalise the dispute.

Furthermore these litigation and court procedures are of such a technical and complex nature that they are often perplexing or not understandable to disputants. Therefore the assistance of a legal practitioner is commonly a necessity. In this regard, disputants may feel excluded from their matters and may feel that they have no control over the resolution of their own disputes as well as the costs and time-frames associated herewith. This may add to the frustration and disempowerment on their part.

Further shortcomings include the fact that the court’s final judgment in the resolution of a dispute is unpredictable, and may even be unsatisfactory for both parties. Furthermore, such final judgment may not even address the full extent of the dispute and may take so long to be passed down, that it no longer has any practical effect at the conclusion of the litigation proceedings. Although appeal and review mechanisms are at the disposal of the losing party, there is no guarantee that such application will be met with success. Moreover, this type of further appeal and review procedures will lengthen the dispute resolution process.

255 Hurter E ‘Seeking truth or seeking justice: Reflections on the changing face of the adversarial process in civil litigation’ (2007) 2 Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 248.
257 Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 18.
259 Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 18.
extensively and lead to exorbitant costs being expended, with an outcome which remains unpredictable.

Additional challenges facing South Africa’s civil justice system include the general complaint that the cost of litigation is prohibitive. The high costs of legal representation often exceed the value of the civil claim instituted by a disputant, as the costs of the litigation process (as well as related costs) accrue from the commencement until the final resolution of the matter, having an adverse effect on the individual seeking justice. The costs relating to litigation cannot be specifically forecasted due to the unpredictability of the civil litigation process and its time-frames. In this regard, additional fees would be charged for any additional procedures that may need to be instituted as well as the disbursement costs attached thereto and the costs for the time spent at the actual court proceedings. The unpredictability of the legal costs involved as well as the unpredictability of the final outcome of the matter may add to the frustration and anxiety of the disputants.

262 ‘Litigation, including the right to appeal and review decisions often creates frozen conflicts that can last up to 10 years before legal finality is reached. Frozen conflicts are costly, in fact far more costly than the legal fees paid to resolve them.’ Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ Legalbrief Today 23 September 2014 available at http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20140923130558982 (accessed 26 September 2014).
263 Joubert J ‘Lawyers Discover Value of Mediation’.
265 It should also be taken into account that legal costs start accruing even before the institution of a civil claim via summons or notice of motion, as consultation and possible prior negotiations with the opposing party, through the means of a legal practitioner, also carry cost. Other related costs, excluding the standard legal fees, may include, for example, the sheriff’s fees for the service of the summons and other requisites documents, counsel’s fees for his or her appearance at court on behalf of the litigant, all petrol and travelling costs of the attorney as well as advocate throughout the litigation process, all photocopies and printing of documents necessary for the litigation process as well as for the actual trial or hearing at court etc.
On the basis of high costs and complexity, the civil justice system commonly excludes the middle-class to poorer communities in South Africa from acquiring access to justice.\(^{268}\) This results in certain wealthier groups in society having easier access to the use of litigation to defend their rights and advance their interests, while others do not.\(^{269}\) Although state-funded legal aid programmes, such as Legal Aid South Africa,\(^{270}\) may assist these groups in acquiring adequate access to justice, the largest difficulty regarding legal aid is that available funds are altogether inadequate to help all those in poorer communities with free legal assistance.\(^{271}\)

Further shortcomings from the parties’ perspective include the fact that civil disputes are conducted in courts that are open to the public, where there is little to no privacy for the parties involved, which may be detrimental to the reputations of juristic as well as natural persons.\(^{272}\)

Adding to the above shortcomings is the adversarial nature of civil litigation, which is viewed as warfare or a fight between disgruntled opponents.\(^{273}\) This adversarial method of dispute resolution is therefore commonly characterised by hostile behaviour and communications between the disputants’ representatives, prior to and during the court process which


\(^{269}\) Justice Nkabinde is of the view that the challenge in South Africa is that its adversarial civil justice system is dominated by those whose services are not equally available to all segments of society. She goes on to state that, ‘despite our [South Africa’s] glorified Constitution, certain interest groups have easier access to use litigation to defend their rights and advance their interests, while others cannot’, as quoted by Sedutla M ‘Launch of court-based mediation pilot project’ (2012) 516 De Rebus 8.

\(^{270}\) Established through the Legal Aid Act 22 of 1969.


ultimately results in a winning and losing party.\textsuperscript{274} Due to the adversarial nature of the entire litigation process, acrimony and often further conflict between the disputing parties arises, ultimately resulting in permanently destroying their relationships.\textsuperscript{275} This would also be a point of concern to commercial entities that have entered into a civil dispute, where their current or future business relationships may be permanently destroyed or negatively impacted through this adversarial process.\textsuperscript{276}

As a result of the overwhelming shortcomings identified in South Africa’s civil justice system, its government (together with the assistance of the legislature and judiciary) has attempted to remedy these injustices through the institution of numerous initiatives over the years. Examples of these initiatives include: additional court structures being built over the years with the view of alleviating over-burdened court rolls; the establishment of a number of specialist courts,\textsuperscript{277} in an attempt to alleviate congested court roles for superior and lower level courts and reduce judicial inefficiency;\textsuperscript{278} the institution of case management projects,\textsuperscript{279} to address the issues of cost, delay and complexity of civil procedure, which introduced the system of the rule 37 pre-trial conferences at the High Court\textsuperscript{280} (which later

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{274} Hurter E ‘Seeking truth or seeking justice: Reflections on the changing face of the adversarial process in civil litigation’ (2007) 2 Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 246.
\item \textsuperscript{275} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 18.
\item \textsuperscript{276} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 18.
\item \textsuperscript{277} Such as the Small Claims Court introduced shortly after the Hoexter Commission (1983), through the Small Claims Court Act 61 of 1984, enacted with the purpose of not only alleviating the case load burden on lower courts, but also to enable lower income earning citizens access to courts. See 2.3 above for further specialist courts established over the years.
\item \textsuperscript{278} The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Discussion Document on the Transformation of the Judicial System and the Role of the Judiciary in the Developmental South African State (2012) 2, 18. While introducing a number of specialist courts, particularly on High Court level, has partially alleviated the problem of inefficiency, it has not addressed the issue of costs. Road Accident Fund Submission on Arbitration to the Satchwell Commission of Enquiry (1998).
\item \textsuperscript{279} Hodes P ‘Case Management: Bar Initiatives’ (1997) 10 Consultus 34.
\item \textsuperscript{280} See 2.4.2 above. However, legal practitioners often perceive this process to be a mere formality which needs to conducted speedily in order to progress to trial for the final resolution of the dispute and settlement at this stage is often not an option. Paleker M ‘Mediation in South Africa: Here But Not All There’ in Alexander N (ed) Global Trends in Mediation 2 ed (2006) 340-341; MB v NB 2010 (3) SA 220 (GSJ) para 59.
\end{itemize}
spread to the Magistrates’ Court;\textsuperscript{281} the harmonisation and amendments to the court rules and legislation for the High Court and Magistrates’ Court, also aimed at addressing the issues of delay, cost and complexity of civil litigation processes;\textsuperscript{282} and the institution of Legal Aid South Africa,\textsuperscript{283} in an attempt to enhance access to justice for the communities in South Africa who have difficulty affording legal assistance.\textsuperscript{284}

Further state initiated legislative and institutional reforms include the establishment of organisations and programmes such as: the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC), created with the objective of making recommendations for the development, improvement and modernisation of law in South Africa;\textsuperscript{285} the Rules Board for Courts of Law in South Africa,\textsuperscript{286} entrusted with the task of reforming laws and court rules in order to align them with the values underpinning the South African Constitution;\textsuperscript{287} the Judicial Service Commission, instituted to ensure the acceptance and legitimacy of courts, and the restoration of public confidence in the South African judicial system;\textsuperscript{288} and the Civil Justice Reform

\textsuperscript{281} Through section 54 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1994 read with rule 25 Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010, as recognised today.

\textsuperscript{282} Through the Erasmus Report of 1999, who identified the usual problems in the South African civil justice system of delay, complexity and costs, and proposed a review of the civil justice system. Erasmus HJ ‘Civil procedure reform - Modern trends’ (1999) 10 Stellenbosch Law Review 2. In addition, the court rules which have assisted with these shortcomings over the years, include rule 10(2) of the Uniform Rules of Court 2010 and section 43 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944, which allows several disputes between the same parties to be joined in one action, in order to avoid unnecessarily instituting separate actions. Further rule 10(1) of the Uniform Rules of Court 2010 and section 41 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944, in order to avoid multiplicity of actions, which allows more than one plaintiff or more than one defendant may take part in a single action. Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide 2 ed (2011) 391 – 392.

\textsuperscript{283} Established through the Legal Aid Act 22 of 1969.

\textsuperscript{284} However, as previously discussed in this section, the state-funds available to assist all underprivileged and indigent persons with legal assistance is a challenge. Paleker M ‘Court connected ADR in civil litigation: The key to access to justice in South Africa’ (2003) 6 ADR Bulletin 48.


Programme of 2010, which sought to overhaul the civil justice system in order to bring it in line with the Constitution, 1996.\textsuperscript{289}

Three decades later, the fundamental shortcomings identified in the Hoexter Commission, 1983 appear to be no different to the shortcomings currently recognised in the South African civil justice system.\textsuperscript{290} Although certain helpful state initiatives may be noted, the above concerns persist.

2.6 CONCLUSION

Due to South Africa’s English common law influence,\textsuperscript{291} a range of shortcomings associated with its adversarial civil justice system have transcended the country’s colonial history and its transition into a constitutional democracy as well as its attempts at state initiatives\textsuperscript{292} to address these increasing shortcomings over the years. This appears to be a result of the primary method of dispute resolution, being civil litigation, remaining unaltered and in practice for decades.\textsuperscript{293}

In recent years, in 2011, Justice Ngcobo, publically stated the following about South Africa’s civil justice system and civil litigation:

‘Our civil justice system is still characterised by cumbersome, complex and time-consuming pre-[court] procedures, overloaded court rolls…[and] delays in matters coming to trial… It is expensive, slow, complex, fragmented, and overly adversarial… While significant progress has been made in enhancing the accessibility of our courts, there are still persistent problems.’\textsuperscript{294}

\textsuperscript{289} The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Discussion Document on the Transformation of the Judicial System and the Role of the Judiciary in the Developmental South African State (2012) 20. The CJRP is further discussed at 5.2.1 below.

\textsuperscript{290} In fact there appears to be more shortcomings identified, see 2.5 above.

\textsuperscript{291} See 2.2.1.2 above.

\textsuperscript{292} See 5.2.1 above.

\textsuperscript{293} See 2.2.1.2 and 2.4.1 above.

The persistent problems pertaining to cost, delay, over-burdened court roles and complexity, as identified by Justice Ngcobo, and earlier in this chapter, 295 collectively hinder the constitutional and democratic imperative of access to justice 296 for South Africans, particularly the indigent of its society. 297 However, in addition to this injustice is the problem pertaining to the adversarial nature of civil litigation.

The adversarial nature of civil litigation is often characterised by hostile behaviour between litigants and the further conflict which arises between them as a result of the litigation process. Further characteristics include a winning and losing party as well as permanently destroyed or irreconcilable relationships at the conclusion of the litigation process. 298 These shortcomings, specifically, appear to be in direct conflict with South Africa’s current constitutional ethos. 299 Instead of recognising the injustices of the past and promoting restoration 300 and the spirit of Ubuntu, 301 the opposite effect may ensue. 302 While the Constitution’s preamble encourages restoration and unity, 303 the adversarial nature of civil litigation encourages hostility and division. 304

---

295 See 2.5 above.
296 See 2.4.2 above.
297 See 2.4.2 and 2.5 above.
298 See 2.5 above.
299 As provided for in the Constitution’s Preamble. See 2.2.2.1 below.
300 As provided for in the Constitution’s Preamble. See 2.2.2.1 below.
301 ‘The spirit of Ubuntu… suffuses the whole constitutional order. It combines individual rights with a communitarian philosophy. It is a unifying motif of the Bill of Rights, which is nothing if not a structured, institutionalised and operational declaration in our evolving new society of the need for human interdependence, respect and concern.’ Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2005 (1) SA 217 (CC) 29-30 para 37. At 2.2.2.1. below and 5.5.3 below.
302 At 2.6 below.
303 At 2.2.2.1 below.
304 At 2.6 below.
Therefore based on the discussions above, it would appear that South Africa’s primary method of civil litigation needs to be changed, in order to remedy the transcending shortcomings of its civil justice system.

Furthermore, given the unique history of South Africa, the alternative primary method of civil dispute resolution needs to be suited to a nation striving towards unity in its diversity, healing the divisions of its past, improving the quality of life for all citizens and building a ‘united and democratic’ nation for all.\(^{305}\)

In the next chapter, certain areas of South African law will be discussed, in order to assess how South Africa’s civil justice system, although premised on litigation, makes provision for alternative methods of dispute resolution, particularly mediation.

\(^{305}\) The Preamble of the Constitution, 1996.
CHAPTER 3
AREAS OF CIVIL LAW THAT MAKE PROVISION FOR MEDIATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As evidenced in Chapter 2, litigation is the primary method of dispute resolution in South Africa’s civil justice system. However, although adversarial in nature, the civil justice system is no stranger to the practice of mediation in resolution of civil disputes.

Chapter 3 therefore considers the fields of South African civil law within which mediation plays a significant role. While many areas of civil law will be discussed in this chapter, the areas of family law, labour law and commercial law will be assessed in greater detail. The greater detail in this regard will encompass the role which mediation plays in these areas of law as well as the benefits of, and support for this ADR process.

The fields of law within which mediation plays a significant role will commence the discussions of this chapter.

3.2 FIELDS OF LAW WITHIN WHICH MEDIATION PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE

3.2.1 Mediation in Family Law

3.2.1.1 Legislative Support of Mediation in Family Law

The compulsory practise of mediation within the field of family law is currently effected through statutes found within this area of law. The Mediation in Certain Divorce Matters Act 24 of 1987 (MDMA) is an example of this. This piece of legislation necessitates the compulsory process of mediation.
The purpose of the MDMA, according to its long title, is to protect the interests of children in the event of a divorce and to consider the recommendations and report of the Family Advocate before granting a decree of divorce. The MDMA creates the Office of the Family Advocate. The purpose of the Family Advocate is to institute an enquiry so as to be able to furnish the court with a report and possible recommendations to any matter concerning the welfare of the minor or dependent child of the marriage concerned. The enquiry in this context constitutes a mediation process which can be compulsory in nature.

The legislature’s rationale for incorporating the process of mediation into legislation stemmed from the critical problem that family-law legal practitioners in the past often viewed divorce solely as a legal event. The practitioners would often ignore the important non-legal issues pertaining to the litigation proceedings. These non-legal issues inter alia comprise the break-down of families and the long term emotional and psychological effects of divorce which children may suffer from during and after the conclusion of the divorce.

Furthermore the adversarial nature of litigation in divorce matters, encouraged bitterness and irreconcilability between divorcing parties and reaching a satisfactory settlement agreement in such an environment, was near impossible. This adversarial process prejudiced the

306 Section 2 of the MDMA.
307 Section 4 of the MDMA.
308 ‘… it would appear that in South Africa the idea of compulsory mediation is not a new one. In terms of section 4 of the Mediation in Certain Divorce Matters Act 24 of 1987 divorcing parties can be forced first to submit to an investigation by the office of the family advocate into matters concerning the custody of, access to and guardianship of children, before being granted a divorce order by the court’ as quoted from De Jong M ‘An acceptable, applicable and accessible family-law system for South Africa - some suggestions concerning a family court and family mediation’ 2005 Tydskrif vir die Suid-AfrikaanseReg 39.
309 De Jong M ‘An acceptable, applicable and accessible family-law system for South Africa - some suggestions concerning a family court and family mediation’ 2005 Tydskrif vir die Suid-AfrikaanseReg 39.
310 De Jong M ‘An acceptable, applicable and accessible family-law system for South Africa - some suggestions concerning a family court and family mediation’ 2005 Tydskrif vir die Suid-AfrikaanseReg 39.
311 De Jong M ‘An acceptable, applicable and accessible family-law system for South Africa - some suggestions concerning a family court and family mediation’ 2005 Tydskrif vir die Suid-AfrikaanseReg 39.
divorcing parties as well as their children, which resulted in ongoing family problems which often required the intervention of social welfare institutions.\(^{313}\)

The Children’s Act 38 of 2005 (the Children’s Act)\(^{314}\) extends the function of the Office of the Family Advocate, as created in the MDMA. The Children’s Act further, through its purpose, gives effect to children’s constitutional rights, such as upholding the best interests of the child in every matter concerning him or her as well as ensuring the well-being and protection of every child.\(^{315}\) In addition, the Children’s Act, importantly, makes provision for the compulsory use of mediation in certain circumstances.\(^{316}\) The legislative incorporation of mandatory mediation into the Children’s Act is premised on the best interests of the child,\(^{317}\) as mentioned above. Thus for instance, in terms of the parental responsibilities and rights referred to in the Children’s Act, an agreement is to be entered into between the parents regarding the relevant issues and decisions of the child’s well-being.\(^{318}\) The legislature therefore helps the parents reach such agreement and compels them to seek the assistance of a Family Advocate or alternative third party.\(^{319}\) Thus with the aid of the mediator, parents will be able to work together towards reaching an agreement which best serves the interests of the child.\(^{320}\)

\(^{313}\) De Jong M ‘An acceptable, applicable and accessible family-law system for South Africa - some suggestions concerning a family court and family mediation’ 2005 Tydskrif vir die Suid-AfrikaanseReg33.
\(^{314}\) Which came into operation on 1 July 2007.
\(^{315}\) Section 2 of the Children’s Act 38 of 2005.
\(^{316}\) Section 21(3) of the Act makes it compulsory for parties to attend mediation through the Family Advocate (or any other suitably qualified persons) in parental responsibilities and rights matters over children born out of wedlock. Furthermore in section 33(5), when preparing a parenting plan, parties must either seek the assistance of the family advocate or mediation through a suitably qualified person.
\(^{317}\) Mahlobogwane F ‘Parenting plans in terms of the children’s act: serving the best interests of the parent or the child?’ (2013) 34 Obiter 228.
\(^{318}\) Section 22 of the Children’s Act.
\(^{319}\) Mahlobogwane F ‘Parenting plans in terms of the children’s act: serving the best interests of the parent or the child?’ (2013) 34 Obiter 228.
\(^{320}\) Mahlobogwane F ‘Parenting plans in terms of the children’s act: serving the best interests of the parent or the child?’ (2013) 34 Obiter 228.
3.2.1.2 Judicial Support for Mediation in Family Law

Significant judicial support of mediation in family law will now be briefly discussed. The reported case *Van den Berg v Le Roux*\(^{321}\) and the more recent case of *MB v NB*\(^{322}\) are examples of how South African courts support mediation in the field of family law.

The case of *Van den Berg v Le Roux*\(^{323}\) involved a divorce and considered the guardianship and custody of a legitimate child. The court inter alia ordered the divorced parents to mediate any future dispute between them before approaching the courts.\(^{324}\) If mediation failed, a psychologist and/or clinical psychologist or any other competent person would be entitled to take a decision concerning the dispute.\(^{325}\) Only after the completion of the mediation process, would the parties be permitted to approach the court.\(^{326}\) The court further ordered the parties to split the costs of mediation, unless the mediator in the case determined otherwise.\(^{327}\)

The rationale behind the court’s decision includes the benefits and necessity of mediation in family disputes, especially those involving children. The court considered parts of Van Zyl’s\(^{328}\) article in reaching its final decisions, which provided that:

‘mediation is seen as an alternative dispute resolution mechanism and in those cases where guardianship, custody or access are in dispute between the parties, mediation is the primary objective of the Family Advocate; mediation being a dynamic process whereby the Family Advocate in an atmosphere where conflict is reduced to a minimum, actively encourages the parties to participate in a discussion, seeking a mutually acceptable solution in regard to matters pertaining to the children. The

\(^{321}\) 2003 (3) All SA 599 (NC).
\(^{322}\) 2010 (3) SA 220 (GSJ).
\(^{323}\) 2003 (3) All SA 599 (NC) 614.
\(^{324}\) 2003 (3) All SA 599 (NC) 614.
\(^{325}\) 2003 (3) All SA 599 (NC) 614.
\(^{326}\) A similar order was granted in *Townsend-Turner v Morrow* [2004] 1 All SA 235 (C) relating to access of grandparents to their grandchild. The court in this matter ordered the parties to attend mediation to resolve the areas of conflict between them or to decide on the appropriate manner of dealing with those conflicts. Furthermore these conflicts were to be considered even before the parties attempted the mediation of the main dispute between them.
\(^{327}\) 2003 (3) All SA 599 (NC) 614.
procedure allows for participation by the children depending on their ages as well as their intellectual and emotional maturity."\textsuperscript{329}

In August 2009, the case of \textit{MB v NB}\textsuperscript{330} further emphasised the importance and benefits of mediation.\textsuperscript{331} This case concerned the dissolution of a marriage, parental rights, maintenance\textsuperscript{332} and a claim based on the accrual system,\textsuperscript{333}

The court held that mediation would have been the better alternative in the resolution of this matter and that it should have been tried instead of litigation.\textsuperscript{334} The rationale for the court’s decision was its belief in the benefits and suitability of mediation.\textsuperscript{335} In this regard Brassey AJ held:

‘How much richer would this solution have been had it emerged out of a consensus-seeking process rather than in adversarial proceedings in which positions were taken up that gave every appearance of callousness and cruelty. This is but an instance of what mediation might have achieved. In fact, the benefits go well beyond it. In the process of mediation, the parties would have had ample scope for an informed but informal debate on the levels of their estates, the amount of their incomes and the extent of their living costs. Nudged by a facilitative intermediary, I have little doubt that they would have been able to solve most of the monetary disputes that stood between them. The saving in time and legal costs would have been significant and, once a few breakthroughs had been made, I have every reason to believe that an overall solution would have been reached.’\textsuperscript{336}

In addition to the benefits and suitability of mediation, the court emphasised that there existed a positive duty of the disputants’ attorneys to advise their clients to mediate their dispute
prior to invoking litigation.\textsuperscript{337} The court showed its displeasure of the attorneys’ failure to do so by ordering that the fees that the attorneys could recover from their own clients be capped.\textsuperscript{338}

The practice of mediation is not only recognised by the legislature but also supported by the judiciary within the field of family law. South African courts recognise the benefits and importance of the use of mediation in family disputes. In view of the legislative support of the practice of mediation, the mandatory incorporation of such ADR process not only provides a suitable method for resolving contentious family law issues, but also aids in fulfilling the purposes of the MDMA as well as the Children’s Act as discussed in this section.

\subsection*{3.2.2 Mediation in Labour Law}

\subsubsection*{3.2.2.1 Legislative Support for Mediation in Labour Law}

One of the main objectives of the Labour Relations Act (LRA),\textsuperscript{339} as explained in the preamble of the LRA, is to ‘provide simple procedures for the resolution of labour disputes through statutory conciliation, mediation and arbitration’ through the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA)\textsuperscript{340} or through accredited independent ADR services. The central objective of the LRA is promoting healthy industrial relations.\textsuperscript{341} The

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{337}MB v NB 2010 (3) SA 220 (GSJ) para 59.  \\
\textsuperscript{338}MB v NB 2010 (3) SA 220 (GSJ) para 59. Brassey AJ held that ‘on the facts before me it is impossible to know whether the parties knew about the benefits of mediation, but I can see no reason why they would have turned their backs on the process, especially if they had been counselled on the matter by the attorneys. What is clear, however, is that the attorneys did not provide this counsel; in fact, in the course of the pre-trial conference they positively rejected the use of the process. For this they are to blame and they must, I believe, shoulder the responsibility that comes from failing properly to serve the interests of their clients.’  \\
\textsuperscript{339}Act 66 of 1995.  \\
\textsuperscript{340}As mentioned in part 2.3.1.5 of Chapter 2.  \\
\textsuperscript{341}Steenkamp A & Bosch C ‘Labour dispute resolution under the 1995 LRA: Problems, pitfalls and potential’ (2012) \textit{Acta Juridica} 120.
\end{flushright}
CCMA plays a pivotal role in the overall dispute resolution system and since its inception, has enjoyed a national settlement rate of 70% and greater.

Prior to the promulgation of the LRA and CCMA, labour disputes were settled through formal procedures carried out in forums such as the Industrial Court, which did not make provision for any options of ADR methods. Other forums included conciliation boards and industrial councils. Their procedures were not user-friendly; they were ‘lengthy, complex and pitted with technicalities’. In 1995 the government undertook a ‘fundamental and dramatic overhaul’ of the labour dispute resolution procedures. As a result the legislature repealed and replaced the 1956 LRA with the current 1995 LRA, making room for the CCMA.

The functions of the CCMA are inter alia that it

‘must-
(a) attempt to resolve, through conciliation, any dispute referred to it in terms of this Act;

346 Conciliation boards were appointed by the Department of Labour and by industrial councils. The appointment of a conciliation board was a precondition to referring an unfair labour practice dispute to the Industrial Court. The discretion of establishing conciliation boards rested with the Minister of Labour and this resulted in extensive review litigation, contesting the Minister’s refusal to appoint conciliation boards, as refusals frequently appeared to be politically motivated. Parties often regarded conciliation boards as ‘an unwelcome hurdle to litigation’, rather than a viable means of resolving disputes. Benjamin P Dialogue: Assessing South Africa’s Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) (2013) 4.
347 On average these conciliation boards resolved 20 per cent of matters referred to them and industrial councils 30 per cent. Paleker M ‘Mediation in South Africa: Here but not all there’ in Alexander N Global Trends in Mediation 2ed(2006) 355.
(b) if a dispute that has been referred to it remains unresolved after conciliation, arbitrate the dispute if-
(i) this Act requires arbitration and any party to the dispute has requested that the dispute be resolved through arbitration; or
(ii) all the parties to a dispute in respect of which the Labour Court has jurisdiction consent to arbitration under the auspices of the Commission…”

Generally, when a labour dispute is referred to the CCMA, a commissioner is appointed to attempt to resolve the matter through conciliation within 30 days. If the dispute is not resolved through conciliation, it proceeds to arbitration and the CCMA must appoint a different commissioner to arbitrate the dispute within 90 days.

In view of the above, the objectives of labour dispute resolution through these alternative processes at the CCMA are:

‘speed, accessibility (in terms of geographical location, cost and relatively simple procedures) and legitimacy (which derives from representivity in the dispute resolution body, certainty and expertise).’

The essential purpose for these objectives is that neither employers nor employees can afford delays and often neither of them possesses an intimate knowledge of usual civil litigation procedures. Further, the CCMA plays a vital role in maintaining a ‘balance

---

352 Section 115(1)(a),(b) of the LRA; There is no definition for ‘conciliation’ in the LRA but, similar to the function of a mediator, the sole function of the conciliating commissioner is to assist the parties in reaching an agreement. Grogan J Workplace Law10 ed (2009) 427; Paleker M ‘Mediation in South Africa: Here but not all there’ in Alexander N Global Trends in Mediation 2 ed (2006) 356. Although similar in nature, section 135 of the LRA states that the commissioner from the CCMA has 30 days to resolve a dispute through conciliation which includes mediation, fact-finding and providing recommendations. Although similar in concept for the purposes of the LRA there seems to be a distinction between conciliation and mediation.
353 Section 135(1) of the LRA.
354 Parties may however agree extend the time period. Section 135(2) of the LRA.
355 Section 136 of the LRA.
356 ‘It has been said that an effective dispute resolution system is one that is properly structured and functioning, and resolves disputes quickly and finally. I would add that effective dispute resolution processes resolve disputes fairly in addition to being accessible, speedy and inexpensive.’ Steenkamp A & Bosch C ‘Labour dispute resolution under the 1995 LRA: Problems, pitfalls and potential’ (2012) Acta Juridica 120.
between the rights and interests of employers and employees while maintaining relatively healthy industrial relations with minimal resort to self-help.359

3.2.2.2 Judicial Support for Conciliation and Arbitration in Labour Law

In some instances the Labour Courts have highlighted the benefits and functions of the conciliation and arbitration processes at the CCMA. These are briefly discussed below.

In Kasipersad v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration & others,360 the applicant sought inter alia to review and set aside the conciliation proceedings held at the CCMA as well as the certificate of outcome and the settlement agreement produced.361 The court in this matter emphasised the benefit of confidentiality in the conciliation process.362 The court held that by nature, conciliation is private and confidential and that conciliators are not expected to keep a record of conciliation proceedings.363 The court in this regard held that the approach to conciliation is underpinned by rule 7(3) and 7(4) of the Rules of the CCMA, which provides:

'(3) Conciliation proceedings are private and confidential and are conducted on a without prejudice basis so that no party may make reference to statements made at conciliation proceedings during any subsequent proceedings unless the parties have so agreed in writing.
(4) Neither the Commissioner dealing with the conciliation nor anybody else attending the conciliation hearing may be called as a witness during any subsequent proceedings to give evidence about what transpired during the conciliation process.'364

360 (2003) 24 ILJ 178 (LC)
364 In Kasipersad v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration & others (2003) 24 ILJ 178 (LC) 182. ‘rules 7.3 and 7.4, which, in the subsequent re-formulation of those rules, but in exactly the same terms, are now rules 16(1) and (2) thereof’ as quoted in Hofmeyr v Network Healthcare Holdings (Pty) Ltd [2004] 3 BLLR 232 (LC) para 5.
Arbitrators at the CCMA are obliged to conduct arbitrations in a manner which they deem appropriate to determine a labour dispute fairly and speedily and to deal with the substantial merits of the disputes ‘with the minimum of legal formalities’.\(^{365}\) In *Naraindath v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration & Others*,\(^{366}\) the applicant, employed as a prison warder, was found in possession of prohibited drugs and was dismissed.\(^{367}\) He referred the matter to the CCMA which was arbitrated by a commissioner, assigned for this purpose.\(^{368}\) The commissioner held that the employee's dismissal was substantively fair but procedurally unfair, and compensation was awarded.\(^{369}\) The applicant, however, was unhappy with the outcome of the arbitration and sought to review it in the Labour Court.\(^{370}\)

In the above matter, the court highlighted section 138 of LRA\(^{371}\) and the objects of labour dispute resolution.\(^{372}\) The court held that in this instance, the rights of the parties conferred by section 138 of the LRA are always conferred subject to the overriding discretion of the

---

\(^{365}\) Section 138 (1) of the LRA.

\(^{366}\) (2000) 21 ILJ 1151 (LC).


\(^{371}\) Section 138, ‘General provisions for arbitration proceedings [:]

(1) The commissioner may conduct the arbitration in a manner that the commissioner considers appropriate in order to determine the dispute fairly and quickly, but must deal with the substantial merits of the dispute with the minimum of legal formalities.

(2) Subject to the discretion of the commissioner as to the appropriate form of the proceedings, a party to the dispute may give evidence, call witnesses, question the witnesses of any other party, and address concluding arguments to the commissioner.

… (5) If a party to the dispute fails to appear in person or to be represented at the arbitration proceedings, and that party –

(a) had referred the dispute to the Commission, the commissioner may dismiss the matter; or

(b) had not referred the dispute to the Commission, the commissioner may –

(i) continue with the arbitration proceedings in the absence of that party; or

(ii) adjourn the arbitration proceedings to a later date.’
commissioner as to the appropriate form of the proceedings. The application was accordingly dismissed. The court emphasised that the commissioner was justified in the manner in which he arbitrated the matter, in that his methods were sensible, practical and had expedited the proceedings.

South African Labour Courts appear to support and promote the benefits and efficiency of ADR through the CCMA in resolution of labour disputes. In addition, based on the above discussions, ADR, particularly conciliation and arbitration, are the preferred methods of dispute resolution in the field of labour law. In this regard, the replacement of the Industrial Court by the CCMA through labour legislation evidences the shift from a highly adversarial model of dispute resolution to one based on promoting greater co-operation, industrial peace and social justice through ADR.

3.2.3 Mediation in Corporate/Commercial Law

Mediation in corporate law is endorsed through its governance system which encompasses the Code on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009 (‘the Code’), the King Report on Governance for South Africa 2009 (‘the King III Report’) and the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (‘the new Companies Act’). The sections below discuss how this management system has been implemented in commercial practice.

378 The new Companies Act came into effect on 1 May 2011 after substantial amendment to the old Companies Act 61 of 1973.
3.2.3.1 The Code on Corporate Governance

The Code\textsuperscript{379} has been updated on 1 March 2010 by the Institute of Directors in Southern Africa and now makes provision for the practice of mediation in commercial disputes. The Code, as well as the King III Report, applies to all entities incorporated in and resident in South Africa, regardless of the manner and form of incorporation or establishment.\textsuperscript{380} Compliance with the provisions of these documents is mandatory for all companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE); for all other entities there is no statutory obligation to comply.\textsuperscript{381} Even though compliance with these documents may be voluntary to other entities, they are highly recommended and have considerable persuasive value.\textsuperscript{382}

The Code places a duty upon directors and executives to ensure that disputes are resolved effectively, expeditiously and efficiently.\textsuperscript{383} Furthermore, the interests, needs and rights of the disputants must be taken into account and the resolution of the dispute should be cost effective and not drain the finances and resources of the company.\textsuperscript{384} Paragraph 84 of the Code goes on to support and emphasise the necessity of mediation in resolving disputes by stating that:

‘[e]xternal disputes may be referred to arbitration or a court. However these are not always the appropriate or most effective means of resolving such disputes. Mediation is often more appropriate where interests of the disputing parties need to be addressed and where commercial relationships need to be preserved and even enhanced’.

\textsuperscript{379} Also known as ‘the King Code of Governance for South Africa 2009’. The Code on Corporate Governance is a system by which companies are directed and controlled. The Code regulates directors and their conduct not only with the aim of complying with the minimum statutory standard, but also to ensure that the best available practice relevant to the company is used appropriately in various circumstances.
\textsuperscript{380} Paragraph 17 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{383} Paragraph 81 of the Code of Corporate Governance.
\textsuperscript{384} Paragraph 81 of the Code of Corporate Governance.
3.2.3.2 The King III Report

The King III Report\textsuperscript{385} sets out vital corporate governance principles and must be read together with the Code, which sets out the best practice recommendations on how each principle is to be carried out.\textsuperscript{386} The King III Report was impelled by changes and reforms implemented by the new Companies Act as well as by the changes in international governance trends.\textsuperscript{387}

According to Chapter 8, paragraph 39 of the King III Report, ADR is the most effective and efficient method of addressing the costly and time-consuming features associated with more formal litigation procedures. Further, according to the King III Report, consideration must be given to the preservation of business relationships as well as to the cost of dispute resolution, which must not drain the finances and resources of the company.\textsuperscript{388}

The successful resolution of disputes entails choosing a particular dispute resolution method that best serves the interests of the company.\textsuperscript{389} The King III Report suggests\textsuperscript{390} that mediation may be a more appropriate mechanism to resolve disputes where interests of the disputing parties need to be addressed and where commercial relationships need to be preserved and even enhanced.\textsuperscript{391} The King III Report defines ‘mediation’ as ‘a process where

\textsuperscript{385} The King Committee was established in South Africa in 1992 by the Institute of Directors in Southern Africa with the objective of making recommendations on the effective implementation of corporate governance in the country. The King III Report must be read together with the Code and was introduced due to the corporate law reform in South Africa (which also gave rise to the new Companies Act of 2008). The King III Report deals with the changes in governance trends and applies broadly to all corporate entities. ‘The King III Report is divided into nine chapters. Each of the principles contained in the King III Report is set out in the Code, together with the recommended practises relating to each principle’. Cassim FHI (ed), Cassim MF & Cassim R Contemporary Company Law 2ed (2012) 476.

\textsuperscript{386} Cassim FHI (ed), Cassim MF & Cassim R Contemporary Company Law 2ed (2012) 474.

\textsuperscript{387} Chapter 8, paragraph 38 of the King III Report.


\textsuperscript{390} Chapter 8, paragraph 43 of the King III Report.

\textsuperscript{391} ‘External disputes may be referred to arbitration or a court. However these are not always the appropriate or most effective means of resolving such disputes. Mediation is often more appropriate where interests of the
parties in dispute involve the services of an acceptable, impartial and neutral third party to
assist them in negotiating a resolution to their dispute, by way of a settlement agreement’.

The King III Report states that there are no prescribed rules that dictate which ADR method
to use under a particular set of circumstances. However, the King III Report does make
reference to six factors that should be taken into account during the selection process,
together with a brief description for each of them. These factors and descriptions are:

1. The time available to resolve the dispute.

   ‘Formal proceedings, and in particular court proceedings, often entail procedures
   lasting many years. By contrast, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods, and
   particularly mediation, can be concluded within a limited period of time, sometimes
   within a day’.

2. Whether principle and precedent is necessary.

In circumstance where the issue in dispute relates to a matter of principle and where
companies require a resolution that will be binding on similar disputes in future, ADR may
not be suitable. In these circumstances court proceedings may be more appropriate.

3. The business relationships involved in the dispute

   ‘Litigation and processes involving an outcome imposed on both parties can destroy
business relationships. By contrast mediation, where the process is designed to

---

392 The mediator has no independent authority and does not render a decision. All decision-making powers in regard to the dispute remain with the parties. Mediation is a voluntary process both in its initiation, its continuation and its conclusion’. Chapter 8, paragraph 50 of the King III Report.
393 Chapter 8, paragraph 53.2 of the King III Report.
394 According to Chapter 8, paragraph 53 of the King III Report. The descriptions of the factors pertaining to mediation and conciliation, below, will be quoted directly from the King III Report (for purposes of emphasis and support for the aims of this section of the research), the others will be paraphrased.
395 Chapter 8, paragraph 53.1 of the King III Report.
396 Chapter 8, paragraph 53.2 of the King III Report.
produce a solution most satisfactory to both parties (a win-win resolution), relationships may be preserved. Where relationships and particularly continuing business relationships are concerned, therefore, mediation or conciliation may be preferable.\(^{399}\)

4. Whether expert recommendation is required.

‘Where the parties wish to negotiate a settlement to their dispute but lack the technical or other expertise necessary to devise a solution, a recommendation from an expert who has assisted the parties in their negotiations may be appropriate. This process would be termed conciliation.\(^{400}\)

5. The Confidentiality of the dispute.

The proceedings of any private dispute resolution process may be conducted in confidence.\(^{401}\)

The new Companies Act also makes provision for alternative dispute resolution processes to be conducted in private.\(^{402}\)

6. The rights and interests of the parties in dispute.

‘The adjudicative process involves the decision-maker imposing a resolution of the dispute on the parties after having considered the past conduct of the parties in relation to the legal principles and rights applicable to the dispute. This inevitably results in a narrow range of possible outcomes based on fundamental considerations of right and wrong. By contrast, mediation and conciliation allow the parties, in fashioning a settlement of their dispute, to consider their respective needs and interests, both current and future. Accordingly, where creative and forward-looking solutions are required in relation to a particular dispute and particularly where the dispute involves a continuing relationship between the parties, mediation and conciliation are to be preferred...\(^{403}\)

It appears that the King III Report in particular favours mediation as the ADR method of choice in resolving corporate disputes, as four out the six factors listed above encourage the use of mediation. In this regard, mediation would be better suited to these disputes as the

\(^{399}\) Chapter 8, paragraph 53.3 of the King III Report.
\(^{400}\) Chapter 8, paragraph 53.4 of the King III Report.
\(^{401}\) Chapter 8, paragraph 53.5 of the King III Report.
\(^{402}\) Chapter 8, paragraph 53.5 of the King III Report.
\(^{403}\) Chapter 8, paragraph 53.6 of the King III Report.
turnaround time in the resolution of a matter is short.\textsuperscript{404} The process of mediation would therefore save valuable business time and money. In addition, business relationships would be better preserved and the risk of destroying future business relationships would be considerably lessened through the use of mediation and amicable benefits of settlement. As previously mentioned,\textsuperscript{405} mediation proceedings are conducted privately; therefore the goodwill and private affairs of the disputing companies would be protected and safe-guarded. Businesses in this regard have the freedom to openly discuss and negotiate their affairs without fear of corporate defamation or having any statements made during the negotiation process used against them outside of the mediation arena. Through mediation a wide range of possible solutions to the dispute would be available to the parties. Through settlement discussions a creative and best-suited solution can be uniquely crafted to satisfy the specific needs of the businesses, as opposed to the narrow range of fixed solutions available through the adjudicative process of civil litigation.

On the other hand, in cases where a binding solution of a dispute is necessary for setting precedent for similar future corporate disputes, litigation may be more suitable. Therefore, understandably mediation may not be suitable to all corporate disputes. However, the use and implementation of such a convenient ADR tool will generally assist in considerably alleviating the burden of corporate dispute resolution.

According to paragraph 10 of the King III Report, entitled ‘Emerging governance trends incorporated in the King III Report: Alternative dispute resolution (ADR), the following is said about mediation and ADR. Mediation is being used as a dispute resolution mechanism as

\textsuperscript{404} Commonly within one day. See factor number 1 of the King III Report quoted above.

\textsuperscript{405} See 1.6.2 above; see factor number 5 of the King III Report above.
well as a management tool in the field of commercial law.\textsuperscript{406} Globally, ADR is not a reflection on a judicial system of a country, but has become an important element of good governance.\textsuperscript{407} Paragraph 10 goes on to state that directors should preserve their business relationships and exercise their duty of care, by endeavouring to resolve disputes expeditiously, efficiently and effectively.\textsuperscript{408} This paragraph also states that mediation enables novel solutions, which a court may not achieve, as it is constrained to enforce legal rights and obligations.\textsuperscript{409} Furthermore, in mediation, the parties’ needs are considered, rather than their rights and obligations.\textsuperscript{410} It is in this context that the Institute of Directors in South Africa advocates administered mediation and, if it fails, expedited arbitration.\textsuperscript{411}

3.2.3.3 The New Companies Act

Having considered the Companies Act 61 of 1973 (the ‘old Companies Act’), it can be said that hardly any reference to mediation nor ADR as a method for resolving corporate disputes was made in the old Companies Act.\textsuperscript{412} The new Companies Act, however, makes provision for and supports the growing concept of mediation (and ADR). The new Companies Act recognises the necessity of ADR and dedicates a portion of the Act to ADR (which includes the process of mediation)\textsuperscript{413}. Moreover, the long title of the new Companies Act expressly provides that the purpose of the Act is to inter alia establish a Companies Tribunal in order to facilitate ADR processes.\textsuperscript{414}

\textsuperscript{406} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{407} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{408} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{409} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{410} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report.
\textsuperscript{411} Paragraph 10 of the King III Report; Institute of Directors in South Africa Practice Note (2009) 2.
\textsuperscript{412} Section 72 of the old Companies Act provided that companies had the capacity to refer any existing or future dispute between themselves and any other company or person to arbitration. However, this provision became irrelevant in the new Companies Act, as section 19(1)(b) now provides companies with the same powers and legal capacity as a natural person.
\textsuperscript{413} Part C of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.
\textsuperscript{414} The long title of the new Companies Act provides: “To provide for the incorporation, registration, organisation and management of companies, the capitalisation of profit companies, and the registration of
Section 156 of the new Companies Act provides a short list of options which disputants may choose from in order to resolve their corporate disputes. The first option in this list is aimed at addressing a dispute through the process of ADR (mediation, conciliation or arbitration) among the options of conventional civil litigation and grievance procedures according to provisions in the Act.

Further, a portion of the new Companies Act is now reserved for ‘Voluntary Resolution of Disputes’ under Part C of the Act, comprising a lengthy section 166, entitled ‘Alternative Dispute Resolution’, and section 167, entitled ‘Dispute Resolution may Result in Consent Order’. Section 166(1) provides that as an alternative to applying for relief to court, a disputant is entitled to apply for relief by referring his or her matter for resolution through the process of mediation, conciliation or arbitration through the Companies Tribunal or an accredited entity or any other person. If the Companies Tribunal or an accredited entity

offices of foreign companies carrying on business within the Republic; to define the relationships between companies and their respective shareholders or members and directors; to provide for equitable and efficient amalgamations, mergers and takeovers of companies; to provide for efficient rescue of financially distressed companies; to provide appropriate legal redress for investors and third parties with respect to companies; to establish a Companies and Intellectual Property Commission and a Takeover Regulation Panel to administer the requirements of the Act with respect to companies, to establish a Companies Tribunal to facilitate alternative dispute resolution and to review decisions of the Commission; to establish a Financial Reporting Standards Council to advise on requirements for financial record-keeping and reporting by companies; to repeal the Companies Act, 1973 (Act No. 61 of 1973), and make amendments to the Close Corporations Act, 1984 (Act No. 69 of 1984), as necessary to provide for a consistent and harmonious regime of business incorporation and regulation; and to provide for matters connected therewith.” My emphasis

Section 156: ‘Alternative procedures for addressing complaints or securing rights. A person referred to in section 157(1) may seek to address an alleged contravention of this Act, or to enforce any provision of, or right in terms of this Act, a company’s Memorandum of Incorporation or rules, or a transaction or agreement contemplated in this Act, the company’s Memorandum of Incorporation or rules, by-
(a) attempting to resolve any dispute with or within a company through alternative dispute resolution in accordance with Part C of this Chapter;
(b) applying to the Companies Tribunal for adjudication in respect of any matter for which such an application is permitted in terms of this Act;
(c) applying for appropriate relief to the division of the High Court that has jurisdiction over the matter; or
(d) filing a complaint in accordance with Part D of this Chapter within the time permitted by section 219 with-
(i) the Panel, if the complaint concerns a matter within its jurisdiction; or
(ii) the Commission in respect of any matter arising in terms of this Act, other than a matter contemplated in subparagraph (i).’

ADR for purposes of the Act means conciliation, mediation or arbitration, and is dealt with in Part C of Chapter 7 of the Act.

This may leave the door open for private mediation and arbitration offered by private (and unaccredited) service providers.
facilitating the mediation, conciliation or arbitration concludes that either party to the dispute is not participating in good faith or that there is no reasonable probability of the parties resolving their dispute through that particular process, the facilitator must issue a certificate stating that the process has failed.\textsuperscript{419} The option of court proceedings to resolve the parties’ dispute may then be pursued.

Finally, section 167 provides that if the dispute in question has been resolved, the facilitator to the dispute may record the resolution in the form of an order and if the parties consent to that order, may submit it to court to be confirmed as a consent order. The courts after hearing an application for the consent order may make the order as agreed and proposed in the application or indicate changes therein before making it an order of the court or refuse to make the order completely. The consent order may include an award of damages and the benefit of confidentiality still applies during the court hearing as it does during the initial mediation or ADR process. It is evident that the process and outcomes of mediation is as legitimate as a complete court proceeding would have been and is thus an equally valid method for resolving commercial disputes.

The above provisions of the new Companies Act, the requirements of the Code of Corporate Governance together with the King III Report (and its paragraph 10), as well as the compelling advantages of saving costs and time, will make it challenging in future for any disputant to resist seeking mediation to resolve their disputes in the corporate arena.\textsuperscript{420}

\textsuperscript{418} Section 166(2) does not mention ‘any other person’ as per section 166(1) of the Companies Act, 2008.
\textsuperscript{419} Section 166 (2) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.
The rationale behind the legislative and corporate bodies incorporating mediation into the above corporate statutes is premised on the fact that traditional litigation in commercial disputes have destroyed business relationships and wasted financial resources as well as valuable time.\textsuperscript{421} Thus, by incorporating ADR processes into the corporate arena, the focus now shifts to resolving disputes in a way that would preserve corporate relationships, such as those with suppliers, competitors, employee bodies or customers.\textsuperscript{422} Furthermore, ADR techniques, such as mediation, provide the benefit of innovative, quicker and less expensive processes of resolving commercial disputes.\textsuperscript{423} Moreover these ADR techniques preserve confidentiality, as the dispute resolution process does not take place in an open forum such as a court room.

Litigation focuses solely on legal issues, while mediation has the flexibility of considering the commercial and even emotional aspects of the disputants as well as their needs and interests. By resolving past differences, parties are able to take the opportunity to map their future relationships in a fair way and hopefully arrive at a win-win solution. This could be based on improved, joint profitability or some other arrangement from which both parties would benefit.\textsuperscript{424} Thus finally the ADR techniques applied in commercial law improves the prospects of a better outcome for organisations and their shareholders.\textsuperscript{425}

\textsuperscript{421} King M ‘Civil litigation being replaced by cost-effective dispute resolution’ 2008 Occupational Risk Management 19.
\textsuperscript{422} King M ‘Civil litigation being replaced by cost-effective dispute resolution’ 2008 Occupational Risk Management 19.
\textsuperscript{423} King M ‘Civil litigation being replaced by cost-effective dispute resolution’ 2008 Occupational Risk Management 19.
\textsuperscript{424} King M ‘Corporate governance and the Companies Act’ 2009 Management Today 17.
\textsuperscript{425} King M ‘Corporate governance and the Companies Act’ 2009 Management Today 17.
3.3 THE CONSTITUTION AND FURTHER SELECTED SOUTH AFRICAN STATUTES PROVIDING FOR MEDIATION

South African law also makes provision for the practice and benefits of mediation outside of the abovementioned family, labour and commercial law arenas. Discussed below is South African legislation which refers to the compulsory or voluntary practise of mediation as a dispute resolution tool.

3.3.1 The Constitution, 1996

The Constitution, 1996 is also an example of the how mediation is provided for outside of the aforementioned areas of law. Section 76 deals with the national legislative processes in drafting bills affecting provinces. This section provides that ordinary bills must first be passed by the National Assembly (NA) and then referred to the National Council of Provinces (NCOP). If there is disagreement between the NA and the NCOP, that is, if the NCOP rejects any bill or if the NA refuses to pass an amended bill, the bill in question must be referred to the Mediation Committee, for negotiation and settlement. The same procedure applies in cases of schedule bills passed by the NCOP and referred to the NA.

---

426 Listed in Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa (2012) 92. This study further discusses and divides the listed statutes into compulsory and voluntary use of mediation.
427 At 3.3.2 below.
428 At 3.3.3 below.
429 Section 76(1)(d) of the Constitution, 1996.
430 Schedule 4 of the Constitution contains a list of functional areas of concurrent national and provincial legislative competence.
431 Section 76(3) of the Constitution, 1996.
3.3.2 Statutes that Make Mediation a Compulsory ADR Tool

(i) The Commission on Gender Equality Act\(^\text{432}\) provides that the Commission shall investigate any gender-related issue on receipt of a complaint and shall endeavour to resolve any dispute or rectify any omission through the process of mediation.\(^\text{433}\)

(ii) The Health Professions Act 56 of 1974 provides that minor transgressions must be referred to professional boards established by the Act for mediation.\(^\text{434}\)

(iii) The Higher Education Act 101 of 1997 lists a number of institutional statutes each of which provide that in each institution an institutional forum must advise the council on issues such as mediation and dispute resolution procedures.\(^\text{435}\)

(iv) The National Forests Act\(^\text{436}\) provides that a Community Forestry Agreement must provide for dispute resolution through informal mediation or arbitration methods.\(^\text{437}\) The powers and duties of the Minister\(^\text{438}\) include making regulations to deal with the processes of facilitation, mediation and arbitration held before a panel member who has been selected from a collective panel of facilitators, mediators and arbitrators.\(^\text{439}\) The Act further dedicates an entire portion of the Act (known as ‘Part 3’) to the establishment of this panel by the

---

\(^{432}\) Act 39 of 1996.

\(^{433}\) The powers and functions of the Commission under section 11(1)(e) of the Act.

\(^{434}\) Section 42 of the Health Professions Act.

\(^{435}\) Section 31(1) of the Higher Education Act.

\(^{436}\) Act 84 of 1998.

\(^{437}\) Section 31(1) of the National Forests Act.

\(^{438}\) ‘Minister’ refers to the Minister to whom the President assigns the responsibility for forests in terms of section 91(2) of the Constitution, 1996, which states that the ‘President appoints the Deputy President and Ministers, assigns their powers and functions, and may dismiss them.’ Section 2 (1) (xviii) of the National Forests Act.

\(^{439}\) Section 53(1)(h) of the National Forests Act.
Minister for the purposes of dispute resolution.\textsuperscript{440} This part of the Act lists the factors that must be taken into account upon establishment of such dispute resolution panel.

(v) The National Land Transport Act\textsuperscript{441} states that where parties to existing contracting arrangements cannot agree on amendments or inclusions to the contract the matter must be referred to mediation.\textsuperscript{442}

(vi) The National Land Transport Transition Act\textsuperscript{443} makes provision for pro forma founding agreements for transport authorities.\textsuperscript{444} A section on mediation is provided for in these agreements. For example, section 20 of the Pro Forma Founding Agreement for Transport Authorities.\textsuperscript{445} This section stipulate that where a dispute or disagreement arises between the parties in connection with the pro forma founding agreement, the parties concerned must make an effort to resolve the matter firstly through negotiation, and if unsuccessful at negotiation level, proceed to mediation for the settlement of the dispute in question.\textsuperscript{446} At mediation level, a mediation committee is set up by the parties consisting of the necessary officials stipulated in the agreement and the parties are to commit themselves in

\textsuperscript{440} Part 3 of Chapter 5 of the National Forests Act. Section 45(1) of the Act states that the Minister must establish a panel of persons from whom appointments of facilitators, mediators and arbitrators may be made for the purposes of resolving disputes.

\textsuperscript{441} Act 5 of 2009.

\textsuperscript{442} Section 46(2) of the National Land Transport Act.

\textsuperscript{443} Act 22 of 2000. In 2009, however, some sections were repealed by National Land Transport Act (NTLA) 5 of 2009. At the same time the National Land Transport Regulations on Contracting for Public Transport Services (NLT Regulations), 2009 (GNR 877 in GG 32535 of 31 August 2009) were also promulgated, to provide further detail on arrangements for the procurement of public transport services under the NLTA. The regulations provide that where a contracting authority and an operator cannot reach an agreement in terms of the NTLA, the matter must be referred to mediation under regulation 7 (which provides for the mediation procedure). See regulations 6-7 of NLT Regulations.

\textsuperscript{444} Section 10(15) of the National Land Transport Transition Act.

\textsuperscript{445} Pro Forma Founding Agreement for Transport Authorities in GN 1331 GG 21856 of 6 December 2000.

\textsuperscript{446} Section 20 of the Pro Forma Founding Agreement for Transport Authorities in GN 1331 GG 21856 of 6 December 2000.
every respect to the speedy finalisation and solution of the dispute by the mediation committee.\textsuperscript{447}

(vii) The Post Office Act\textsuperscript{448} places a great emphasis on the retirement of the postal employees by dedicating an entire chapter to this area, Chapter IB: Staff and Pension Matters. The Act makes specific provision for the postal pension fund established for its employees. In an additional piece of the legislation relating to the Act, the Rules of the Post Office Retirement Fund\textsuperscript{449} makes specific provision for disputes and mediation. The Rules state that if any dispute arises relating inter alia to the Rules or the Post Office Retirement Fund, the matter shall be referred to mediation for a recommendation.\textsuperscript{450}

3.3.3 Statutes that Make Mediation a Voluntary ADR Tool

Although not explicitly making the process of mediation compulsory for the resolution of civil disputes, the following statutes recommend the use thereof.

(i) The Child Justice Act\textsuperscript{451} provides for an informal procedure called ‘victim-offender mediation.’\textsuperscript{452} This mediation procedure is intended to bring a child who is alleged to have committed an offence and the victim together at which point a plan is developed on how the child will redress the effects of the offence.\textsuperscript{453} This procedure may only take place if both parties consent thereto.\textsuperscript{454}

\textsuperscript{447} Sections 20(2) and section 20(3) of the Pro Forma Founding Agreement for Transport Authorities in GN 1331 GG 21856 of 6 December 2000.

\textsuperscript{448} Act 44 of 1958.

\textsuperscript{449} Rules for the Post Office Retirement Fund in GN 1107 GG 28228 of 25 November 2005.

\textsuperscript{450} Section 12 (‘Disputes’) of the Rules for the Post Office Retirement Fund in GN 1107 GG 28228 of 25 November 2005.

\textsuperscript{451} Act 75 of 2008.

\textsuperscript{452} Section 53(7), section 62, section 73 of the Child Justice Act.

\textsuperscript{453} Section 62(1)(a) of the Child Justice Act.

\textsuperscript{454} Section 62(1)(b) of the Child Justice Act.
(ii) The Consumer Protection Act\(^\text{455}\) states that when a dispute arises, a consumer may seek resolution through an ADR agent providing mediation services, among other dispute resolution processes made available by the Act.\(^\text{456}\) The National Consumer Commission\(^\text{457}\) may co-operate with, facilitate or support activities carried out by a consumer protection group which include processes like mediation or conciliation.\(^\text{458}\) In addition, a provincial consumer protection authority\(^\text{459}\) has jurisdiction within its province to facilitate the mediation or conciliation of a dispute arising in terms of the Act between persons within that province.\(^\text{460}\)

(iii) The Development Facilitation Act\(^\text{461}\) states that an appropriate officer\(^\text{462}\) and experts\(^\text{463}\) shall, before conducting a hearing or reaching a decision\(^\text{464}\), enquire into and consider the desirability of first referring any dispute in relation to land development to mediation and if they consider it appropriate, they shall refer the dispute to mediation.\(^\text{465}\) In dealing with any matter brought before it, a tribunal established under this Act\(^\text{466}\) may refer any matter to mediation.\(^\text{467}\)

\(^{455}\) Act 68 of 2008

\(^{456}\) Section 70 of the Consumer Protection Act.

\(^{457}\) Section 85 of The Consumer Protection Act.

\(^{458}\) Section 77 of the Consumer Protection Act.

\(^{459}\) A body established within the provincial sphere of government and appointed by the responsible Member of the Executive Council of a province, to have the general authority to deal with consumer protection matters in that province.’ Section 1 of the Consumer Protection Act.

\(^{460}\) Section 84(b) of the Consumer Protection Act.

\(^{461}\) Act 67 of 1995. The Act deals with the development of land in South Africa. It inter alia puts measures in place to facilitate and expedite the implementation of reconstruction and development programmes and projects in relation to land.

\(^{462}\) A designated officer is an appropriate office in a provincial administration or in the employ of a local government body, designated by the Member of Executive Council to serve as the designated officer for the Development Facilitation Act.

\(^{463}\) Experts in the field of agriculture, geology, mining, planning, environmental management, engineering, law, survey or such other fields as determined by the Premier. Section 2 of the Development Facilitation Act.

\(^{464}\) On any decision which a competent authority, that includes a tribunal, may make regarding any application to ‘allow land development, or in respect of land development which affects the rights, obligations or freedoms of any person or body’, whether the application is made in terms of the Act or in terms of any other law. Section 4(1)(a) of the Development Facilitation Act.


\(^{466}\) See section 15 of the Development Facilitation Act.

\(^{467}\) Section 16(b)(iii) of the Development Facilitation Act.
Section 22 (1) to (5) of the Act deals specifically and in detail with mediation. This section states that if any party to a dispute serving before a tribunal, applies to the tribunal for the appointment of a mediator, the tribunal will first determine whether the dispute in question should be mediated or not. Thereafter the tribunal will appoint a person acceptable to all parties to mediate their dispute should the parties be unable to find their own agreed upon mediator. The tribunal may appoint any person from the panel of mediators provided for in the Act to act as mediator in the dispute in question.\textsuperscript{468}

The Premier\textsuperscript{469} shall appoint a panel of mediators by reason of their qualifications in and experience or knowledge of mediating land development or similar disputes, for a time period specified by him or her.\textsuperscript{470} A mediator, appointed under section 22 of this Act, shall confer with the parties to a dispute, conduct necessary enquiries, endeavour to bring about a settlement in the dispute and make a report to the tribunal as to the results of the mediation conducted.\textsuperscript{471} All discussions taking place and all disclosures and submissions made during the mediation process shall be privileged, unless the parties agree to the contrary.\textsuperscript{472}

(iv) The Electricity Regulation Act\textsuperscript{473} dedicates its fifth chapter to the ‘Resolution of Disputes and Remedies’. This chapter states that the National Energy Regulator\textsuperscript{474} must, in relation to any dispute arising out of the Act, act as a mediator if requested by the parties or appoint a suitable person to act as a mediator on his or her behalf to facilitate the settlement of their dispute.\textsuperscript{475} The Minister of Energy and Minerals must prescribe the procedure to be

\textsuperscript{468} Section 22(1) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{469} The Premier of a province in South Africa, Section 1(xx) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{470} Section 22(2) and (3) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{471} Section 22(4) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{472} Section 22(5) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{473} Act 4 of 2006.
\textsuperscript{474} Established as the National Energy Regulator , as a juristic person under the National Energy Regulator Act 40 of 2004.
\textsuperscript{475} Section 42(1) and (2) of the Electricity Regulation Act.
followed in the mediation process as well as the fees to be paid.\textsuperscript{476} The mediation process in terms of this section is done at the request of the parties to the dispute.\textsuperscript{477}

(v) The Extension of Security of Tenure Act.\textsuperscript{478} Section 21 of this Act states that a party may request the Director-General Department of Land Affairs to appoint one or more persons with expertise in dispute resolution to facilitate meetings of interested parties and to attempt to mediate and settle any dispute in terms of the Act.\textsuperscript{479} All discussions, disclosures and submissions which take place or are made during the mediation process shall be privileged, unless the parties involved agree otherwise.\textsuperscript{480}

(vi) The Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act\textsuperscript{481} states that the Ombud for Financial Services Providers\textsuperscript{482} (the ‘Ombud’) in investigating a complaint, may follow and implement any procedure, including mediation, and may allow any party the right of legal representation during this process.\textsuperscript{483}

(vii) The Financial Services Ombud Schemes Act\textsuperscript{484} defines a ‘scheme’ as any scheme or arrangement established by a financial institution in order to resolve a client’s complaint by an ombud, including any arrangement in terms of which resolution of the complaint is to be attained through mediation.\textsuperscript{485}

\textsuperscript{476} Section 42(3) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{477} Section 42(4) of the Development Facilitation Act.
\textsuperscript{478} Act 62 of 1997.
\textsuperscript{479} Section 21(1) of the Extension of Security of Tenure Act.
\textsuperscript{480} Section 21(4) of the Extension of Security of Tenure Act.
\textsuperscript{481} Act 37 of 2002.
\textsuperscript{482} The Ombud as a person qualified in law or who possesses adequate knowledge of rendering financial services, appointed by the Financial Services Board established in terms of the Act. Section 21 (1) of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act.
\textsuperscript{483} Section 5(a) of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act.
\textsuperscript{484} Act 37 of 2004.
\textsuperscript{485} Section 1 of the Financial Services Ombud Schemes Act
(viii) The National Water Act\textsuperscript{486} includes a chapter on ‘Appeals and Dispute Resolution’ with specific reference to disputes being resolved through mediation. Section 150, ‘Mediation’, states that the Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry may at any time and in respect of any dispute between persons, direct that the parties concerned attempt to settle their dispute through a process of mediation and negotiation.\textsuperscript{487} Such directive must specify the time and place of the commencement for this process.\textsuperscript{488} The Minister must also appoint a mediator to the dispute, unless the parties have agreed, prior to an appointment by the Minister, on their own mediator.\textsuperscript{489} The contents of all discussions and submissions which took place during the mediation process are privileged in law.\textsuperscript{490}

(ix) The Pan South African Language Board Act\textsuperscript{491} provides for a section on the procedure of mediation by the Pan South African Language Board under this Act.\textsuperscript{492} This section states that the Board shall endeavour to use mediation in order to resolve and settle any dispute or to rectify any act or omission arising from a contravention or infringement of legislation, language policy or language practice, or violation of any language right.\textsuperscript{493}

(x) The Petroleum Pipelines Act 60 of 2003 states that the Petroleum Pipelines Regulatory Authority must act as a mediator in accordance with the provisions of the Act.\textsuperscript{494} However, the Authority may also voluntarily resolve disputes, with the approval of all parties to a

\textsuperscript{486} Act 36 of 1998.
\textsuperscript{487} Section 150(1) of the National Water Act.
\textsuperscript{488} Section 150(2) of the National Water Act.
\textsuperscript{489} Section 150(3) of the National Water Act.
\textsuperscript{490} Section 150(7) of the National Water Act.
\textsuperscript{491} Act 59 of 1995.
\textsuperscript{492} Section 2 of the Pan South African Language Board Act.
\textsuperscript{493} Section 11(5) of the Pan South African Language Board Act 59 of 1995
\textsuperscript{494} Section 4(d) of the Petroleum Pipelines Act.
dispute, and act as mediator in that regard.\textsuperscript{495} The parties to the dispute may request that the Authority appoint a suitable person acceptable to all parties to act as mediator on its behalf.\textsuperscript{496}

(xii) The Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 19 of 1998 provides for a section on mediation. This section states that if the municipality in whose area of jurisdiction the land in question is situated is not the owner the land, the municipality may appoint a person with expertise in dispute resolution to facilitate the meeting and to attempt to mediate and settle any dispute in terms of the Act.\textsuperscript{497} If the municipality in whose area of jurisdiction the land in question is situated is the owner of the land in question, the member of the Executive Council designated by the Premier of the province may appoint someone to mediate and settle any dispute in terms of the Act.\textsuperscript{498} All discussions, disclosures and submissions which take place during the mediation process shall be privileged.\textsuperscript{499}

(xii) The Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 provides for the powers and functions of the Equality Courts and states that such courts may, during or after an inquiry, refer any proceeding before them to any relevant constitutional institution or appropriate body for mediation, conciliation or negotiation.\textsuperscript{500}

(xiii) The Public Protector Act 23 of 1994 states that the Public Protector is competent at her sole discretion to attempt to resolve any dispute or rectify any act or omission by mediation, conciliation or negotiation.\textsuperscript{501} The Public Protector is also able to, upon her own initiative or upon receipt of a complaint or upon a request relating to the operation or

\textsuperscript{495} Section 30(1) of the Petroleum Pipelines Act.
\textsuperscript{496} Section 30(2)(a) of the Petroleum Pipelines Act.
\textsuperscript{497} Section 7(1) of the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act.
\textsuperscript{498} Section 7(2) of the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act.
\textsuperscript{499} Section 7(5) of the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act.
\textsuperscript{500} Section 21(4)(b) of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000.
\textsuperscript{501} Section 6(4)(b)(i) of the Public Protector Act.
administration of the Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000, endeavour, at her sole discretion, to resolve any dispute by mediation, conciliation or negotiation.\(^{502}\)

(xiv) The Rental Housing Act\(^{503}\) states that any tenant or landlord may in the prescribed manner lodge a complaint with the Rental Housing Tribunal\(^{504}\) concerning an unfair practice.\(^{505}\) Where the Tribunal is of the view that the dispute in question may be resolved through mediation, the Tribunal may appoint a suitable mediator with a view of resolving the dispute.\(^{506}\)

(xv) The Short Process Courts and Mediation in Certain Civil Cases Act\(^{507}\) states that the purpose of the Act is to provide for an alternative forum for the adjudication of certain civil cases, mediation in certain civil cases, and for matters connected therewith. The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services may appoint a mediator or mediators for a district for which a court has been established.\(^{508}\) At any time prior to or after the issuing of a summons for the institution of a civil action in a court, but before judgement, the parties or their legal representatives may in the case of an intended action in the court, give notice to the clerk of the court that the parties have agreed to submit their dispute to mediation proceedings.\(^{509}\) However in cases where an action has already been instituted in the court, the parties may give notice to the court concerned that the parties have agreed to submit their dispute to mediation proceedings and may request the court to adjourn the action for such mediation proceedings to take place.\(^{510}\)

\(^{502}\) Section 6(4)(d)(i) of the Public Protector Act.

\(^{503}\) Act 50 of 1999.

\(^{504}\) Section 5 of the Rental Housing Act.

\(^{505}\) Section 13(1) of the Rental Housing Act.

\(^{506}\) Section 13(2)(c) of the Rental Housing Act.

\(^{507}\) Act 103 of 1991.

\(^{508}\) Section 2(1) of the Short Process Courts and Mediation in Certain Civil Cases Act.

\(^{509}\) Section 3(1) of the Short Process Courts and Mediation in Certain Civil Cases Act.

\(^{510}\) Section 3(2) of the Short Process Courts and Mediation in Certain Civil Cases Act.
From the above discussion it can be seen that the Constitution, 1996 and many pieces of legislation from as early as 1956 until as recent as 2012, have provided for mediation in the resolution of civil disputes. Even though such a wide range of statutes expressly provide for ADR or mediation, mediation is yet to gain the popularity and support it needs to apply to all areas of law within the entire civil justice system.

3.4 CONCLUSION

It has been established that the nature of the South African civil justice system is adversarial.\(^{511}\) However, the many pieces of legislation and the Constitution, 1996 which make provision for mediation prove that this country is no stranger to this ADR tool.

Mediation is referred to in many pieces of South African legislation, but in the areas of family law, labour law and commercial law, this ADR process plays a more significant role.\(^{512}\) Due to some of the negative effects of practise civil litigation in these areas of law\(^ {513}\) and due to the beneficial qualities of mediation, this ADR process gained increasing support\(^ {514}\) and was implemented as the preferred method of dispute resolution in these areas of civil law.

The suitability, support and benefits regarding the implementation of mediation in the aforementioned three areas of civil law are exemplary.\(^ {515}\) Therefore, the question of whether such an ADR tool is suitable for being extended to all areas of civil law in South Africa’s adversarial civil justice system, may arise. In order to investigate this possibility, it is

\(^{511}\) At 2.6 above.
\(^{512}\) See 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 above.
\(^{513}\) See 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3,3 above.
\(^{514}\) See 3.2.1, 3.2.1.1., 3.2.2, 3.2.2.1, 3.2.3,3 above.
necessary to assess how a mediation system, as a preferred method of dispute resolution, operates across all areas of civil law, within an adversarial civil justice system experiencing similar shortcomings to the South African civil justice system. In this regard, the jurisdiction of Australia will be analysed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
MEDIATION AS A PRIMARY ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION TOOL IN
THE AUSTRALIAN CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The shortcomings of South Africa’s civil justice system and the success which mediation has experienced in certain areas of its civil law were considered in the preceding chapters.\footnote{As concluded in Chapters 2 and 3.} An investigation of how mediation operates across all areas of civil law within an adversarial civil justice system, experiencing similar shortcomings to South Africa’s civil justice system, is necessary.

Australia is known for maintaining one of the oldest and most successful mediation systems in the modern world.\footnote{Also an international forerunner in the practice of mediation, see 1.1.} Mediation in this country is practiced through court-referred programmes and is the primary method of civil dispute resolution in Australia.\footnote{Alexander N ‘Mediating in the shadow of Australian law: Structural influences on adr’ (2006) 9 Yearbook of New Zealand Jurisdiction 332.} Although Chapter 4 views the jurisdiction of Australia, a federal country with many state jurisdictions,\footnote{Australia has nine legal systems, comprising eight state and territory systems and one federal system. Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade ‘About Australia: Legal systems’ available at \url{http://www.dfat.gov.au/facts/legal_system.html} (accessed on 20 April 2014). See further discussions at 4.2 below.} it principally focuses on two selected state jurisdictions, New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria.\footnote{See 1.4 above.}

The similarities between the shortcomings in NSW and Victoria’s initial civil justice systems\footnote{NSW and Victoria civil justice system prior to the implementation of mediation programmes.} and South Africa’s current civil justice system will be briefly highlighted in this chapter. However, the aim of Chapter 4 is to discuss the operation of mandatory court-
referred mediation as a remedy to these shortcomings in an adversarial civil justice system. This chapter will also briefly highlight the criticisms against mandatory court-referred mediation as well as possible lessons which South Africa can learn regarding the implementation of this ADR process.

The chapter commences with a brief discussion on relevant aspects of the Australian legal system and the history of the NSW and Victorian civil justice systems. This is followed by a brief discussion on the states’ court structures in order to contextualise the operation of their court-referred mediation systems through these court structures. Thereafter mandatory court-referred mediation in these two states will be discussed.

4.2 THE AUSTRALIAN LEGAL SYSTEM

The colonisation of Australia commenced in the 1780s allowing England to claim and rule the land of Australia. The country remained a collection of six self-governing British colonies, under the ultimate rule of the British Parliament, until 1901. In 1901, the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (the Australian Constitution) was promulgated and the Commonwealth of Australia came into being. The six colonies then became the six states of Australia.

Australia is traditionally referred to as ‘the Commonwealth of Australia’ and its power is distributed between the Federal Australian Government (referred to as the ‘Australian

---

522 The Australian legal system will be discussed in order to create an understanding of the federal country and its state jurisdictions. This is also to contextualise the discussions on NSW and Victoria’s civil justice systems.
Government’ or ‘Commonwealth Government’) and the governments of its six states and two territories. The six states of Australia are New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania; and the two territories are the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory.

Australia maintains a constitutional state. Thus, the supreme and fundamental law of the country is the Australian Constitution, which binds the Commonwealth Parliament as well as the Parliament of each of state. Any act passed by a state’s parliament is invalid if contrary to the Australian Constitution.

As per the Australian Constitution, the Commonwealth and state legal systems comprise three separate branches of state, namely the legislature, executive and judiciary, known as the

528 These two territories do not form part of nor are claimed by the six states and are able to be administered by the Federal Australian Government. The Australian Government ‘Australia.gov.au: Your connection with government’ available at http://australia.gov.au (accessed on 4 April 2014).
530 Reinhardt GJ Civil Procedure in Australia (2011) 13. Australia’s six states represent the six British colonies which joined to form the Commonwealth of Australia. In forming the Commonwealth, the states in Australia approved a Constitution which provided the (then) new Commonwealth government with the right to pass laws on certain matters, and allowed the states to retain all other law-making rights. States thus have a constitutional right to convene a state parliament and pass certain laws. Any land within Australia’s national border that is not claimed by one of the states is called a territory. Territories do not have the right to convene their own government or pass laws as the aforementioned states do. According to the Constitution, the Commonwealth Government makes the laws for the territories. The Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory however are often treated similarly to states. These two territories are self-governing territories as the then Commonwealth passed a law allowing each territory to convene a parliament and make their own laws in a similar manner to the states. Unlike the states, whose powers are defined through the Constitution, the powers of these two territories are defined in Commonwealth Government law which grants them the right of self-government. This further means that the Commonwealth Government can alter or revoke these powers at will. According to section 121 of the Australian Constitution, territories can become states with the approval of the Parliament of Australia. The Australian Government ‘Australia.gov.au: Your connection with government’ available at http://australia.gov.au (accessed on 7 July 2014). The Australian Constitution will be discussed further, below.
531 Section 5 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900. Similar to the supremacy of the South African Constitution, 1996, see 2.2.2.1 above..
532 Section 5 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
‘Separation of Powers’. The legislative branches (Parliaments) are empowered to make laws, the executive branches are empowered to administer laws and carry out the business of government and the judiciary (court system) is empowered to determine legal disputes.

Section 51 of the Australian Constitution limits the legislative power of the Australian Parliament to prescribed matters which include taxation, defence, marriage and divorce, external affairs and corporations law. Each state on the other hand has its own constitution which empowers its Legislatures to enact laws, its governments to exercise authority and its courts to rule over all disputes arising out of the state. However, these constitutions remain subject to the Australian Constitution. Thus, according to section 109 of the Australian Constitution, if a Commonwealth law is valid but inconsistent with a state law, then the Commonwealth law will prevail. However, states legislate on a much wider range of matters than the Commonwealth.

Now that the legal framework for Australia has been explained, civil justice in the states of NSW and Victoria will be addressed. The sections below briefly discuss the history of the NSW and Victorian civil justice systems and determine the perceived shortcomings in these systems before the implementation of court-referred mediation programmes in these states.

---

533 Chapters I, II and III of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900. Similar to the separation of powers found in the South African Constitution, 1996 see 2.2.2.1 below.
534 Chapter I of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
535 Through bodies such as government departments, statutory authorities and defence forces. Chapter II of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
536 Chapter III of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900. Similar to the separation of powers found in the South African Constitution, 1996 see 2.2.2.1 below.
537 Section 108 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
538 Section 107 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
539 Section 106 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900.
4.3 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES’ AND VICTORIAN CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEMS

4.3.1 The New South Wales’ Civil Justice System

Before 1823 no parliament existed in NSW and the British governor at the time ruled the NSW colony. From 1855 NSW was given the power by the British government to make its own laws through its own parliament.

As a result of colonisation, the English common law has influenced the NSW civil justice system. These influences include the adversarial nature of the civil justice system, centred around litigation, court proceedings and judicial precedent. This was the traditional way of resolving all civil disputes prior to the introduction of mediation in the NSW civil justice system.

Over the years the state was faced with growing costs of litigation and excessive delays in court proceedings. In addition access to courts for the resolution of civil disputes became less attainable, especially for middle-income earners due to escalated legal costs and complex court procedures.

544 Reinhardt GJ Civil Procedure in Australia (2011) 14. Similarly to South Africa, see 2.2.1 above.
4.3.2 The Victorian Civil Justice System

As in the case of NSW, due to Australia’s colonial history, an adversarial civil justice system has also been inherited in Victoria. Thus, prior to the implementation of court-referred mediation, Victoria’s civil justice system also experienced a number of difficulties as well as criticism from civil disputants and the legal fraternity. Such criticism was levelled at, inter alia, extensive court backlogs leading to frustrating delays in court proceedings, and litigation being time-consuming, anxiety-producing and costly.

Furthermore, it was held that the reliance on litigation proceedings confined civil disputes to narrow procedures which often ignored the human element of civil disputes. In this regard

‘layers of legal positions could be peeled back to reveal the disputants’ needs, wants, and concerns that could not necessarily fit into the confines of legally accepted categories of disputes’.

Further criticism was premised on litigants, who by using of legal representation, often felt that they did not ‘own’ their disputes and experienced feelings of ‘alienation and powerlessness’.

South Africa, NSW and Victoria experienced similar shortcomings due to the practice of litigation in their adversarial civil justice systems. As shown in the discussion above, these similarities are the usual ones of excessive costs, overburdened court rolls, delay in the resolution of civil disputes, and the complex and time-consuming nature of court proceedings. Further similarities include the fact that disputants may feel excluded from the

---

548 Reinhardt GJ *Civil Procedure in Australia* (2011) 16. As discussed at 4.2 above. Similarly to South Africa, see 2.2.1 above.
554 See 4.3.2 above.
dispute resolution process pertaining to their matters, as a result of legal practitioners who control the civil proceedings. In addition the outcome of the dispute may not fully satisfy the needs of the disputants.

Therefore due to the need to reform and respond to an inefficient \(^5\) litigation system (as the primary method of dispute resolution), NSW and Victoria implemented mediation in their civil justice systems \(^6\).

The sections below set out the basic court structures of NSW, Victoria and Federal Australia in order to further contextualise the civil justice systems of NSW and Victoria. The court structures are also discussed in order to contextualise how court-referred mediation operates within these structures.

4.4 BASIC COURT STRUCTURE IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND VICTORIA

4.4.1 The Federal Australian Courts

4.4.1.1 The High Court of Australia

The High Court of Australia is the highest court in Australia, as provided for in the Australian Constitution section 71. In terms of its jurisdiction, certain matters such as state matters may be heard in the High Court as the court of first instance in such matters. In addition appeals may be made to the High Court from any state Supreme Court, upon leave of the High Court. The High Court is the final court of appeal in Australia, and its decisions are binding on all courts and tribunals in the country.

---


4.4.1.2 The Federal Court of Australia

Parliament may make laws defining the jurisdiction of the Federal Court of Australia, as provided for in section 77 of the Australian Constitution. However, the Court may hear actions under the federal ‘Competition and Consumer Act 2010’ as well as matters involving bankruptcy, taxation, judicial review of government decisions and appeals from federal tribunals. There is also a right of appeal from the decision of a single Federal Court judge to the “full” Federal Court, that is, three Federal Court judges, and, if leave is granted, a right of appeal from there to the High Court.

4.4.1.3 The Family Court of Australia

The Family Court, which is a specialist type of the Federal Court, deals with matters concerning property and children of a marriage. There is also right of appeal to the full Family Court (that is three Family Court judges) and from there to the above mentioned High Court.

4.4.1.4 The Federal Magistrates’ Court of Australia

The Federal Magistrates’ Court, now known as the Federal Circuit Court of Australia (FCC), was established to offer a lower level federal court that would ease the case load of the Federal Court and the Family Court. It thus shares in the jurisdiction of both aforementioned courts, but is independent of them.

4.4.2 The New South Wales Courts

The three main courts in NSW are the Supreme Court, the District Court and the Local Court.\textsuperscript{559}

4.4.2.1 The Supreme Court of New South Wales

The Supreme Court of NSW hears civil (and criminal) matters under state laws that are outside the jurisdiction of the Local and District Courts or specialist tribunals.\textsuperscript{560} The Supreme Court’s civil jurisdiction includes claims that are above the value of $750,000.\textsuperscript{561} Furthermore the Supreme Court presides over appeals from the District Court and some tribunals.\textsuperscript{562} Sitting as the Court of Appeal (with a panel of three judges), it presides over appeals from single judge decisions in the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{563}

4.4.2.2 The District Court of New South Wales

The District Court’s civil jurisdiction comprises civil cases where the amount claimed is up to the value of $750,000, or more if the parties agree, or matters relating to motor accident personal injury claims or work injury damages under the Workers Compensation Act 70 of 1987.\textsuperscript{564} Furthermore a single judge of the District Court decides appeals from the Local Court, and from some tribunals such as the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal, and the Victims Compensation Tribunal.\textsuperscript{565}

\textsuperscript{560} Section 23 of the Supreme Court Act 52 of 1970.
\textsuperscript{561} Section 23 of the Supreme Court Act 52 of 1970.
\textsuperscript{562} Section 45 of the Supreme Court Act 52 of 1970.
\textsuperscript{563} Section 46 of the Supreme Court Act 52 of 1970.
4.4.2.3 The Local Court of New South Wales

The Local Court’s civil jurisdiction extends to small civil claims where the amount claimed is up to the value of $10 000; or other civil claims up to $100 000 or, if the parties agree, up to $120 000.\textsuperscript{566}

4.4.3 The Victorian Courts

The hierarchy of courts in Victoria is as follows: the Supreme Court of Victoria (highest court in Victoria), the County Court (the intermediary court) and the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria (the lowest court in Victoria).\textsuperscript{567}

4.4.3.1 The Supreme Court of Victoria

The Supreme Court of Victoria has two parts: the Trial Division, known as the Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court of Appeal.\textsuperscript{568} The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is unlimited in the case of the amount of money that may be claimed, as well as in the subject matter over which it presides.\textsuperscript{569} However, in the case of the Supreme Court of Appeal, an appeal may be taken from a lower ranked court to the Supreme Court on the basis of \textit{inter alia} a question of law, error, insufficient jurisdiction or no jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{570}

\textsuperscript{566} Other NSW courts at the same level of the hierarchy as the Local Court include the Coroner’s Court, the Children’s Court and the Chief Industrial Magistrate’s Court. Muston L, Quin J & Rice S \textit{The Law Handbook: Your Practical Guide to the Law in New South Wales} 12 ed (2012) 8.

\textsuperscript{567} Hilmer S.E ‘Mandatory mediation in Hong Kong: A workable solution based on Australian experiences’ (2012) 1 \textit{China-EU Law J} 68.


4.4.3.2 The County Court of Victoria

The County Court’s civil jurisdiction covers all claims in terms of any action where jurisdiction is specifically given to the County Court in terms of Part 2, sections 35 to 55 of the County Court Act.\footnote{Act 6230 of 1958.} No appeals are accepted from the Magistrates’ Courts with respect to civil matters.\footnote{Fitzoy Legal Services Inc. ‘The Law Handbook: Your Practical Guide to the Law in Victoria’ available at \url{http://www.lawhandbook.org.au/handbook/ch01s02x02.php} (accessed 18 April 2014).}

4.4.3.3 The Magistrates’ Court of Victoria

The Magistrates’ Court deals with the vast majority of legal problems which the state faces\footnote{Fitzoy Legal Services Inc. ‘The Law Handbook: Your Practical Guide to the Law in Victoria’ available at \url{http://www.lawhandbook.org.au/handbook/ch01s02x03.php} (accessed 18 April 2014).} and its jurisdiction for hearing matters is contained in sections 4, 100 and 101 of the Magistrates’ Court Act\footnote{Act 51 of 1989.} specifically prescribing the Court’s civil jurisdiction. Under section 101 of the Magistrates’ Court Act,\footnote{Act 51 of 1989.} the court may amend the complaint for the purpose of bringing the proceeding within its jurisdiction, or stay the proceeding pending an application to transfer the proceeding to a higher court.

The above court structures of NSW and Victoria are similar in nature and hierarchy. Now that these court structures have been discussed, this chapter will assess how the court-referred mediation systems operate through these court structures within the NSW and Victorian civil justice systems.
4.5 MEDIATION IN THE AUSTRALIAN STATE OF NEW SOUTH WALES

4.5.1 Growth of Mediation in New South Wales

In 1988 a review of the NSW court system was initiated by the Premier and Attorney-General at the time, due to the increasing concern of delays and inefficiencies in the court system.\textsuperscript{576} Such review initiative inter alia recommended the development of alternative methods of resolving disputes in order to reduce the existing backlog of cases.\textsuperscript{577} Such ADR methods included the introduction of mandatory mediation schemes, however only in certain cases.\textsuperscript{578}

In October 1991, the Law Society of NSW actively promoted “Settlement Week” within the NSW Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{579} The proposal for Settlement Week was modelled on an annual American (Washington DC) ADR scheme which involved the courts setting aside their usual court rolls for a week and devoting the entire period to attempting to settle their civil matters through the process of mediation while, making use of the physical court facilities.\textsuperscript{580} The rationale behind such initiative was that it would provide the disputing parties with an opportunity to settle their matter at an earlier stage in their dispute, instead of going through the expensive and possibly extended process of litigation. Furthermore the dispute would be potentially successfully resolved without either party appearing to admit to weakness by being the one to propose a settlement in their disputes.\textsuperscript{581} From the courts’ perspective, it would assist in reducing the backlog of cases to manageable proportions.\textsuperscript{582} A diverse variety of civil cases were dealt with during settlement week, such as matters pertaining to \textit{inter alia...}

\textsuperscript{576} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{577} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{578} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{579} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{580} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{581} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
\textsuperscript{582} Astor H & Chinkin CM Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 2.
personal injury, validation, real estate/property, intellectual property, commercial disputes, partnerships, contracts, delictual claims and professional medical negligence.\(^{583}\)

During the first settlement week approximately 235 cases that were scheduled for traditional court hearing were mediated instead.\(^{584}\) The tradition of settlement week successfully continued to be practised from 1991 until 2002.\(^{585}\)

### 4.5.2 Growth of Mandatory Court-Referral Mediation in New South Wales

In addition to the practice of mediation, legislation for mandatory court-referred mediation also developed. In light of the legislative progression of court-referred mediation, section 110K of the Supreme Court Act 52 of 1970, which initially authorised the Supreme Court to refer civil matters to mediation upon the consent of disputing parties, was amended by the Supreme Court Amendment (Referral of Proceedings) Act.\(^{586}\) The amended section 110K now provides that the power of the court to refer cases to mediation can be exercised with or without the consent of the disputing parties in question.\(^{587}\)

---


\(^{586}\) Act 36 of 2000. The long title of the Supreme Court Amendment (Referral of Proceedings) Act 36 of 2000 states that this Act ‘is an Act to amend the Supreme Court Act 1970 with respect to the powers of the Supreme Court to refer matters for determination by alternative methods of dispute resolution.[Assented to 14 June 2000]’. The Act 52 of 1970 was also repealed and replaced by Part 4 of the Civil Procedure Act of 2005, as discussed at 4.5.2.4 below.

\(^{587}\) Section 110K states: ‘Referral by Court: (1) If it considers the circumstances appropriate, the Court may, by order, refer any proceedings, or part of any proceedings, before it (other than any or part of any criminal proceedings) for mediation or neutral evaluation, and may do so either with or without the consent of the parties to the proceedings concerned. (2) The mediation or neutral evaluation is to be undertaken by a mediator or evaluator agreed to by the parties or, if the parties cannot agree, by a mediator or evaluator appointed by the Court, who (in either case) may, but need not, be a person whose name is on a list compiled under this Part.’
In addition, section 110L of the Supreme Court Act was also amended and currently provides that disputants have a duty to participate in the mediation process in good faith. With regards to the mediators conducting the mediation process through the Supreme Court, a list of these mediators is kept by the court. This list provides details about the mediators’ fees, areas of expertise and occupations.

4.5.2.1 Mediation at Supreme Court Level

The Supreme Court further has the authority to order parties to mediate their dispute, with or without their consent, from the Practice Notes of the Supreme Court of NSW. For instance, Practice Note No.SC Gen 6 sets out the Court’s mediation procedures and its expectations of the parties in proceedings after they have been referred to mediation. This Practice Note further makes specific mention of the Civil Procedure Act of 2005 (CPA), which permits the Court to refer any matter to mediation by order, where it is in the opinion of the Court to do so, without the consent of the disputing parties in question.

588 Section 110L states: ‘Duty of parties to participate: It is the duty of each party to the proceedings the subject of a referral under section 110K to participate, in good faith, in the mediation or neutral evaluation.’
591 This practice note commenced on 17 August 2005. It was Chief Justice James J Spigelman, who was an advocate of court based mediation, who introduced the Mediation Practice Note No.SC Gen 6 to the Supreme Court of New South Wales at the time. He described successful mediation as measured in more than savings in money and time. He maintained that ‘the opportunity of achieving participant satisfaction, early resolution and just outcomes are relevant and important reasons for referring matters to mediation’ (speech delivered at the ‘LEADR Dinner’ in Sydney Australia on 9 November 2000) as quoted in Bathurst T.F ‘The role of the courts in the changing dispute resolution landscape’(2012) 35(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 875. This practice note, however, has been replaced by its current version issued on 10 March 2010 and commenced on 15 March 2010.
592 Practise Note 118, issued on 8 February 2001 (now repealed), also set out the basis on which the Supreme Court will consider ordering mediation in civil matters. The note stated that the court may, after hearing the parties make an order, according to (amended) section 110K of Act 52 of 1970, referring the disputants to mandatory mediation with or without their consent to settle their dispute.
593 Sections 5 and 18 of the Practice Note No.SC Gen 6.
4.5.2.2 Mediation at District Court Level

Similarly, on a District Court level, the District Court also proceeded to provide for mandatory court-referred mediation, through section 164A of the District Court Act 9 of 1973, which provides for the provisions identical to amended section 110K of the Supreme Court Act. According to section 164A, mediation is to be undertaken by a mediator or evaluator agreed upon by the parties or, failing agreement between the parties, by a mediator or evaluator appointed by the court.

4.5.2.3 Mediation at Local Court Level

On a Local Court level, mandatory court-referred mediation continues to develop as matters are increasingly being referred to mediators through statutory schemes such as Community Justice Centre programmes, which assist in resolving disputes that arise in the Local Court’s jurisdiction.

In 1970, the Local Courts (Civil Claims) Act 11 of 1970 was promulgated and according to section 21L, similar to the initial section 110K of the Supreme Court of 1970, the Local Court is able to send disputing parties to mediation, but subject to their consent to do so. This Act however was repealed by the Civil Procedure Act 28 of 2005.

594 This Act was repealed and replaced by Part 4 of the Civil Procedure Act of 2005, as discussed at 4.5.2.4 below.
595 Other specialist courts in NSW are also increasingly using mediation, such as the Land and Environment Court, which has been using mediation for many years. This court uses a registrar-based mediation system that has successfully resolved numerous civil disputes for the past decade. Sourdin T ‘Mediation in Australia: Impacts on litigation’ in Alexander N (ed) Global Trends in Mediation 2 ed (2006) 54.
596 Section 21L: ‘Referral by Court:
(1) A court may, by order, refer a matter arising in proceedings before it (other than criminal proceedings) for mediation or neutral evaluation if:
(a) the court considers the circumstances appropriate, and
(b) the parties to the proceedings consent to the referral, and
(c) the parties to the proceedings agree as to who is to be the mediator or evaluator for the matter.
(2) The mediator or evaluator may, but need not be, a person whose name is on a list compiled under this Part.’
597 Schedule 4 of the Civil Procedure Act 28 of 2005, entitled ‘Repeals’, includes the Local Courts (Civil Claims) Act 11 of 1970 in the list of acts which are repealed. See 4.5.2.4 below.
The Civil Procedure Act 28 of 2005 (CPA) applies to all civil proceedings in the NSW Supreme, District and Local Courts. Part Four of the CPA deals specifically with the mediation and referral proceedings. Section 26, which specifically states that it encompasses amended section 110K of Act 52 of 1970, section 164A of Act 9 of 1973 and section 21L of Act 11 of 1970, provides that where the court considers the circumstances appropriate it is authorised to refer any matter to mediation with or without the consent of the disputing parties.

The CPA further places a duty upon the parties to assist the court in furthering its overriding purpose, to cooperate with the processes of the court and to participate in good faith. The prevailing purpose of the CPA is to facilitate the just, quick and cheap resolution of civil disputes.

The mediators to the above proceedings, according to the CPA, are the registrars and officers of the court who are qualified mediators and are appointed through agreement by the parties or appointed by the court. The CPA further makes provision for the advantage of confidentiality during these proceedings. However, it provides for a few specific

598 Schedule 1 of the CPA states specifically where the Act finds application: in the ‘Supreme Court- all civil proceedings; Land and Environment Court- all civil proceedings in Class 1, 2, 3, 4 or 8 of the Court’s Jurisdiction; Industrial Relations; Commission (including the Commission in Court Session (the Industrial Court)- all civil proceedings; District Court- all civil proceedings; Dust Diseases Tribunal- all civil proceedings, Local Court- all civil proceedings under Part 3 of the Local Court Act2007; and all civil proceedings under the Property (Relationships) Act 1984.’


600 Section 56(3) of the CPA.

601 Section 56(1), (3) of the CPA.

602 Section 26(2), (3) of the CPA.
circumstances under which mediators may disclose certain information where deemed necessary.  

In terms of the CPA, the cost of the mediators and the mediation process is borne by the disputing parties in proportions agreed to between them. Alternatively, the court may make an order regarding the payment of these costs, by one or more of the disputing parties, in such a manner as the order specifies.

4.5.3 The Impact of Mandatory Court-Refereed Mediation on New South Wales’ Civil Justice System

In Australia, NSW is one of the most advanced states in practicing court-referred mediation, on a mandatory basis, with its Supreme Court having experienced large numbers of mandatory mediation referrals over the last seventeen years.

Benefits of mandatory court-referred mediation were recognised in as early as 1996, as is evidenced by Brennan CJ’s speech, delivered at a judicial conference in September 1996, where he supports compulsory mediation in stating that:

---

603 Section 31: ‘A mediator may disclose information obtained in connection with the administration or execution of this Part only in one or more of the following circumstances:
(a) with the consent of the person from whom the information was obtained,
(b) in connection with the administration or execution of this Part, including section 29 (2),
(c) if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the disclosure is necessary to prevent or minimise the danger of injury to any person or damage to any property,
(d) if the disclosure is reasonably required for the purpose of referring any party or parties to a mediation session to any person, agency, organisation or other body and the disclosure is made with the consent of the parties to the mediation session for the purpose of aiding in the resolution of a dispute between those parties or assisting the parties in any other manner,
(e) in accordance with a requirement imposed by or under a law of the State (other than a requirement imposed by a subpoena or other compulsory process) or the Commonwealth.’

604 Section 28 (b) of the CPA.
605 Section 28 (a) of the CPA.
606 Due to the extensive history of ADR and mediation in NSW (Astor H & Chinkin CM *Dispute Resolution in Australia* (1992) 5), this section provides for only the major developments which led to the incorporation of mandatory court-referred mediation in NSW.
‘there is no reason why, in the vast majority of cases, mediation should not be compulsory in the sense of being a condition of the right of any party to have the dispute brought on for trial. But let it be court-attached mediation.’

Statistics on the success rate of mandatory court-referred mediation in NSW indicate the benefits of this ADR process in that at least half of the cases referred to mediation successfully resulted in settlement, thereby significantly reducing the rest of the Courts’ case loads. Therefore the implementation of mandatory court-referred mediation has a beneficial and effective impact on the adversarial civil justice system of NSW.

Based on the above outline of mandatory court-referred mediation, possible lessons from NSW’s civil justice system can be identified. These lessons include possible factors which have contributed to the effectiveness of this ADR process. South Africa may learn from these possible lessons and factors which are briefly discussed below.

4.5.4 Possible Lessons for South Africa from Mandatory Court-Referred Mediation in New South Wales

Out of an adversarial natured civil justice system facing a number of shortcomings, came a fruitful and beneficial mandatory court-referred mediation system. The successful implementation of mandatory court-referred mediation in NSW may be attributed to the support and initiative taken from institutions, such as the Law Society of NSW and state

---

608 As quoted in Bathurst T.F ‘The role of the courts in the changing dispute resolution landscape’(2012) 35(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 876.
610 See 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 above.
611 See 4.5.3 above
612 At 4.5.1 below.
bodies such as the legislature\textsuperscript{613} and judiciary.\textsuperscript{614} In this regard the legislature, prior to enacting laws which support mandatory court-referred mediation, had the advantage of witnessing the success of the annual settlement week initiative, introduced by the Law Society.\textsuperscript{615} The legislature thus progressively enacted court-referred mediation legislation,\textsuperscript{616} including the CPA which applies collectively to all civil proceedings at all levels of court.\textsuperscript{617} The judiciary executes the system of court-referred mediation through compelling parties to mediate their disputes through its legislated discretionary powers. The legislature however does not solely leave it up to the courts to ensure the efficiency of mandatory court-referred mediation, but obliges the good faith participation of the disputants to the mediation process, through legislation.\textsuperscript{618} This obligation, as set up in the CPA, aids in fulfilling the ultimate purpose of the just, quick and cheap resolution of civil disputes.\textsuperscript{619}

Based on the above discussions, should a mandatory mediation system be implemented in South Africa, the following lessons, in a nutshell, may be learnt from NSW. The South African branches of state would need to work together and support the mediation system. The legislature would need to enact legislation regulating the mediation system and authorising the courts to compel parties to mediate their disputes. The courts would then apply these laws. A further contributing party to the possible successful implementation of such a mediation system would be the relevant law society in South Africa. The law society would encourage the support of the legal profession and work together with the legislature and the judiciary in ensuring the efficiency of the process. In view of the requirement of good faith participation by the parties to the dispute, the support of the disputants themselves would also

\textsuperscript{613} At 4.5.1 below.
\textsuperscript{614} At 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 below.
\textsuperscript{615} At 4.5.1 below.
\textsuperscript{616} At 4.5.1 below.
\textsuperscript{617} At 4.5.2.4 below.
\textsuperscript{618} At 4.5.2.4 below
\textsuperscript{619} At 4.6.2.4 below.
be necessary. Therefore support from the general public would also need to be factored into the successful implementation of the mediation process.

4.6 MEDIATION IN THE AUSTRALIAN STATE OF VICTORIA

4.6.1 Growth of Mediation in Victoria

In 1983 the state of Victoria introduced mediation for the first time, as a means of resolving construction disputes in addition to arbitration procedures in the Victorian County Court.

Subsequently, in 1992, due to a significant backlog in cases in the Supreme Court of Victoria, the then Chief Justice, John Harber Phillips, established an assembly of experienced attorneys and advocates to conduct mediation sessions on a pro bono basis in order to address the case load dilemma. This initiative was titled the ‘Spring Offensive’ and reaped a measure of success which resulted in the initiative being repeated two years later through the 1994 ‘Autumn Offensive’, producing a success rate of almost 80 per cent in successfully mediated disputes.

These mediation initiatives significantly reduced case backlogs and most importantly exposed the mediation process to a wider group within the legal profession and introduced the concept to the lay Victorian community at large.

620 See 4.4.2 above.

621 Hilmer S.E ‘Mandatory mediation in Hong Kong: A workable solution based on Australian experiences’ (2012) 1 China-EU Law J 68.

622 Hilmer S.E ‘Mandatory mediation in Hong Kong: A workable solution based on Australian experiences’ (2012) 1 China-EU Law J 68.

623 Through this initiative 762 cases waiting for trial were reviewed by the judiciary who then referred 280 matters to mediation at the time, which subsequently resulted in a 54 % success rate. Hilmer S.E ‘Mandatory mediation in hong kong: a workable solution based on australian experiences’ (2012) 1 China-EU Law J 68.

624 A further 150 matters were referred to mediation producing a success rate of 79.35 per cent. Hilmer S.E ‘Mandatory mediation in hong kong: a workable solution based on australian experiences’ (2012) 1 China-EU Law J 68.

4.6.2 Growth of Court-Referred Mediation in Victoria

As a result of the exposure of the mediation system, in 1994, developments took place through the Victorian State Attorney-General’s Law Reform Advisory Council and the Victorian Law Foundation, as these institutions produced and published the “Standards for Court-Connected Mediation in Victoria”. This development was also seen as significant, as it signified the level of support from the legal profession for the use and practise of mandatory court-referred mediation.

The success of the abovementioned offensives and published standards, led to the development of Victoria’s Supreme Court’s ‘Portals Protocol’ in 1995, which promoted a more sophisticated mediation referral scheme. Subsequent to this development, the three tiers of Victorian courts (Supreme, County and Magistrates’ Courts) became involved. In 1995, the then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Phillips CJ, supported this and held that ‘the time has come for the organised involvement of mediation in all Victorian courts’. He importantly added that ‘it should be stressed that mediation is not an inferior type of justice. It is a different type of justice. All studies of dispute resolution show that people greatly value quick resolution of disputes and the opportunity to put their case in the presence of a neutral person. Mediation satisfies both these requirements.’

---

628 During this time, parallel to the early developments of mediation by the courts, the legal profession was also taking steps to embrace the mediation process and to encourage its development and acceptance by both the profession and the community. McFarlane T ‘Mediation comes of age in Victoria’ available at http://whoswholegal.com/news/features/article/29919/mediation-comes-age-victoria (accessed 12 April 2014).
4.6.2.1 Mediation at Supreme Court Level

The above developments and the practice of mediation processes was so well received over the years, that it led to the development of court empowered mandatory referral mediation schemes.\textsuperscript{633} The then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Victoria, Marilyn Warren AC stated in 2009, at a civil justice conference in Melbourne, that in the Supreme Court of Victoria no civil case except for Magistrates’ Court and the Victorian Civil Administrative Tribunal appeals and judicial reviews goes to trial without at least one round of mediation.\textsuperscript{634}

Mandatory mediation procedures have been authorised by Victorian courts through the application of various statutes and court rules. For instance, at the Supreme Court level, Rule 50.07 (1) of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules of Victoria 2005 finds application and it states that at any stage of a proceeding the Court ‘may, with or without the consent of any party, order that the proceeding or any part of the proceeding be referred to a mediator.’

4.6.2.2 Mediation at County Court Level

At County Court level, the County Court Civil Procedure Rules of 2008\textsuperscript{635} finds application with regards to Rule 34A.21 which states that at a directions hearing,\textsuperscript{636} the Court may, with or without the consent of any party, refer the whole or any part of the proceeding to mediation in accordance with Rule 50.07of the County Court Civil Procedure Rules, which prescribes the procedure and costs of referring matters to a mediator.

\textsuperscript{633} In 1990, during the early period of development, Justice de Jersey referred to mediation as a “remarkable phenomenon” and other judicial officers made comments along similar lines. Warren M, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Victoria Law Institute of Victoria ‘Serving Up Insights’ Series (2009)2.


\textsuperscript{635} County Court Civil Procedure Rules 148 of 2008

\textsuperscript{636} Which entails the court giving direction for the conduct of the proceedings which it deems conducive to the matters’ ‘effective, complete, prompt and economical determination’. Rule 34A.19 of the County Court Civil Procedure Rules 148 of 2008.
4.6.2.3 Mediation at Magistrates’ Court Level

At Magistrates’ Court level, section 108 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 51 of 1989 deals with the courts’ power to refer proceedings to mediation and states that

‘subject to and in accordance with the Rules or the Civil Procedure Act 2010, the Court may, with or without the consent of the parties, refer the whole or any part of a civil proceeding to mediation’.

4.6.2.4 The Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010

The Victorian Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010 applies to all civil proceedings in the state of Victoria and authorises the Supreme, County and Magistrates’ Courts to refer disputants to mediation, with or without their consent, at any stage in the civil proceedings. The overarching purpose of the Act is to facilitate the just, efficient, timely and cost-effective resolution of all civil disputes. This overarching purpose may be achieved either through the determination of the proceedings by the court, an agreement between the disputing parties or any appropriate dispute resolution process agreed to by the disputants or ordered by the court.

The Civil Procedure Act imposes the obligation of furthering the aforementioned overarching purpose on any person who is a party to the proceedings, any legal practitioner and law

---

637 Magistrates' Court General Civil Procedure Rules 2010.
638 Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
639 Section 4 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
640 Section 66 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
641 Section 7 (1) of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010. When the bill was introduced to Parliament, the attorney general at the time, Rob Hulls, said that this legislation ‘will promote a culture that focuses on achieving the best outcome in a timely and cost effective way for disputants, whether they are global corporations or individuals going about their daily business.’ As quoted in McFarlane T ‘Mediation comes of age in Victoria’ available at http://whoswholegal.com/news/features/article/29919/mediation-comes-age-victoria (accessed 12 April 2014).
642 Section 3 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010 defines ‘appropriate dispute resolution’ as ‘a process attended, or participated in, by a party for the purposes of negotiating a settlement of the civil proceeding or resolving or narrowing the issues in dispute, including, but not limited to- (a) mediation, whether or not referred to a mediator in accordance with rules of court; (b) early neutral evaluation; (c) judicial resolution conference; (d) settlement conference; (e) reference of a question, a civil proceeding or part of a civil proceeding to a special referee; (f) expert determination; (g) conciliation; (h) arbitration’.
643 Section 7 (2) of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
practice acting on behalf of such party, and any party providing financial assistance to such party. Thus, each person to whom the overarching obligations apply has a paramount duty to the court to further the administration of justice with respect to any proceeding in which that person is involved, including inter alia any appropriate dispute resolution process undertaken.

This Act further enforces these overarching obligations and paramount duty by requiring all disputants to personally certify that they have read and understood the aforementioned obligations. This certification must be filed with the court, together with the first substantive document in the civil proceedings.

In conjunction with the disputing party’s filed certification, a legal practitioner is also required to certify that there is a proper basis for each allegation of fact or denial or non-admission in the court document, which should likewise be filed at court. This certification is called the ‘Proper Basis Certification’. This certification places an onus upon a legal practitioner to ensure that his/her client understands what is involved in either bringing or defending a civil claim.

The Civil Procedure Act makes provision for sanctions for contravening the overarching obligations mentioned above. The Act provides that the court is to take into account any

---

644 Section 10 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
645 Section 16 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
646 Section 41 (1) of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
647 The document which initiates the civil dispute. Thus, for instance, such document could be a complaint, a summons or application which commenced a civil proceeding, a notice of defence or a counterclaim, among others.
648 Section 41 (2) of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
649 Such document inter alia being a party’s first substantive document or any subsequent substantive document filed at court which adds or substitutes the first substantive document. Section 42 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
650 Section 41 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.
failure to comply with the certifications to be made by the relevant parties and is accordingly
to determine a cost order appropriate to the proceedings or make a discretionary order in
sanctioning such contravention.\(^{651}\)

It is evident that the Civil Procedure Act does not simply make provision for the mandatory
practice of mediation through the court, but further incorporates the necessity of involving the
good faith participation of all parties to the dispute, in order to promote the just, efficient,
timely and cost-effective resolution of all civil disputes in Victoria. The Act further commits
to the efficiency of the mediation process by putting sanctions in place for non-compliance
with it. The Act therefore goes deeper into the rationale and practice of mediation in courts in
order to ensure its effective and successful practise.

### 4.6.3 The Impact of Mandatory Court-Referred Mediation in Victoria

Victoria\(^ {652}\) is one of the states that have been practising mandatory court-referred mediation
over the longest time period and is one of the most committed states to the advancement of
ADR in Australia.\(^ {653}\)Over the past two decades mediation in Victoria has grown and is now at

---

\(^{651}\) Sections 28 and 29 of the Civil Procedure Act 47 of 2010.

\(^{652}\) As with NSW, due to the extensive history of ADR and mediation in Victoria (Astor H & Chinkin CM 
Dispute Resolution in Australia (1992) 5), this section provides for only the major developments which lead to
the incorporation of mandatory court based mediation in Victoria.

\(^{653}\) In 2009, in recognition of the international moves towards non-adversarial methods of conflict resolution,
Victorian Attorney-General, Robert Hulls, noted that ‘['w]e need to think smart when it comes to attempting to
solve disputes, and the courts should be a place of last resort’. This comment underscores the Victorian
government’s commitment to ADR, which is also evidenced by the May 2008 multi-million dollar State budget
package, aimed at positive initiatives in dealing with the 3.3 million civil disputes in Victoria each year.
Strategies, during this time, for improving dispute resolution services included the expansion of mediation
programmes in all jurisdictions, including the Supreme Court and County Court of Victoria, and upgrading
ADR facilities in regional Victoria. The comment also suggests that adjudicative court processes should be a last
resort option for conflict resolution, because legalism fails to take into account the needs and interests of
disputants. Disputes originating within the substantive context of human relations are translated by legal rules
and court procedures, into generic categories of rights, entitlements and duties. This process can be a deficient
conflict resolution mechanism because it eliminates the human aspects of disputes, that is, the needs, interests,
values, beliefs and commitments of the participants. Gutman J ‘The reality of non-adversarial justice: Principles
a point where no civil case, except for appeals and judicial reviews, proceeds to hearing without at least one round of mediation. 654

Examples of some of the statistical success rates of mandatory court-referred mediation in Victoria are as follows. In the Supreme Court in 2006, more than 70 per cent of mediated cases were able to achieve settlement and thereby relieve the parties and the court of the burden of trial (according to the court’s 2005/2006 Annual Report). 655 In the County Court, approximately 60 per cent of civil cases were successfully settled at mediation (according to the court’s 2005/2006 Annual Report). 656 In the Magistrates’ Court, approximately 64.42 per cent of civil cases were successfully mediated according to a 2007 year end annual report and approximately 70 per cent of cases were successfully mediated at court according to a 2005/2006 Annual Report. 657

Based on the above statistical success rates, it appears that the implementation of court-referred mediation in Victoria has been both effective and successful in the Victorian civil justice system.

As with NSW, based on the above discussion regarding the growth and beneficial implementation of mandatory court-referred mediation in Victoria, possible lessons may be drawn from this state. These possible lessons may be useful to South Africa and are discussed below.

4.6.4 Possible Lessons for South Africa from Mandatory Court-Referred Mediation in Victoria

Victoria, as a state with extensive shortcomings in its adversarial civil justice system\(^{658}\) has become a state maintaining an established and effective mandatory court-referred mediation system.\(^ {659}\)

The success of this system may stem from key role players which include the legal profession,\(^ {660}\) the judiciary,\(^ {661}\) the legislature,\(^ {662}\) and importantly, the general public. The legislature played a key role as it is the body which created the law authorising the mediation process.\(^ {663}\) This included the enactment of the CPA, which sanctions the non-compliance of parties to the dispute and encourages the good faith commitment of the parties to the mediation process.\(^ {664}\)

The Judiciary also plays a key role in the success and development of mandatory court-referred mediation, as it applies the aforementioned court rules and statutes to all civil disputes.\(^ {665}\) Thus it is essential for this body to support the mediation process.

The legal profession plays a key role in the development and success of mandatory court-referred mediation.\(^ {666}\) This is evidenced by the duty placed upon legal practitioners to

\(^{658}\) See 4.3.2 above.

\(^{659}\) See 4.6.3 above.

\(^{660}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{661}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{662}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{663}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{664}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{665}\) See 4.6.2 above.

\(^{666}\) In the initial stages of the development, this body was assembled in order to conduct one of the first mediation programmes in Victoria (on a pro bono basis). Furthermore through the legal profession’s Advisory Council and Law Foundation, a set of mandatory court based mediation standards were published in support of the mediation process. Through this publication and the aforementioned ‘offensives’, a more sophisticated
promote the overarching purpose of the CPA to ensure that there is a proper basis for their client’s claim in dispute and to ensure that the disputant understands the procedure in resolving his or her matter.\textsuperscript{667} Also, through their influential role lawyers are able to lead and guide their clients in the ways of mandatory court-referred mediation. In other words, if lawyers support the practice of this process, it is likely that their clients will follow suit. In this regard the legal profession assists in the promotion of this mediation process and the bona fide participation of civil disputants to the process.\textsuperscript{668}

The general public may also play a key role in the mandatory court-referred mediation process. This is due to the fact that if the public is sufficiently aware of the process and supports the concept, the aim of ensuring that disputants act in good faith and supports the objects of the process would be more easily attained.\textsuperscript{669} Therefore the manner in which such a mediation process is introduced to the public is of significant importance in order for them to buy into this process and potentially promote the just, efficient, timely and cost-effective resolution of their civil disputes, as per the CPA.\textsuperscript{670}

Should South Africa implement a mediation system similar to that of the mediation system implemented in the Victorian civil justice system a number of lessons may be learnt from this state. Briefly, the collaborative commitment of the South African legislature, judiciary, legal profession and general public would be necessary in order to ensure the success of a mediation system being implemented in the South African civil justice system.\textsuperscript{671}

\textsuperscript{667} See 4.6.2.4 above.
\textsuperscript{668} See 4.6.2.4 above.
\textsuperscript{669} See 4.6.2.4 above.
\textsuperscript{670} See 4.6.2.4 above.
\textsuperscript{671} This is similarly to NSW, see 4.5.4 above.
4.7 CRITISMS OF MANDATORY COURT-REFERRED MEDIATION IN AUSTRALIA

Despite the long standing practice of mandatory court-referred mediation in NSW and Victoria, certain criticisms remain prevalent. These criticisms include that due to the fact that the courts have the discretion of ordering appropriate cases to mediation, the court may select broad categories of cases as being amenable to mediation, thereby failing to take into consideration the unique circumstances of each case and vast divergences between disputes and parties, as well as the different needs of litigants. 672

Further criticisms include the issue of timing, that is, the question of when is it most appropriate for cases to be referred to ADR. The obvious answer may that the appropriate timing will depend on the nature and complexity of the case. 673 However, if the referral to mediation is ordered too late, there is the risk that the parties will have expended significant sums in preparation for court proceedings only to have their trial delayed pending the outcome of the mediation procedure. 674 This can have a variety of impacts, such as the frustration of litigants who have their proceedings delayed while they undertake another process. 675 Furthermore, where the matter is not settled, the mediation can lead to additional costs in the proceedings. 676 However, if the matter is settled, the parties might be equally frustrated that substantial costs were expended before the successful mediation process was

attempted, particularly where there are a large number of documents or expert report requirements.\(^{677}\)

In addition, mediation may not be suitable for every type of dispute arising out of civil matters.\(^{678}\) For example, if a party wishes to have a legal precedent or it is a public interest matter, judicial determination may be more appropriate than mandatory court-referred mediation.\(^{679}\) Furthermore by proceeding through the process of mediation, parties thereby give up most court protections, including the right to a decision by a judge, based on admissible evidence, and appeal rights; and the right to reasons for the judicial decision.\(^{680}\) Moreover there is generally less opportunity to find out about the other side’s case with mediation proceedings than with litigation.\(^{681}\) Mediation may not be effective if it takes place before the parties have sufficient information about the strengths and weaknesses of their respective cases.\(^{682}\)

In addition, with regards to costs, mediators may charge a fee for their services.\(^{683}\) If a dispute is not resolved through mediation, the parties may have to expend money into both mediation process and a court hearing.\(^{684}\)

Lastly, there may be power imbalances if a party is not represented.\(^{685}\) Thus effective mediation proceedings require that parties have the capacity to bargain effectively for their

\(^{677}\) Bathurst T.F ‘The role of the courts in the changing dispute resolution landscape’(2012) 35(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 879.


own needs and interests. A party may be vulnerable where there is an unequal power relationship, particularly if the party is not represented.

In conclusion, it is acknowledged and understood that mandatory court-referred mediation in Australia, particularly in NSW and Victoria, does not function without criticism and contestation. However even though the above criticisms are valid, they do not detract from the fact that this programme operates effectively in the civil justice systems of both these states and have aided in eradicating the shortcomings of these states’ past civil justice systems.

4.8 CONCLUSION

‘The emergence and development of mediation in Australia has occurred largely as a result of pressure on politicians and governments to respond to an inefficient, protracted and, for most citizens, unaffordable and highly unsatisfactory litigation process.’

Australia once favoured civil litigation, now, in NSW and Victoria, maintains one of the oldest and most successful mandatory court-referred mediation systems in the world. The type of mediation system in operation in these two states is of a similar nature and entails that the courts have the authority to refer any dispute to mediation without the consent of the parties in dispute.

---

688 At 4.3 and 4.5 above.
691 As mentioned at 4.1 above.
692 See 4.5.2.4 and 4.6.2.4 above.
Mandatory court referred mediation may operate effectively in NSW and Victoria however; a number of valid criticisms against this mediation process persist. The criticisms identified in this study should be evaluated against the successful practices of mandatory court-referred mediation in these two states. What should further be taken into consideration and assessed against these criticisms, are the past conditions which both states’ adversarial civil justice systems were in. These past conditions ultimately resulted in the implementation of mandatory court-referred mediation. When one considers the remedial benefits and success of this system, it is evident that such benefits far outweigh the aforementioned criticisms.

Initially some legal practitioners and judges regarded the process with scepticism, but time and the success of the process has changed their negative response. Mandatory court-referred mediation has become more established over the years and is ideally placed to assist everyone, from self-represented parties to large corporations despite prevailing criticism.

The success in the operation of mandatory court-referred mediation may be attributed to its enabling legislation and the collaborative effort and support from related parties. Based on the discussions in this chapter, one may deduce from the experiences of NSW and Victoria, that the commitment from the Legislature, Judiciary, legal profession, civil disputing parties as well as the general public, is essential for a successful implementation of this ADR process. It is therefore important that the legislative change, regarding the implementation

693 See 4.7 above.
694 See 4.5.3 and 4.6.3 above.
695 See 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 above.
698 See 4.5.4 and 4.6.4 above.
699 See 4.5.4 and 4.6.4 above.
of mandatory court-referred mediation, does not occur in a vacuum.\textsuperscript{700} Judges, legal practitioners, law societies, civil disputants and lay people must support this concept, so that the value of mediation is upheld and the intent of the Legislature is achieved.\textsuperscript{701}

As identified in this chapter, South Africa, NSW and Victoria have experienced similar shortcomings in their adversarial civil justice systems.\textsuperscript{702} Therefore implementing mediation into South Africa’s adversarial civil justice system may successfully remedy the shortcomings currently experienced therein.\textsuperscript{703} However, given South Africa’s unique past\textsuperscript{704} and constitutional order,\textsuperscript{705} the suitability and benefits of instituting a mandatory mediation system needs to be investigated.

Chapter 5 investigates the process of mandatory court based mediation as introduced by the South African government in recent years.


\textsuperscript{702} See 4.3.2 above.

\textsuperscript{703} See 2.5 above. Identified with NSW and Victoria at 4.3 above.

\textsuperscript{704} See discussions of South Africa’s legal history, at 2.2 above.

\textsuperscript{705} See 2.2.2.1 above.
CHAPTER 5
MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL
JUSTICE SYSTEM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

As previously discussed, South Africa’s civil justice system is not unfamiliar with the concept of mediation, and even more so, mediation on a mandatory basis.\textsuperscript{706} This is further evident in the former Department of Justice and Constitutional Development introducing mandatory court based mediation as a possible means of overhauling South Africa’s challenging civil justice system.\textsuperscript{707}

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the concept ‘mandatory court based mediation’.\textsuperscript{708} This will also include discussions on the country’s latest developments towards court based mediation as well as the possible future implementation of this process on a mandatory basis. Practical issues such as the costs associated with mandatory court based mediation will also be discussed in this Chapter. Chapter 5 will then investigate the advantages and benefits, as well as the arguments against mandatory court based mediation. The constitutionality the ADR process will also be assessed.

\textsuperscript{706} This was confirmed through discussions at 3.3 above, regarding the presence of mediation in various pieces of legislation as well as the successful mandatory practice thereof in the areas of labour and family law, specifically.

\textsuperscript{707} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development \textit{Discussion Document (2012) 20.}

\textsuperscript{708} Mandatory court based mediation is derived from the 2011 draft set of mandatory court based mediation rules (discussed at 5.2.1 below). However the focus of this thesis is not on the rules, but on the concept and system of mandatory court based mediation itself.
5.2 MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION

Mediation, as a form of alternative dispute resolution, has been dealt with in Chapter 1. Mandatory court based mediation is based on this form of ADR and the way in which it could operate in South Africa is discussed below.

Mandatory court based mediation provides that whenever an appearance to defend is instituted in action proceedings, or a notice of intention to oppose is delivered in application proceedings, the matter must first be referred to mediation in an attempt to settle and resolve the dispute. In the event of the disputants being unable to resolve their dispute or conclude a settlement agreement during the mediation process, the matter is then referred back to the conventional process of litigation to be adjudicated at court, as a defended action or opposed application procedure.

Should the matter be partially settled, that is, when some issues are resolved through mediation and some issues are left unresolved, the unresolved issues may be referred to litigation for resolution. However, should the matter be successfully settled in its entirety at mediation, a settlement agreement will be concluded between the parties, which may, by

---

709 See 1.6.2 above.
710 See 1.1 above.
consent between both parties or upon the application to court by any of the parties, be made an order of the court.714

5.2.1 Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts

The constitutional mandate upon the state to promote the underlying values of the Constitution715 and the need for remedying the civil justice system716 moved the Department of Justice to introduce the process of mandatory court based mediation.717

The former Department of Justice718 requested the Rules Board to develop the 2011 Draft Set of Rules to facilitate the practice of mandatory court based mediation for higher and lower courts in South Africa.719 The purpose was to regulate the procedure for the mandatory referral of disputes to mediation and the conduct of mediation in accordance with the objectives of these rules.720 The objectives of these rules are considered below.

The objectives set out in rule 1 of the 2011 Draft Set of Rules provided that the purpose of these mediation rules was to facilitate an expeditious and cost effective resolution of

716 As discussed at 2.5 above.
717 Through the CJRP, see 1.1. At an ‘Access to Justice Conference’ in 2011, the former Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development stressed that it is inexplicable that South Africa had taken such a long time to undertake the task of reforming the country’s civil justice system by implementing process of court based mediation into its civil justice system in order to achieve the delivery of accessible and quality justice for all. Radebe J ‘Access to Justice Conference’ Department of Justice and Constitutional Development 8 July 2011 available at http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2011/20110708_min_ajc.html (accessed on 16 on February 2014); Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Discussion Document (2012) 20.
718 The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.
719 See 1.1 above.
disputes and to assist in determining at an early stage of litigation whether proceeding with a trial or an opposed application would be in the disputants’ best interests. These rules allowed litigants to revert to the conventional litigation process should the initial attempt at mediation not be successful. Further objectives include that the practice of mandatory mediation will preserve the relationships between litigants which may become strained or destroyed through the adversarial nature of litigation. These rules aimed to provide litigants with solutions to their dispute, which are beyond the scope and powers of judicial officers and to further dispense with formalistic litigation procedure and rules of evidence. Lastly these rules were importantly aimed at promoting access to justice.

Once the Rules Board had drafted these rules, they called upon a number of institutions and organisations for comments before submitting the draft to the Minister for his approval in June 2012.

5.2.2 The Unlawfulness of the 2011 Set of Draft Mandatory Court Based Mediation Rules

After considering the 2011 draft set of rules, the Minister referred it back to the Rules Board to be adapted into a voluntary court based mediation programme instead. The Minister’s

---

728 Institutions such as the legal profession, judiciary, sheriffs’ associations, academic institutions, mediation forums, the office of the Family Advocate, the Law Society of South Africa (LSSA) and various ADR practices. Barbeau N ‘Mediation pilot project for 2012’ available at http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/mediation-pilot-project-for-2012-1.1195243#.USHKTxIkRYV (accessed 17 February 2013).
730 See 1.1 above.
decision was based on a legal opinion sought by the Department of Justice which suggested that in the absence of an Act of Parliament sanctioning such rules, they were likely to be challenged on constitutionality grounds. Section 171 of the Constitution, 1996, pertaining to court procedures, provides that court rules and procedures must be provided for in terms of national legislation. Therefore a set of court rules must be read in conjunction with its enabling legislation and cannot exist apart therefrom.

In view of the Minister’s decision and abovementioned legal opinion, the Department of Justice moved to introduce a system of voluntary court based mediation.

5.3 THE CURRENT STATUTS OF COURT BASED MEDIATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

5.3.1 The Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa

In 2013, the Rules Board drafted the ‘Voluntary Court-Annexed Mediation Rules of the Magistrates’ Courts’, which the Minister of Justice subsequently approved.

---

731 See 1.1 above.
732 See 2.4 above. The grounds of constitutionality pertain only to the court rules in this regard and not to the constitutionality of the concept or system of mandatory court based mediation itself. The possible arguments for the constitutionality of mandatory court based mediation as a system or concept is discussed at 5.8 below.
733 Pete S, Hulme D & du Plessis M et al Civil Procedure: A Practical Guide 2 ed (2011) xliiv. Court rules essentially regulate what is already established through enabling legislation. For example, with respect to civil litigation, the Uniform Rules of Court of 2009 and Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa are only effective and able to function as result of their enabling legislation in the form of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944, which creates and authorises the practice of litigation in these courts, at 2.4. This is similar to the CCMA Rules in that ‘the CCMA Rules, as subordinate legislation, must therefore yield to the LRA and to the Constitution’. In Kasipersad v Commission for Conciliation, Mediation & Arbitration & others (2003) 24 ILJ 178 (LC) 182, see 3.2.2.1 above for brief case discussion.
734 Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Strategic Plan 2013-2018(2013) 17; see 5.3.1 below.
These voluntary rules were consolidated and published as the Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa\(^736\) (‘the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules’). These rules will function on a pilot project basis and will be rolled out at selected Magistrates’ Courts across South Africa\(^737\) on 1 December 2014.\(^738\)

The enabling legislation supporting these Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules is the Rules Board for Courts of Law Act\(^739\) and the Jurisdiction of Regional Courts Amendment Act.\(^740\)

\(^736\) Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 183 GG 37448 of 18 March 2014. The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules amends the current Magistrates’ Court Rules 2010 by inserting the voluntary mediation rules under ‘Chapter 2’, following current Chapter 1, rule 2 of ‘the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules’.

\(^737\) The selected Magistrates’ Courts will be published in the Government Gazette prior to the commencement of these projects on 1 December 2014. Rule 74(2) of the Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa.

\(^738\) Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of the Proceedings of the Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 183 GG 37448 of 18 March 2014; as further amended by Amendment of Rules Regulating the Conduct of Proceedings of Magistrates’ Courts of South Africa in GN 571 GG 37848 of 18 July 2014.

\(^739\) Act 107 of 1985. Specifically, sections 6(1) and 6(2) of the Rules Board for Courts of Law Act state that: ‘(1) The Board may, with a view to the efficient, expeditious and uniform administration of justice in the Supreme Court of Appeal, the High Courts and the lower courts, from time to time on a regular basis review existing rules of court and, subject to the approval of the Minister, make, amend or repeal rules for the Supreme Court of Appeal, the High Courts and the lower courts regulating—

(a) the practice and procedure in connection with litigation, including the time within which and the manner in which appeal shall be noted;
(b) the form, contents and use of process; …
(2) (a) Different rules may be made in respect of the Supreme Court of Appeal, the High Courts and the lower courts and in respect of different kinds of proceedings.
(b) The Board may, with the approval of the Minister, make different rules in respect of—
(i) the Supreme Court of Appeal and the High Courts;
(ii) the different High Courts; or
(iii) the lower courts in different magisterial districts, which shall be of force for the period or periods determined by the Board.’

Preamble of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules’.

\(^740\) Act 31 of 2008. Specifically section 9 of the Jurisdiction of Regional Courts Amendment Act, 2008 states: ‘(6) (a) The Rules Board for Courts of Law established by section 2 of the Rules Board for Courts of Law Act, 1985 (Act No. 107 of 1985), must, within six months after the commencement of this Act, review and amend the existing rules of the magistrates’ courts and the rules referred to in subsection (4), in order to ensure that courts of regional divisions can exercise the jurisdiction conferred on them under the Magistrates’ Courts Act. 1944, as amended by this Act, effectively and efficiently.
(b) Any rules made or amended as a result of the amendments to the Magistrates' Courts Act, 1944, by this Act, must be aimed at enhancing access to the courts by, amongst others and as far as is reasonably possible—
(1) providing for simplified and expeditious procedures;
(ii) providing for clerks or registrars to assist litigants;
(iii) limiting the costs associated with the litigation processes; and
(iv) retaining or improving the measures introduced by the rules referred to in subsection (4) in order to facilitate and promote access to the courts referred to in subsection (1).
(c) The rules referred to in paragraph (a) must be submitted to Parliament.’
The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules provide that parties may refer a dispute to mediation prior to the commencement of litigation, or after the commencement of litigation, but before judgment is handed down. However, where the trial has already commenced, the parties must first obtain the authorisation of the court. A judicial officer may also at any time after the commencement of litigation, but before judgment is given, enquire into the possibility of mediation of a dispute and accord the parties an opportunity to refer the dispute to mediation.

Similarly to the mandatory court based mediation rules, these rules for voluntary mediation aim to promote access to justice, restorative justice, preserve relationships between ‘potential litigants which may become strained or destroyed by the adversarial nature of litigation’, facilitate an expeditious and cost-effective resolution of disputes between parties, assist the parties in determining at an early stage of the litigation or prior to the commencement of litigation whether proceeding with trial or opposed application is in their best interests or not, and provide them ‘with solutions to the dispute, which are beyond the scope and powers of the judicial officers’.

These rules further provide that the parties to the mediation are liable for the fees of the mediator, except where the services of a mediator are provided for free. The tariffs of such

---

Preamble of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
741 Rule 75(1) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
742 Rule 75(1) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
743 Rule 75(2) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
744 Rules 71(a) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
745 Rules 71(b) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
746 Rules 71(c) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
747 Rules 71(d) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
748 Rules 71(e) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
749 Rules 71(f) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
750 Rules 84(1) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules; discussed further at 5.8 below.
mediator fees will be determined by the Minister and published in the Government Gazette.  

5.4 FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION OF MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

Even though court based mediation will be implemented on a voluntary basis in South Africa, all is not lost for the possible future of mandatory court based mediation in the country. The Minister stated at the Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference of 2013 that he is fully aware that mandatory court based mediation is an international trend in foreign jurisdictions and that the common view is that South Africa should follow suit. In view of this, he proposed that the South African Law Reform Commission investigate this matter thoroughly and advise him on whether such mediation system could or should be implemented in South Africa’s civil justice system.

Subsequently, in March 2014, the Minister advised that while the current court based mediation rules may be voluntary, he takes cognisance of the fact that mandatory court

751 Rules 84(3) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules; discussed further at 5.8 below.
752 On 1 December 2014, see 5.3.1 above.
754 Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.
755 Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.
756 The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules, due for implementation on 1 December 2014, discussed at 5.3.1 above.
based mediation rules would require enabling legislation.\(^{757}\) In view hereof he requested the Department of Justice to investigate the desirability of implementing such legislation and to prepare a draft Bill accordingly.\(^{758}\) He further advised that there are precedents in other comparable jurisdictions from which South Africa can draw lessons and best practices in developing such legislation.\(^{759}\) In this regard the Minister has appointed a Mediation Advisory Committee, who is responsible for, amongst others, assisting the Department in investigating the desirability and possibility of legislation regarding mandatory court based mediation.\(^{760}\)

Based on the aforegoing ministerial statements, the future implementation of mandatory court based mediation in South Africa’s civil justice system remains a possibility. Perhaps the pilot projects, once launched\(^{761}\) and monitored, would aid in investigating the desirability and practicality of introducing mandatory court based mediation as legislation in South Africa.

### 5.5 COSTS RELATED TO MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION

Costs relating to mandatory court based mediation will be briefly highlighted below in order to consider the practical implication of mandatory court based mediation, from a cost perspective, if implemented in South Africa. The investigation into costs may be divided into the two enquiries, below, namely, the cost of implementing such a system in South Africa’s civil justice system and who would bear the cost of engaging in the actual mediation process.

\(^{757}\) As discussed at 5.2.2 above. Department of Justice and Constitutional Development *Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province)* (2014) 2.

\(^{758}\) Department of Justice and Constitutional Development *Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province)* (2014) 2.

\(^{759}\) Department of Justice and Constitutional Development *Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province)* (2014) 2. The jurisdiction of Australia may be a good example, as discussed in Chapter 4.

\(^{760}\) Department of Justice and Constitutional Development *Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province)* (2014) 2.

\(^{761}\) The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules, which are to be implemented on a pilot project basis from 1 December 2014. See 5.3.1 above.
5.5.1 The Cost of Implementing Mandatory Court Based Mediation

The costs of implementing mandatory court based mediation into South Africa’s civil justice system would likely be covered by the Department of Justice and Correctional Services. Evidence of this can be identified in the Minister’s speech, at the ‘Access to Justice Conference’ in 2011 where he stated that it was inexplicable that South Africa had taken such a long time to commit to reforming its civil justice system, through the implementation of a system such as mandatory court based mediation. The Minister further explained that the Department of Justice had provided additional capacity in view of the financial budget and Human Resources in support of the CJRP and the implementation of mandatory court based mediation, at the time. It may therefore be evident that the Department of Justice supports the reformation and review procedures of South Africa’s civil justice system and would therefore fund the implementation of mandatory court based mediation.

5.5.2 The Cost of Engaging in the Process of Mandatory Court Based Mediation

In the 2011 Draft Set of Rules as well as the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules, similar provision is made for the costs of the mediation process. These provisions stipulate that the parties participating in the mediation process are to pay for the mediator’s fees and that such fees are to be split proportionally to the number of parties to the mediation process. The Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules, give an indication of how court based mediation fees would be charged by mediators. These rules provide that tariffs of the fees chargeable by mediators.

---

763 Radebe J ‘Access to Justice Conference’.
764 Section 10 of the of the Draft Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts of 2011 and section 84 of the of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules. See 5.2.1 and 5.3.1 above
765 Section 10 of the of the Draft Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts of 2011 and section 84 of the of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules. However, as provided in Rule 84(1) of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules, parties are not liable for the fees of the mediator where the services of the mediator are provided free of charge (possibly pro bono mediators or where any party offers or undertakes to pay the fees of a mediator).
mediators must be published by the Minister together with the schedule of accredited mediators.\textsuperscript{766} Furthermore, mediators are prohibited from soliciting or negotiating any private arrangement relating to fees and must abide by such fee structure determined by the Minister.\textsuperscript{767}

According to the status quo of South Africa’s adversarial civil justice system, litigation, as the primary method of dispute resolution, is usually funded by the disputants themselves.\textsuperscript{768} It should likewise be understood that costs of mediation, as a primary method of dispute resolution, would be covered by the disputants involved.

The legal fees involved in litigation are excessive and often exceed the value of the claim in dispute.\textsuperscript{769} Further, the unpredictable time-frames in the litigation process often leads to unpredictable costs to be covered by the disputants.\textsuperscript{770}

Therefore the costs related to litigation remain excessive and unpredictable.\textsuperscript{771} However, the legal costs of mandatory court based mediation are standardised and controlled. Disputants are able to pay a determined fee prescribed by the Minister of Justice and Correctional Services\textsuperscript{772} and are able split the costs of mediation process. Furthermore, mandatory court based mediation is speedy in nature,\textsuperscript{773} thereby curbing the costs that would have been

\textsuperscript{766} Rules 84 of the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules.
\textsuperscript{767} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development regulations in GN 598 GG 37883 of 1 August 2014.
\textsuperscript{768} See 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{769} See 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{770} See 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{771} See 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{772} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development ‘Request for comments on court-annexed mediation rules’ available at \url{http://www.justice.gov.za/legislation/invitations/invite-mediation.html} (accessed on 24 March 2014); see 5.5.2 above.
\textsuperscript{773} See 5.2.1 above.
expended on lengthy litigation processes. The costs involved in mandatory court based mediation, are therefore considerably less than the costs involved in litigation.\textsuperscript{774}

Based on the above, mandatory court based mediation is more cost effective\textsuperscript{775} than the conventional practice of litigation. Even though disputants have to pay for using this ADR tool, it still remedies the shortcomings of the high costs of litigation as well as the uncertainty of escalating legal costs. Further benefits of mandatory court based mediation are discussed below.

5.6 THE ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION

The advantages of mandatory court based mediation are set out in the objectives and purpose of the 2011 draft set of rules (as well as in the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules), as identified earlier in this chapter. In addition to these advantages, mandatory court based mediation provides a range of benefits to the South African civil justice system.

5.6.1 The Benefits of Mandatory Court Based Mediation to Legal Practice

It is acknowledged that legal practitioners may fear the implementation of mandatory court based mediation.\textsuperscript{776} This is premised on their perceived general belief that this ADR tool may considerably affect the revenue potential of their practices, as mediation would become the


\textsuperscript{775} See 5.2.1 above.

\textsuperscript{776} Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.
primary method of dispute resolution, as opposed to litigation. However, as with litigation, disputants still have the option of making use of legal representation. The value of legal representation therefore remains recognised and unchallenged. In this regard, legal practitioners may be able to generate additional income through possibly acquiring mediation skills themselves and providing creative ways for generating decent fees for assisting their clients in the mediation process. Furthermore, the Minister of Justice, in his opening address at the Inaugural ADR in Africa Conference, stated that:

‘experience has shown that early resolution of disputes through an ADR Mechanism frees invaluable time for practitioners to focus on lengthy and complex matters.’

Legal practitioners are even able to broaden the scope of their practices to become dispute settlement practitioners and include negotiation skills, mediation skills as well as general ADR skills, in conjunction with litigation as part of their practice areas. This may further substantially increase the revenue of their practices and enhance the legal practitioner’s reputation, as clients seek certainty, speedy and cost effective solutions to their disputes.

Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference; ‘Mediation is a much misunderstood process. Legal representatives often view it with suspicion, believing that the acronym for alternative dispute resolution,” ADR”, refers to” Alarming drop in Revenue”!’ Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 21.


He further maintains that he optimistic for the future of mediation in South Africa’s civil justice system and looks forward to the participation and contribution of legal practitioners in implementing mediation into the civil dispute resolution arena. Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.


addition, because mediation is a speedy process, it can further improve the practice’s cash flow.\textsuperscript{784}

5.6.2 The Benefits of Mandatory Court Based Mediation to Disputants

One of the most fundamental benefits for disputants using mandatory court based mediation is the expedient nature and cost effectiveness of the process.\textsuperscript{785} This ADR tool has the potential of having a dispute resolved in a matter of days, from the institution of a dispute.\textsuperscript{786} This is opposed to a matter of years, through the litigation process, of which most of the time is spent on waiting for a trial date.\textsuperscript{787} Furthermore this tool is more cost effective, as the parties involved would pay a set mediation tariff and split the costs of the speedy mediation process, thereby avoiding huge litigation costs and legal fees.\textsuperscript{788}

A successful mediation process and concluding settlement agreement has the benefit of being made a formal order of court, binding both parties.\textsuperscript{789} However, should the mediation process be unsuccessful, parties still have the benefit of having their matter resolved through conventional litigation.\textsuperscript{790} A further benefit to a failed mediation session is that it would assist in narrowing the contested issues in dispute, thereby saving time and money during later court proceedings.\textsuperscript{791}

\textsuperscript{784} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 De Rebus 21.

\textsuperscript{785} See the aims of the 2011 Draft Set of Rules and the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules’, 5.2.1 and 5.3.1 above.

\textsuperscript{786} Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ Legalbrief Today 23 September 2014; alternatively concluded within the set time period allocated prior to the mediation proceedings, Rule 8 (a) of the Draft Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts of 2011.

\textsuperscript{787} As discussed at 2.4.1 and 2.5 above; Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ Legalbrief Today 23 September 2014

\textsuperscript{788} See 5.5.2 and 5.3.1 above.

\textsuperscript{789} See 5.3.1 and 5.2.1 above.

\textsuperscript{790} Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ Legalbrief Today 6 October 2009; Joubert J ‘Mandatory mediation will soon arrive in South Africa, and should be warmly welcomed by the legal profession’ Legalbrief Today 9 November 2011.
Furthermore, through the practise of mandatory court based mediation, court rolls would become less crowded. This is due to the fact that more cases will be settled early without going through the usual court procedure. In addition, matters referred to litigation may be finalised sooner, as the issues in dispute would have been narrowed down during prior mediation processes. Shortened court rolls and readily available court dates may also put pressure on disputing parties to settle their matters without going to court.

In addition, the practise of mandatory court based mediation would dispense with the formal and rigid litigation procedures and rules of evidence. Parties would therefore be able to represent themselves at the mediation proceedings, as the mediation proceedings would be simple enough to understand.

Furthermore, parties are still able to exercise their ‘right to have their day in court’. This may be evidenced by the opportunity that disputants have to not only have their say, but to also have their message conveyed accurately to the opposing party, in a controlled environment. This further encourages proper communication and possible reconciliation between disputants. This is opposed to traditional adversarial litigation processes where the

794 As mentioned above at 5.2.1.
796 As per Draft Set of Rules, regarding the objective of preserving relationships, see 5.2.1 above.
lawyers handle negotiations during litigation, which seldom offer opportunities for the parties to speak to one another.\textsuperscript{798}

Disputing parties have control over the duration, timing, cost and outcome of the dispute\textsuperscript{799} and possibly the choice of mediator to facilitate their dispute.\textsuperscript{800} Disputants are therefore able to play a more active role in the course of the resolution of their disputes.\textsuperscript{801} They therefore no longer feel excluded from the resolution process due to the complex nature of litigation proceedings and being reliant on their legal practitioners to resolve their disputes on their behalf.\textsuperscript{802} Furthermore, for a disputant with a legal representative who may wish to draw out a matter beyond his or her client’s means or needs, mediation can ensure that such client has the final say on whether and when settlement should be negotiated and on what terms.\textsuperscript{803} This would therefore curb superfluous or exorbitant legal costs pertaining to the resolution of the disputant’s matter.\textsuperscript{804}

Mediation processes are also private and confidential in nature.\textsuperscript{805} Any information shared during these proceedings cannot be disclosed outside of the mediation session.\textsuperscript{806} Therefore, these sessions are not harmful to any of the disputants’ lives or business reputations outside of the mediation process. Any of disclosures made during the mediation process are without

\textsuperscript{798} Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ \textit{Legaltbrief Today} 23 September 2014.

\textsuperscript{799} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus} 19.


\textsuperscript{801} Parties are provided with an ‘opportunity to play a greater role in the management of their disputes by actively participating in the dispute resolution process. Mediation provides a forum for self-determination by encouraging parties to, identify their needs and interests; generate options to satisfy each party’s needs and to maximise fulfilment of interests; and to create their own outcomes.’ Alexander N ‘Global trends in mediation: Riding the third wave’ in Alexander N (ed) \textit{Global Trends in Mediation} 2 ed (2006) 10.

\textsuperscript{802} See 2.5 above.

\textsuperscript{803} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus} 19.

\textsuperscript{804} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus} 19. This is opposed to civil litigation where the duration, timing, cost and outcome are out of the disputants’ control and are unpredictable.

\textsuperscript{805} See 1.6.2 above.

\textsuperscript{806} Rule 8 (h) of the Draft Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts of 2011.
prejudice and will not be admissible as future evidence in any court.\textsuperscript{807} Therefore, mandatory court based mediation will not be harmful to any disputant’s prospects later at the trial or hearing proceedings.\textsuperscript{808} The benefit of confidentiality during the mediation process also provides a safe environment within which parties can be encouraged to make full and frank disclosures.\textsuperscript{809} This provides significant opportunities for exploring and creating solutions to the dispute that might not be identified and that could not be imposed or provided for by a court through civil litigation.\textsuperscript{810}

There are additional benefits to the safety of the mediation environment, as discussed above. Due to the structured, yet informal and flexible, approach of mediation,\textsuperscript{811} a more comfortable and non-adversarial environment may be created for disputants.\textsuperscript{812} In this type of environment disputants are able to freely and creatively discuss resolution options\textsuperscript{813} beyond the scope and function of the judicial officers.\textsuperscript{814} Therefore,

‘with the assistance of a mediator, parties are encouraged to create options and search for new solutions, beyond what a court or arbitrator might be capable of providing. The parties are also not constrained to the scope of existing pleadings.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{807} Nor be binding on the parties outside of the mediation process, unless reduced to a written and signed settlement agreement. Rule 8 (e) of the Draft Mandatory Mediation Rules of the High Courts and the Magistrates’ Courts of 2011.
  \item \textsuperscript{808} Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 6 October 2009; Joubert J ‘Mandatory mediation will soon arrive in South Africa, and should be warmly welcomed by the legal profession’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 9 November 2011.
  \item \textsuperscript{811} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development \textit{Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province)} (2014) 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{812} ‘The informality of the process should make a mediation process more “user-friendly” and less stressful than formal litigation processes.’ Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C \textit{Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa} (2012) 24.
  \item \textsuperscript{813} Sedutla M ‘Launch of Court-Based Mediation Pilot Project’ (2012) 516 \textit{De Rebus} 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{814} See 1.6.2 above, mediators during a mediation session, assist disputants in exploring different potential outcomes to their dispute. This ADR tool further allows disputants to find solutions that are generally not available in litigation. Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 6 October 2009; The mediator ‘helps them explore their own and the other party’s underlying concerns and interests...’ Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 23 September 2014; Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C \textit{Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa} (2012) 29.
\end{itemize}
or the remedies that a court can provide. They may seek to resolve a range of
different issues, whether or not the subject of current litigation, or even to
resolve in a single process disputes that span separate court proceedings in one
or more jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{815}

This will therefore better satisfy the needs as well as interests of the disputants involved, as
opposed to the orders at the conclusion of court proceedings which are outside of the
disputants’ control.\textsuperscript{816}

Disclosures during the mediation session may not be binding on the parties; however a
settlement agreement reached between them is.\textsuperscript{817} Research suggests that mediated
settlements have a higher rate of voluntary compliance than court orders.\textsuperscript{818} The reason for
this is that the settlement will often conclusively deal with the underlying issues\textsuperscript{819} and not
merely the positions adopted by the parties.\textsuperscript{820} Furthermore, the problem-solving nature of
the mediation process leaves parties with a sense that they have arrived at a fair outcome
through a process that is conducive to the building, rather than the destruction of relationships.\textsuperscript{821}

\textsuperscript{815} Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C \textit{Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary
\textsuperscript{816} Sedutla M ‘Launch of Court-Based Mediation Pilot Project’ (2012) 516 \textit{De Rebus} 8; Joubert J ‘Court-
annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 23 September 2014. This
shortcoming discussed at 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{817} As discussed above, a settlement agreement may be made a formal order of court, binding all parties to the
agreement; Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ \textit{Legalbrief
Today} 6 October 2009 (accessed on 8 February 2014).
\textsuperscript{818} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus} 20;
‘Some of the most important benefits of mediation… which broadly relate to the efficiency of mediation as a
dispute resolution process, are the following:… high levels of compliance with the terms of a settlement
agreement [and the]… satisfaction of the parties.’ Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C \textit{Commercial Mediation: A
\textsuperscript{819} The mediator ‘helps them explore their own and the other party’s underlying concerns and interests, without
commenting on the merits of the concerns.’ Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting
opportunities’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 23 September 2014.
\textsuperscript{820} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus} 20; ‘During private sessions with the parties, a skilled mediator finds out more about the nature and origin of the
dispute and explores different potential outcomes of the dispute.’ Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for
mandatory mediation in South Africa’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 6 October 2009.
\textsuperscript{821} Jordaan B ‘Court based mediation becoming a reality in SA civil justice system’ (2012) 517 \textit{De Rebus}
20; Joubert J & Jacobs Y ‘The debate- a case for mandatory mediation in South Africa’ \textit{Legalbrief Today} 6
October 2009. The benefits of mediation generally and the benefits of mandatory court based mediation to
The Benefits of Mandatory Court Based Mediation for South Africa as a Nation

The objective of mandatory court based mediation, to preserve the relationship between disputing parties,\textsuperscript{822} may encourage peace, reconciliation\textsuperscript{823} and restoration between South Africans. This is opposed to fighting disputes through the adversarial civil litigation system, resulting in destroyed relationships between disputing parties.\textsuperscript{824}

Furthermore, the language used in mediation is the language of the parties involved, thereby breaking down any barriers in communication and enabling parties to speak freely and without hindrance.\textsuperscript{825} The mediation process therefore encourages direct communication between the aggrieved parties, which further encourages reconciliation and restoration among South Africans.\textsuperscript{826} In furtherance to this, the process also provides the possibility of bridging mistrust and poor communication,\textsuperscript{827} and

‘provides an opportunity to protect relationships, even those damaged by the dispute, and it may minimise the deterioration of relationships or even provide an opportunity to deepen and develop existing relationships. At the very least, it provides an opportunity to get relationships ‘back on track’ and to provide a sounder footing for longer term relationships that may have been affected negatively by a dispute.’\textsuperscript{828}

disputants, discussed under 5.6.2, are similar. However, if mediation is made compulsory the benefits of this ADR process would be experienced even by unwilling participants, see 5.7.2 below.

\textsuperscript{822} See 5.2.1 above.

\textsuperscript{823} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014) 2; as per the Preamble of the Constitution, 1996, see 2.2.2.1 and 2.6 above.

\textsuperscript{824} See 2.5 above.

\textsuperscript{825} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014) 2.

\textsuperscript{826} Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014) 2.


\textsuperscript{828} ‘Of course some mediations result in relationships ending, either by agreement or by virtue of the fact that settlement is not achieved. In such situations mediation has the potential to assist parties to clarify the issues in dispute and consider realistically their alternatives to a negotiated agreement.’ Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa (2012) 29.
Therefore, the implementation of mandatory court based mediation may also importantly promote the spirit of Ubuntu, as the ideal strived for in South Africa in order assist in healing the injustices of its past. This spirit of Ubuntu emphasises ‘community building, respect, sharing, empathy, tolerance,’ and the seven ‘C’s’, being ‘communication, consultation, compromise, cooperation, camaraderie, conscientiousness and… compassion.’ All of these qualities of Ubuntu can be found in the objectives and beneficial impact of mandatory court based mediation on South Africa, as discussed above.

In a broader sense, as a nation striving to move on from its adverse and disharmonious past, these abovementioned benefits may be essential to South Africa, especially in view of its Constitution.

5.7 ARGUMENTS AGAINST MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION

A number of criticisms and concerns regarding this process have been raised, particularly from the legal profession. These are discussed below, followed by possible counter arguments thereto.

5.7.1 Criticisms and Perceived Challenges from the Legal Profession

The criticisms and perceived challenges of mandatory court based mediation, particularly from the legal profession, include the fact that mandatory court based mediation is not suited...
to all types of civil disputes.\textsuperscript{834} Litigation, in their view, would remain the most appropriate dispute resolution process for all types of civil matters.\textsuperscript{835}

Further, the blanket-inclusion of mediation as a compulsory first step may prolong the dispute resolution process, especially in matters which may be ‘destined to fail at mediation’.\textsuperscript{836} It is also believed that this system may prejudice a litigant who may have limited financial resources from achieving a preferred legal outcome at the lowest possible cost, in a dispute where the opposing party is not prepared to negotiate on the matter\textsuperscript{837} and particularly if the opposing party has a weak case.

A further pertinent criticism, as previously mentioned, is the concern that the revenue of legal practises would be negatively affected through the lesser pursuit of litigation in civil disputes.\textsuperscript{838} This may be of even greater concern to legal practises which specialise in civil litigation.

By making mediation a mandatory process for civil disputants, it may diminish the freedom of parties to resolve their dispute as they may deem appropriate.\textsuperscript{839} Moreover, compelled collaboration between disputing parties may encourage further hostility between them,\textsuperscript{840}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Oosthuizen S & Blom P ‘Mandatory mediation as integrated into the process of dispute resolution in South Africa’ (Autumn 2012) Dispute resolution matters’ (DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr) 4.
\item Oosthuizen S & Blom P ‘Mandatory mediation as integrated into the process of dispute resolution in South Africa’ (Autumn 2012) Dispute resolution matters’ (DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr) 4.
\item Oosthuizen S & Blom P ‘Mandatory mediation as integrated into the process of dispute resolution in South Africa’ (Autumn 2012) Dispute resolution matters’ (DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr) 4.
\item Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.
\item Oosthuizen S & Blom P ‘Mandatory mediation as integrated into the process of dispute resolution in South Africa’ (Autumn 2012) Dispute resolution matters’ (DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr) 4.
\item Oosthuizen S & Blom P ‘Mandatory mediation as integrated into the process of dispute resolution in South Africa’ (Autumn 2012) Dispute resolution matters’ (DLA Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr) 4.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
which may possibly have the opposite effect regarding the objectives of mandatory court based mediation.\textsuperscript{841}

\section*{5.7.2 Counter Arguments for Mandatory Court Based Mediation}

Each criticism and perceived challenge from the legal profession is discussed below with some being contested and others being accepted. The contestations of these criticisms and perceived challenges will be mostly based on the benefits and advantages of mandatory court based mediation.\textsuperscript{842}

It is acknowledged that mandatory court based mediation may not be suited to every type of civil matter.\textsuperscript{843} However, those matters which are successfully mediated, would aid in assisting litigious matters being resolved at court more expeditiously. In other words, all successfully mediated civil disputes, negating the usual court process, would ease the burden on court rolls and aid in achieving better access to justice in civil disputes.\textsuperscript{844} Therefore, with lighter court rolls a sooner trial or hearing date may be allocated to litigious disputes. Although mandatory court based mediation may not be suited to all civil disputes, matters suited to the usual processes of litigation would still benefit from this ADR tool.

As argued in the preceding section, there will be cases where mediation is unsuccessful. There are also cases where only certain issues in the matter reach agreement and certain issues left unresolved. The advantage in such circumstances would be the fact that the disputed issues in the matter would be narrowed down before proceeding to litigation at

\textsuperscript{841} With regards to the objective of preserving the relationships of the disputing parties involved, as discussed at 5.2.1 above.

\textsuperscript{842} As discussed at 5.5 above.

\textsuperscript{843} For example, where one party to the dispute may want binding judicial precedent to apply to resolution of the matter, or where one of the parties has no valid defence in the matter. For a few further examples, see 4.7 above.

\textsuperscript{844} See 5.8.3 above.
Therefore, the matter may be resolved more expeditiously than if it went straight to court without the initial phase of mediation.  

A further contested criticism is the fact that disputants with limited resources may be disadvantaged in mediation proceedings where the opposing party is not prepared to negotiate on the matter. This may be the case when mandatory court based mediation is in its early stages of implementation in South Africa’s civil justice system. In other words, when the benefits and advantages of the system are yet to be recognised and the general practise thereof is unfamiliar to South Africans. However, perhaps once the process becomes established and the beneficial impacts recognised, people maybe more willing to participate in the mediation process. Disputants may then no longer resist the process and approach it with apprehension, but would instead participate with the aim of reaching a negotiated settlement at a lower cost to litigation.

The argument of the drop in revenue of legal practises can also be contested. The expeditious nature of mediation would improve cash flow and the practice thereof would also enhance the reputation of the business. Should mandatory court based mediation become established and gain popularity, clients would seek legal services from practices involved in mediation.

845 Particularly the benefits towards disputants, see 5.6.2 above.
846 ‘Even if a dispute is not settled in its entirety, mediation may succeed in resolving parts of a dispute or limiting the issues. In this way it may succeed in resolving parts of a dispute or limiting the issues. In this way it may operate as an extremely effective adjunct to litigation.’ Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa (2012) 30.
847 See 5.6.2 above
848 See 5.6.1 above.
849 ‘[E]xciting new opportunities are available for the legal profession. Not only to refer to and represent clients at court-annexed mediations, but also to offer mediation services. If the profession does not make use of these opportunities it may find itself playing catch up with other professions who are keen to get involved’. Joubert J ‘Court-annexed mediation opens doors to exciting opportunities’ Legalbrief Today 23 September 2014.
Two other criticisms, namely the infringed freedom of choice and compelled collaboration\textsuperscript{850} will now be considered.

It is acknowledged that South Africans’ freedom to choose how they wish to resolve their civil dispute may be affected. However mandatory court based mediation is not aimed at disadvantaging civil disputants, but aimed at benefiting them.\textsuperscript{851} In view hereof one should therefore weigh up the possible infringement of the freedom of choice against the considerable amount of benefits which this system generally provides to disputants.\textsuperscript{852} In this regard the benefits of mandatory court based mediation may hold more weight, making the possible aforementioned infringement seem less significant. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, should the mediation process become established in South Africa and all the beneficial impacts recognised, disputants may not necessarily consider mandatory court based mediation to be an infringement on their freedom to choose a method of resolving their dispute.

In addition, the perception that compelling collaboration between disputing parties possibly resulting in further hostility between them, will now be considered. It may be argued that South Africans may not be keen on going through this mediation procedure as they have not been exposed to this process before nor experienced its benefits.\textsuperscript{853} Thus, as mentioned above, once the aims and benefits of mandatory court mediation are realised in South

\textsuperscript{850} Mentioned at 5.7.1 above.
\textsuperscript{851} See 5.2.1 above.
\textsuperscript{852} As discussed at 5.6.2 above.
\textsuperscript{853} Particularly the aim and benefit of encouraging the preservation of relationships and non-adversarial and more environments created for dispute resolution. As discussed at 5.2.1 (objectives) and 5.6.2 (benefits) above.
Africa’s civil justice, parties may be more willing to participate in this ADR process and mandatory court based mediation would become more supported in this regard.\footnote{It has been noted that unwilling disputants can become willing participants in the mediation process and further participate in the constructive and successful outcomes of the matter, Bathurst T.F 'The role of the courts in the changing dispute resolution landscape’ (2012) 35(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 876; As Spigelman CJ states, There is a category of disputants who are reluctant starters, but who become willing participants’, as quoted from Bathurst T.F 'The role of the courts in the changing dispute resolution landscape’ (2012) 35(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 877.}

However despite these perceived challenges, the implementation\footnote{As implemented in terms of South Africa’s Draft Set of Rules 2011, see 5.2.1 above.} of mandatory court based mediation would significantly aid in benefiting not only the disputants but also the civil justice system. This ADR process may be beneficial to the South African civil justice system; however its constitutionality still needs to be considered.

5.8 THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION

This section includes a brief discussion on various constitutional rights, values\footnote{Some of the benefits and advantages of mandatory court based mediation, discussed at 5.5 above, correspond with a number of constitutional rights and values. These identified constitutional rights and values are briefly discussed below.} and state duties which mandatory court based mediation would give effect to. This Chapter further discusses whether implementing this system contravenes any rights contained in the Bill of Rights, particularly section 34 of the Constitution.\footnote{See 2.4 above.}

5.8.1 The Founding Provisions of the Constitution

The preamble of the Constitution,\footnote{At 2.2.2.1 above.} inter alia seeks to move South Africans forward from its adverse history, promote unity in the nation, heal the divisions of the past and build a united nation based on democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights.
According to section 1, the founding values of the Constitution are human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms.  

Mandatory court based mediation may aid in facilitating the goal of restoring the injustices of South Africa’s past through encouraging reconciliation and compromise between disputants, in the face of adversity. This ADR process may further encourage the constitutional aim of the nation to move away from its adverse past, through the benefit of encouraging unhindered communication between aggrieved parties and maintaining the objective of preserving the relationship of the disputants through mediation.

Moreover, allowing disputants the opportunity to discuss their differences with the aim of reaching a harmonious solution, would unite South Africans in their diversity, assist in healing the injustices and divisions of the past, promote social justice, restorative justice and ensure that each party’s human dignity, equality and freedom (basic democratic and human rights) are exercised.

Therefore, based on the above discussions, mandatory court based mediation gives effect to the preamble as well as section 1 of the Constitution.

---

859 Section 1 of the Constitution, 1996.
860 As disputants are to discuss their underlying issues and differences and work towards a mutually beneficial solution, as discussed at 5.6.2 above. Further, that the objective of mediation is to preserve the relationship between the litigants which may become strained or destroyed by the adversarial nature of litigation. Also see compromise and reconciliation, as discussed at 5.6.3 above.
861 See 5.6.3 above.
862 See 5.2.1 and 5.6.3 above.
863 Department of Justice and Constitutional Development Court Annexed Mediation (Palm Ridge Magistrates’ Court, Seat of the New Ekurhuleni Magisterial District in the Gauteng Province) (2014) 2; as discussed above regarding the preamble of the Constitution, 1996.
5.8.2 Rights contained in the Bill of Rights that Mandatory Court Based Mediation gives effect to

Chapter 2 of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, is ‘the cornerstone of democracy in South Africa’ as ‘it enshrines the rights of its people and ‘affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom’. 864 The Constitution further provides for the state’s duty to ‘respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights’. 865

Section 9 (1) provides that everyone has the right to be equal before the law as well as to have equal protection and benefit of the law. Section 10 goes on to provide that everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected. Section 14 further provides that everyone has the right to privacy and section 16 states that everyone has the right to freedom of expression.

The above fundamental rights are promoted and given effect to through the implementation of mandatory court based mediation into South Africa’s civil justice system in the following way.

The disputing parties are considered to be equal before the law, in that they have an equal opportunity to present their respective cases before an impartial mediator, in an attempt to settle their dispute. 866 Moreover, the disputants may be able to do so in a dignified manner while simultaneously having their dignity respected and protected.

In addition, the forum of a mediation process is of a private nature, thereby maintaining the disputants’ right to privacy, as discussed above. In furtherance to promoting the right to

864 Section 7(1) of the Constitution, 1996.
865 Section 7(2) of the Constitution, 1996.
866 The concept of mediation is discussed at 1.6.2 and applied in mandatory court based mediation as discussed at 5.2 above. The disputants are furthermore given an opportunity to have their cases communicated accurately to opposing party, see 5.6.2. above.
privacy, any disclosures made during the mediation process are made entirely without prejudice to the parties’ rights, remain confidential and are not allowed to be disclosed outside of the mediation session.\textsuperscript{867}

The disputants’ right to freedom of expression is promoted not only through the fact that their disclosures are private, but through the fact that they are encouraged to be open and speak their minds in an attempt to reach a win-win solution.\textsuperscript{868} The structured, yet flexible and informal environment created\textsuperscript{869} encourages disputants to have the freedom to discuss their views and resolve their matter amicably.\textsuperscript{870}

Based on the above discussions it is evident that a number of essential and fundamental rights in the Bill of Rights are given effect to through the implementation mandatory court based mediation. Therefore such system appears to lines up with the Constitution and its foundational democratic values. Further constitutional discussions, however, follow below.

\textbf{5.8.3 The Constitutional Value of Access to Justice}

As previously discussed,\textsuperscript{871} given South Africa’s unjust and unequal past, access to justice is considered ‘an inalienable constitutional right flowing from [its] constitutional democracy’.\textsuperscript{872}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{867} As discussed at 5.6.2 above.
\textsuperscript{868} ‘…the mediation process gives parties an opportunity to speak their minds and to express their emotions; provide the parties with their ‘day in court’, but without requiring them to give up control of the outcome; and offers the opportunity, if settlement is reached, to secure a final and certain outcome of the dispute.’ Brand J, Steadman F & Todd C \textit{Commercial Mediation: A User’s Guide to Court-referred and Voluntary Mediation in South Africa} (2012) 27.
\textsuperscript{870} As discussed at 5.6.2 above.
\textsuperscript{871} See 1.6.3 above.
\textsuperscript{872} Radebe J ‘Challenges facing access to justice in S.A’ \textit{The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development} 16 October 2012 available at \url{http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2012/20121016_min-uct.html} accessed on 15 February 2014). See 1.6.3 above.
\end{flushright}
The fundamental benefits and advantages that mandatory court based mediation provides for disputants include the less costly, less complex and speedier ways of resolving civil disputes as well as the benefit of alleviating the heavy burden on court rolls. These beneficial aspects would fundamentally aid in promoting access to justice in South Africa, given the definition of access to justice, described in Chapter 1 above. This is evidenced as follows:

‘In order to ensure access to justice in a civil justice system, the system should be just in the results it delivers; be fair in the way it treats litigants; offer appropriate procedures at a reasonable cost; deal with cases with reasonable speed; be understandable to those who use it; be responsive to the needs of those who use it; provide as much certainty as the nature of particular cases allows; and be effective that is, adequately resourced and organised.’

The promotion of access to justice is also a pivotal objective of mandatory court based mediation.

5.8.4 The Mandate of the South African Branches of State as Contained in the Constitution

Certain sections of the Constitution place duties upon and mandate the branches of state in South Africa. These sections include section 7(2) of the Bill of Rights that provides that the state is mandated to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights contained in the Bill of Rights. Furthermore section 8 provides that the Bill of Rights applies to all laws and binds the legislature, the executive, the judiciary as well as all organs of state. This ensures that the

---

873 See 5.6.2 above. Also, a discussion on the cost-effectiveness of mandatory court based mediation is 5.8 below as a possible further benefit of mandatory court based mediation.
874 ‘There is no doubt that optimal use of the ADR [mediation] enhances access to justice especially in a country such as ours [South Africa’s] where costs associated with litigation have spiralled upwardly.’ Radebe J ‘The Inaugural African Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration Conference’.
875 See 1.6.3 above.
877 As discussed at 5.2.1 above.
South African state works towards transforming the country’s justice system (in this regard, the civil justice system), in order to keep it in line with the Constitution, 1996.

The South African government sought to fulfil the abovementioned constitutional mandate through its aim of implementing mandatory court based mediation into the country’s civil justice system. This is evidenced through the following discussions.

The primary aim of the Civil Justice Reform Project (CJRP)\(^878\) and the introduction of mandatory court based mediation is:\(^879\)

> ‘the alignment of the civil justice system with the constitutional values, and the simplification and harmonisation of rules to make justice easily and equally accessible to all, particularly the vulnerable and the poor members of society. An effective and efficient justice system is indispensable for upholding the rule of law in the country.’\(^880\)

Furthermore, the former Minister of Justice in his speech at a 2012 ‘Challenges Facing Access to Justice in South Africa’ presentation, stated that the South African government is to reform and improve its civil justice system to ensure that it serves the interest of justice and is consistent with the dictates of the Constitution, 1996.\(^881\) To this end the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development developed mandatory court based mediation.

A further constitutional mandate can be found at item 16, subsection 6(a) of Schedule 6 of the Constitution, which states that as soon as is practical after the 1996 Constitution takes effect,

\(^878\) See 1.1 above.
\(^879\) See 5.2.1 above.
‘all courts, including their structure, composition, functioning and jurisdiction, and all relevant legislation, must be rationalised with a view to establishing a judicial system suited to the requirements of the new Constitution.’

Therefore in view of the preceding discussions in this part of the chapter, it would appear that the implementation of mandatory court based mediation together with its constitutional benefits would support this important mandate, through the establishment of a civil judicial system upholding the ethos and value system of the Constitution. It may therefore be that, given the fact that 18 years have passed since the Constitution, 1996 took effect, that such implementation of this ADR tool is well overdue.

5.8.5 Does the Concept of Mandatory Court Based Mediation Infringe Section 34 of Constitution?

5.8.5.1 Section 34 of Constitution

Section 34, entitled ‘Access to Courts’, states that

‘everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and impartial tribunal or forum’.

Upon the straightforward reading of section 34, it provides that everyone has the right to have disputes that are susceptible to legal determination decided in a fair, public hearing by a court or by another independent or impartial tribunal.882 Thus, the purpose of this section is essentially to guarantee the protection of the judicial process to persons who have disputes that can be resolved by law.883

882 LufunoMphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another 2009 (4) SA 529 (CC) para 201.
883 Lesapo v North West Agricultural Bank and Another 1999 (12) BCLR 1420 (CC) 8. The rule of law in this regard, may further be understood as an obligation placed upon the state ‘to provide the necessary mechanisms for citizens to resolve disputes that arise between them’, with ‘its corollary in the right or entitlement of every
As Justice O’Regan in *Lufuno Mphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another* held, upon interpreting section 34, that if one reads this section closely, it clearly provides disputants with

‘a right to have disputes resolved (a) by the application of law in (b) a fair (c) public hearing before (d) a court or (e) where appropriate an independent and impartial tribunal. Properly read, an independent and impartial tribunal…must hold fair, public hearings when it resolves disputes by the application of law. It is not possible textually to detach the requirement of fairness from the requirement of being in public: both requirements apply to proceedings before courts and independent and impartial tribunals.’

The court further held that ‘this section must be interpreted on its own language and with integrity’, thus, in answering the question of whether ‘another independent and impartial tribunal or forum’ applies to forums which conduct private proceedings in the resolution of disputes, the court held that in terms of section 34, it does not. Therefore these impartial tribunals or forums are to be interpreted as state provided tribunals and forums similar in this respect to courts in which fair, public (open) hearings are to be held.

---

person to have access to courts’ or similar independent forums, provided by the state for the settlement of their disputes. *President of the Republic of South Africa and Another v Modderklip Boerdery (Pty) Ltd (Agri SA and Others, Amici Curiae)* 2005 (5) SA 3 (CC) 39.

884 *Lufuno Mphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another* 2009 (4) SA 529 (CC). This constitutional court case raised a series of constitutional issues regarding the relationship between arbitrations, the courts and the Constitution. The case further involved the interpretation of section 34 of the Constitution (as well as whether this section applies to the ADR process of private arbitrations).

885 *Lufuno Mphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another* 2009 (4) SA 529 (CC) para 211.


887 Justice O’Regan held that ‘in considering whether private arbitration fits into the framework of section 34, we have to acknowledge that private arbitration, as conventionally understood, is ordinarily not held in public. It is, as its name implies, a private process. Nor can it ordinarily be said that arbitrators have to be independent in the full sense that courts and tribunals must be…The language of section 34 does not seem to fit our conception of private arbitration. The section must be interpreted on its own language and with integrity, and I cannot conclude, given the general lack of fit between private arbitration and the language of the section, that the section has direct application to private arbitration.’ *Lufuno Mphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another* 2009 (4) SA 529 (CC) para 213.
5.8.5.2 Concerns regarding infringement of section 34

In view of the discussion of section 34 above, some have expressed their concerns that mandatory court based mediation would infringe on the constitutional right of access to courts, that is, to have their dispute adjudicated through the application of law in a fair hearing before a public court or similar tribunal, in order to arrive a final finding or judgment in their matter.\(^{888}\)

Mandatory court based mediation is not conducted in a public forum or tribunal and is in fact private and confidential process.\(^{889}\) Therefore, by compelling disputants to pass through another (private) forum, which section 34 does not provide for, may possibly be construed as unconstitutional. Furthermore, a mediator, by nature, cannot make a decision by the application of law nor arrive at a judgment or final decision, as the court does.\(^{890}\) Thus, further compelling disputants to have their disputes mediated may be seen as an infringement on their constitutional right to have their matter determined by the court who would make a final decision in law and arrive at a judgment producing a legal winning party and losing party.\(^{891}\)

\(^{888}\) The Cape Law Society, at its annual general meeting in November 2011 hosted a workshop on the draft rules for mandatory court based mediation, led by a panel of members from its specialist committee. Some questions were raised in response to the presentation; one in particular being whether mandatory court based mediation would infringe the constitutional right to have a justiciable dispute heard by a court of law, in terms of section 34 of the Constitution. Hawkey K ‘Mandatory Mediation Rules to Shake Up Justice System’ (2011) 515 De Rebus 21.

\(^{889}\) See characteristics of mediation at 1.6.2 above.

\(^{890}\) A mediator can only facilitate or guide the disputants to arrive at their own settlement, producing a outcome or solution by mutual agreement between the parties. See 1.6.2 above.

\(^{891}\) As discussed at 5.8.5.1 above, section 34 is said to guarantee the protection of the judicial process to persons who have disputes that can be resolved by law.
5.8.5.3 Counter Arguments to the Concerns Regarding the Contravention of Section 34

The aforementioned arguments for mandatory court based mediation infringing section 34 can be understood. However they may not necessarily be valid. The reason disagreeing that section 34 is contravened, is discussed below.

The process of mandatory court based mediation provides that litigants, once an appearance to defend or notice of intention to oppose has been entered, should attempt to mediate their dispute. Should the mediation be unsuccessful, litigants may revert to mainstream litigation to have their matter formally decided in an open court.892

It should be understood that mandatory court based mediation compels disputants to attempt to settle their dispute but does not compel them to settle.893 Therefore nothing prevents disputants from reverting to normal court procedures to have their matter judicially resolved, should the parties be unable to achieve settlement. Further, should the dispute only be partially settled, the rest of the disputed issues may still be resolved at court, as usual.894 It may therefore be asked, how then is a disputant’s right of access to courts infringed, if the right remains intact and available to them?

In furtherance to the above argument, one of the compulsory requirements of the rule 37 pre-trial conference895 is to attempt settlement by way of mediation.896 Even though legal practitioners often consider this to be a mere a formality and thus not attempted,897 the

892 See 5.6.2 above.
893 As per the nature and concept of mandatory court based mediation, discussed at 5.2 above.
894 See 5.2 and 5.5.2 above.
895 See 2.4.1.1.1 above.
896 See 2.4.1.1.1 above. The emphasis here is ‘attempt’.
897 See 3.2.1.2 above.
compulsory requirement still exists in terms of the Uniform Rules of Court of 2009. All litigants, in terms of this rule of court, are compelled to attempt to settle their dispute, however are not compelled to settle. It is therefore not clear why the Rule 37 pre-trial conference is not deemed unconstitutional, that is, an infringement of section 34 of the Constitution.

The process of mandatory court based mediation is therefore not likely to contravene section 34, as some may be of the view. The right to return to mainstream litigation, after attempting settlement through mediation, is not taken away through the implementation of mandatory court based mediation in South Africa’s civil justice system.

Considering the argument that section 34 will not likely be contravened by mandatory court based mediation, and considering the fact that this ADR tool facilitates the promotion of the values as well as the fundamental rights in the Constitution, this system may in fact be constitutionally sound and lines up with the values therein.

5.9 CONCLUSION

This chapter assessed the concept of mandatory court based mediation together with its advantages and benefits to the legal fraternity, disputants and the nation of South Africa. It was also shown how this ADR tool gives effect to the Constitution’s core rights and values and confirmed that no constitutional right is likely to be contravened through its implementation into the civil justice system.

898 See 2.4.1.1.1 above.
899‘Rule 37 (6) The minutes of the pre-trial conference shall be prepared and signed by or on behalf of every party and the following shall appear therefrom:...(c) that every party claiming relief has requested his opponent to make a settlement proposal and that such opponent has reacted thereto; (d) whether any issue has been referred by the parties for mediation, arbitration or decision by a third party and on what basis it has been so referred;...’ Uniform Rules of Court 2009. See 2.4.1.1.1 above.
900And consistent with section 2 of the Constitution.
It is acknowledged that mandatory court based mediation is not free from criticism and may not be suited to all civil disputes. However, this does not detract from the overall beneficial impact that this system may have on South Africa and its civil justice system if implemented. Moreover, the benefits of mandatory court based mediation outweigh the arguments against it.

Even though the pilot schemes will implement court based mediation on a voluntary basis in South Africa, the implementation of mandatory court based mediation remains a future possibility.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The central aim of this thesis, as set out in Chapter 1, is to determine whether mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR tool to implement in South Africa in order to remedy the shortcomings within the South African civil justice system.

To this end, the South African civil justice system and its primary method of dispute resolution (litigation) were investigated as a point of departure.\textsuperscript{901} It was discovered that the civil justice system remains characterised by complex and time-consuming litigation procedures; overburdened court rolls; excessive delays in the resolution of civil disputes; and high costs of litigation.\textsuperscript{902} It was established that these shortcomings hinder the attainment of access to justice in the civil justice system.\textsuperscript{903} Despite numerous state initiatives over decades in order to assist in remedying these shortcomings, these injustices prevail.\textsuperscript{904}

Nelson Mandela, when interviewed in the 1960s during the Apartheid era, stated that

‘there are many people who feel that it is useless and futile for us to continue talking peace and non-violence — against a government whose only reply is savage attacks on an unarmed and defenceless people. And I think the time has come for us to consider, in the light of our experiences at this day at home, whether the methods which we have applied so far are adequate.’\textsuperscript{905}

\textsuperscript{901} Chapter 2 of this thesis.
\textsuperscript{902} Discussed at 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{903} See 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{904} See 2.5 above.
Perhaps the time has come to consider, in view of the persistent shortcomings in South Africa’s civil justice system, whether the government’s\textsuperscript{906} attempts at remediying these shortcomings, are adequate. In this regard, it is concluded that perhaps a fundamental change in the civil justice system, such as altering the primary method of civil dispute resolution, may be necessary.\textsuperscript{907}

The thesis went on to discover that mediation, as an alternative to litigation, operates as an important method of dispute resolution in the areas of labour, family and commercial law. It was further discovered that this ADR tool was implemented with the view of remedying the adversarial shortcomings in these areas of South African law.\textsuperscript{908} The success of mediation in these specific fields was highlighted and was evidenced through the support from the legislature and judiciary, particularly in the fields of labour and family law,\textsuperscript{909} and through the level of support from the corporate governance system\textsuperscript{910} in company law.\textsuperscript{911}

Mediation as a primary method of dispute resolution is suited to Australia’s NSW and Victorian civil justice systems\textsuperscript{912} and was also implemented together with case management as one of the two main methods to the remedy. It was discovered that South Africa has a similar civil justice system to NSW and Victoria with similar shortcomings due to the adversarial nature of these systems through the primary method of dispute resolution being litigation.\textsuperscript{913} The mediation programmes adopted in NSW and Victoria may therefore be

\textsuperscript{906} Together with the legislature and judiciary, see 2.5 above.
\textsuperscript{907} See 2.6 above.
\textsuperscript{908} See 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 above.
\textsuperscript{909} See 3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2, 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2 above.
\textsuperscript{910} See 3.2.3
\textsuperscript{911} See 3.2.3.1, 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3 above.
\textsuperscript{912} See 4.5.3 and 4.6.3 above.
\textsuperscript{913} See 4.3.2 above.
useful as a model that South Africa could follow, regarding implementing mediation into an adversarial civil justice system in order to remedy the shortcomings of the system.\textsuperscript{914}

In view of recent developments in South Africa’s civil justice system, a voluntary set of court based mediation will be implemented on a pilot project basis on 1 December 2014. The South African government, however, had initially introduced these court rules as a system of mandatory court based mediation.\textsuperscript{915} The process of mandatory court based mediation was investigated in Chapter 5, together with its beneficial and constitutional qualities as well as its criticisms.\textsuperscript{916}

The concluding chapter of this thesis will therefore establish whether mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR tool to implement in South Africa in order to remedy the persistent shortcomings within its civil justice system. This chapter will then conclude with brief recommendations on how this system may be implemented into the country’s civil justice system.\textsuperscript{917}

\section*{6.2 THE SUITABILITY OF MANDATORY COURT BASED MEDIATION IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM}

Theoretically, it should be borne in mind that the rationale behind the implementation of mandatory court based mediation is for the benefit of the South African civil justice system, the people and their interests.\textsuperscript{918} Mandatory court based mediation does not intend to

\textsuperscript{914} See 4.8 above.
\textsuperscript{915} See 3.2 above.
\textsuperscript{916} See 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 above.
\textsuperscript{917} The implementation of mandatory court based mediation is not the focus of this study and methods of implementation have not formally been investigated. However suggestions will be made in this regard. See 1.2 above.
\textsuperscript{918} See 5.2.1 above regarding the objectives of mandatory court based mediation and for the aims of the CJRP which introduced mandatory court based mediation, see 1.1 above. For the benefits of mandatory court based mediation see 5.6 above.
eradicate mainstream litigation and remove disputing parties’ constitutional right to have their disputes decided at court (or a similar tribunal). 919 On the contrary, this ADR tool is implemented in order to work alongside the already existing court system 920 in order to enhance its functioning. That is, to attain the overarching purpose of remedying the shortcomings in South Africa’s civil justice system. This includes promoting access to justice as well as restorative justice. 921 This is the lense through which mandatory court based mediation should be viewed when answering the research question: is mandatory court based mediation is a suitable ADR tool to implement in South Africa, in order to reduce significantly the shortcomings within its civil justice system?

Mandatory court based mediation appears to remedy the recurring shortcomings identified in the South African civil justice system. 922 Furthermore in view of the advantageous and beneficial qualities of mandatory court based mediation, 923 as well as the Constitution’s core values and preamble which this system gives effect to, 924 it appears that this ADR tool is indeed suitable to implement in the South Africa.

Furthermore, it appears that mandatory court based mediation lines up with section 2 of the Constitution, and does not appear to contravene any Constitutional provision. Instead, this ADR process upholds the spirit of Ubuntu and the country’s Constitutional ethos. 925

919 See 5.6.5 above.
920 As evidenced by the objectives of the mandatory court based mediation rules (see 5.2 above) and discussions of against the possible contravention section 34 (see 5.8.5.3 above).
921 See 5.8.3 and 5.6.3 above.
922 See 5.6 above.
923 See 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 above.
924 See 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 above.
925 As per Constitution’s Preamble.
It is acknowledged that mandatory court based mediation is not free from criticism and may not be suited to all civil claims and disputes.\textsuperscript{926} However, this does not detract from the overall suitability of the concept to the South African civil justice system.

It is not suggested that mandatory court based mediation will cause South Africa’s civil justice system to operate at optimal efficiency. However, implementing this ADR process will make a significant contribution in remedying the aforementioned prevailing shortcomings and assist in promoting access to justice as well as the constitutional framework and ethos of the country.

\textbf{6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS}

If mandatory court based mediation is a suitable process for South Africa’s civil justice system, it may be asked how such system may be implemented. When the introduction of mandatory court based mediation in South Africa was proposed in 2011 by way of court rules,\textsuperscript{927} it was rejected in the absence of enabling legislation sanctioning these rules.\textsuperscript{928} In this regard, it therefore is suggested that mandatory court based mediation be introduced via legislation, in order to give effect to the regulation of these processes through specific court rules. There currently exists no legislation in South Africa authorising the compulsory practice of mediation in all civil disputes.\textsuperscript{929} In view hereof, the former Minister of Justice\textsuperscript{930} seeks to be advised whether such enabling legislation should be implemented in the country.\textsuperscript{931} The arguments in this thesis regarding the suitability of mandatory court based mediation may therefore hold persuasive value in advising the Minister accordingly.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{926} See 5.7.1 above.  
\textsuperscript{927} See 5.2.1 above.  
\textsuperscript{928} See 5.2.2 above.  
\textsuperscript{929} See 5.2.2 above.  
\textsuperscript{930} The Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, Jeffery Radebe.  
\textsuperscript{931} See 5.4 above.}
In addition, legislating mediation is not a new phenomenon in South Africa. Over 23 pieces of legislation provide for mediation in various areas of law.\textsuperscript{932} Moreover, mediation is expressly legislated in the areas of labour, family and commercial law.\textsuperscript{933} Furthermore, the former Minister\textsuperscript{934} advises that there are precedents from other comparable jurisdictions from which South Africa may draw lessons and best practices from, in developing such compulsory legislation.\textsuperscript{935} As discussed, the Australian states of NSW and Victoria may be appropriate jurisdictions in this regard.\textsuperscript{936} Therefore, should mandatory court based mediation be implemented as legislation in future, lessons may be drawn from these states.\textsuperscript{937} Based on the possible lessons identified in this thesis, the enabling legislation on mandatory court based mediation should not be implemented in a vacuum.\textsuperscript{938} The support and commitment from the legislature, judiciary, legal profession, legal education institutions, civil disputing parties as well as the general public is necessary when implementing this ADR tool as legislation in South Africa.\textsuperscript{939}

Further, the mandatory mediation systems implemented in NSW and Victoria still experience a number of valid criticisms.\textsuperscript{940} However, despite criticism, the mediation programmes operate effectively in these states and have significantly aided in eradicating the shortcomings previously experienced in their civil justice systems.\textsuperscript{941} Therefore, despite the arguments against mandatory court based mediation in South Africa,\textsuperscript{942} this ADR tool may still be able

\textsuperscript{932} See 3.4 above.
\textsuperscript{933} See 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 above.
\textsuperscript{934} The Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, Jeffery Radebe.
\textsuperscript{935} See 5.4 above.
\textsuperscript{936} See 4.9 above.
\textsuperscript{937} See 4.5.4 and 4.6.4 above.
\textsuperscript{938} See 4.9 above.
\textsuperscript{939} See 4.9 above.
\textsuperscript{940} See 4.7 above.
\textsuperscript{941} See 4.7 above.
\textsuperscript{942} See 5.7.1 above.
to operate effectively and aid in significantly eradicating the shortcomings identified in the country’s civil justice system.

Nonetheless, on 1 December 2014 the Amended Magistrates’ Court Rules will be launched across South Africa on a pilot project basis. This programme is not mandatory in nature and many disputants may avoid this programme, as it may be unfamiliar to them, with the result that the benefits of mediation may not be initially experienced. However, the voluntary court based mediation rules may be a step in the right direction for South Africa in finding an adequate method for remedying the shortcomings of its civil justice system. This will therefore leave the door open to the possibility of implementing mandatory court based mediation in the South African civil justice system in the future.

*Word Count: 55 331*

---

943 At selected Magistrates’ courts, see 5.3.1 above.
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